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CALENDARS
1982-1984
SEPTEMBER 1982
12 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30
OCTOBER 1982
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 192021 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31
NOVEMBER 1982
12 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30
DECEMBER 1982
12 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30 31
JANUARY 1983
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 192021 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
3031
FEBRUARY 1983
12 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28
MARCH 1983
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30 31
APRIL 1983
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
MAY 1983
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31
JUNE 1983
12 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30
JULY 1983
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31
AUGUST 1983
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31
SEPTEMBER 1983
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30
OCTOBER 1983
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
3031
NOVEMBER 1983
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30
DECEMBER 1983
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31
JANUARY 1984
12 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31
FEBRUARY 1984
12 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29
march 1984
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31
APRIL 1984
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30
MAY 1984
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30 31
JUNE 1984
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
JULY 1984
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 192021
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31
AUGUST 1984
12 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30 31
SEPTEMBER 1984
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 192021 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30
SEPTEMBER TERM
Faculty conferences
September Term
FALL TERM
Residence halls open to
new students, noon
Mew Students-Parents
Convocation, 2:30 p.m.
Mew students sessions and
registration
Residence halls open to
returning students,
2:00 p.m.
Final Registration of
returning students
Classes begin, 8:00 a.m.
Late registration and
change fee effective
Last day to register for
classes
Last day to withdraw from
classes
Thanksgiving vacation
Classes continue
Fall term classes end,
5:00 p.m.
Residence halls close,
11:00 a.m.
WINTER TERM
Residence halls open,
1:00 p.m.
Registration of new
students
Classes begin, 8:00 a.m.
Late registration and
change fee effective
1982-83 1983-84
Sept. 7-10 Sept. 12-15
Sept. 20-24 Sept. 26-30
Sept. 26 Oct. 2
Sept. 26 Oct. 2
Sept. 26-29 Oct.2-5
Sept. 28 Oct. 4
Sept. 29
Sept. 30
Sept. 30
Oct. 6
Mov. 17
Mov. 25-28
Mov. 29
Dec. 10
Dec. 11
Jan. 2
Jan. 3
Jan. 3
Jan. 3
Oct. 5
Oct. 6
Oct. 6
Oct. 12
Mov. 23
Mov. 24-27
Mov. 28
Dec. 16
Dec. 17
Jan. 4
Jan. 4
Jan. 5
Jan. 5
COLLEGE
CALENDAR
Last day to register for
classes
Last day to withdraw from
classes
Classes end, 5:00 p.m.
Residence halls close,
11 ;00 a.m.
SPRING TERM
Residence halls open.
1:00 p.m.
Registration of new
students, 8:00 a.m.
Classes begin. 8:00 a.m.
Late registration and
change fee effective
Last day to register for
classes
Last day to withdraw from
classes
Classes end, 5:00 p.m.
Baccalaureate, 10:30 a.m.
Commencement, 2:00 p.m.
Residence halls close,
5:00 p.m.
1982-83
Jan. 7
Feb. 18
Mar. 11
Mar. 12
Mar. 20
Mar. 21
Mar. 21
Mar. 21
Mar. 25
May 6
May 27
May 28
May 28
May 28
1983-84
Jan. 11
Feb. 22
Mar. 14
Mar. 15
Mar. 25
Mar. 26
Mar. 26
Mar. 26
Mar. 30
May 11
June 1
June 2
June 2
June 2
MEAL SERVICE: Fall Term—evening of September 26
(Oct. 2) for new students. Sept. 28 (Oct. 4) for returning
students: Winter Term—evening of January 2 (4) to
morning of March 12 (15); Spring Term—evening of
March 20 (25) to noon of May 28 (June 2).
MOTICE: Rarely are changes made in a College
calendar once published. However, the College reserves
the right to change dates. Any significant changes will
be sent to accepted students by April 1. or when they
are admitted if after that date.
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"The most important of all observations I
always make on your campus is the openness,
the friendliness and the Christ-commitment of
this campus. The spirit of this campus is
always very evident, I think, to the utter
stranger who would venture unknowingly on
this campus. He would sense the spirit of the
students in this community."
—Oregon Senator Mark Hatfield
"There is a sweet spirit in this school I hope you
keep; I've been to a lot of educational
institutions and you've got something special."
—Ken Overstreet, Vice President
Youth For Christ international—GSA
"There's a spirit of friendliness by everyone—
from the switchboard to the secretaries, to
everyone I meet; you seem to have something
going for you . . . ."
—An Oregon daily newspaper editor
These are the observations of campus guests
observing the George Fox "people." A College
campus, of course, is buildings. But more than that,
it's the people involved—the faculty, administrators,
staff members, and the students. They all make up
the George Fox "family."
The "family" is not static. In fact, it changes with
each new student who comes to campus. But there
is a trait in the George Fox people. Part of that is
because of their common interest in Christian
college and Christian education. The GFC
curriculum centers around service-oriented, people-
caring professions. By nature the GFC student and
faculty member is genuinely interested in others and
that friendliness shows. But it's more than just skin
deep, it's a genuine concern for the inner person.
Dedicated Christian professors and staff are the
heart of the George Fox educational experience. The
faculty numbers more than seventy, including full
and part-time. The teacher-student ratio is about
1:16. The average class size is about twenty-five and
the College has about 140 full-time employees.
George Fox is a small college, and for relationships
that's important.
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TEACHERS
How important is your choice of teachers? Charles
Malik, former president of the United Nations
General Assembly, urges, "Make sure ofyour
teacher and forget about everything else. Elton
Truebiood, a Quaker educator, observes, "It is easy
to envisage a good college with poor buildings, but
it is not possible to envisage a good college with
poor teachers."
Experiences that truly educate are not produced
simply by a quantity of courses arranged around a
major field of study. Education has much more to
do with quality interaction between teacher and
learner, and with learning experiences that sharpen
and shape the mind. In a sense, a student is
enrolled in Professor Smith I or Professor Jones II
and not in a course or subject. And, he or she must
be turned on to that learning or it will never become
a personal discovery and dimension of life.
y
in field of Study, the ability to teach, andAchievement selecting a professor for
personal connm t members have graduate degrees
George .^^/L^ons across America, and approximately two
fronn niajor mstit ^ g^it academic achievement is not
thirds have earn important are life experiences that
the only criterion Just as purpose of this Colleg_nd dedka^ the is e.
^"^PhlnHt^r"s'onal commftment to ou? Christian faith. Moralincluding a persona , ,iricludl g pers jarnrnu u^ intellectual
vOTS Lnd to tfie Christian college community, a reflection ofendeavoib
Mteorge'Fox, students come first and research second. The
absencfoTa® "publish or perish" policy assures that faculty
13
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emphasis will be with the
student and in a personal way.
This is further emphasized by a
policy that says, except for
labs, no classes are taught by
teaching assistants. It's been a
long-standing and special
policy. And It shows. Visitors
often remark about the small-
class relationships and the
frequent one-on-one meetings
In offices with open doors.
Through the years George
Fox has prepared thousands of
young people for future service
and professions. It's a people
process still underway.
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WHY A CHRISTIAN COLLEGE?
Values are to education and learning what steel rods
ab '^uf'we ^revl'^ harttee ia?ues°arf'he product
of °an'ed^catron al well as the principles for the
direction of learning.
In a dav of hedqing on absolutes, standards,
values and quahty wl assert that the mark of a
rdiSeVp^sont .[of the « e.ercise
kJrdrgT '^ulS/^st - against the frame-
work of Christian revelation.
We teach the avdotai^sdences
sociology, , i^^ow what man is and does,
L'f ^'rTsfd^cover^what man ought to be and do.tTach the humanities (literature^^^^
need to be "measured by Chnsban^^
the natural .uprp are no contradictions in
created rnder with the character and purposes of
'h fact, as a Chr.tian college we
ing is His character, which then becomes the point
of judgment, evaluation, and measurement for all
else. A third affirmation is that God is a God of
creativity and hope for the problems of life. His
creativity lights our own creativity in all facets of
human learning and endeavor. A fourth affirmation
is that God gives purpose and meaning to all of life
and it behooves us to find it, not only for ourselves
but for our society.
Some may feel that religious commitment will
preclude great scholarship. Our answer is that a
closed mind, weak effort, and poor judgment, not
religious commitment, produce Inadequate scholar
ship. Others may feel that a willingness to face allquestions and to evaluate all evidence, which higher
education should do, may preclude spiritual sta
bility. Our answer is that where one has delved
deeply to arrive at real certitude, this very certitude
readies one for open dialogue. A generous spirit
and diligent research are not to be confused with a
neutral position or lack ofspiritual concern. TheQuaker heritage of the College calls for an open
spirit to truth and to all men, plus a convincement
of the revelation of God through Christ.
The distinctives of a Christian higher education
are not primarily in chapel, Bible classes, campus
social regulations, and a church affiliation. The
vitality and uniqueness are found in the nature of
truth, the pursuit of truth, the integration of faith
and learning, the relevance of a Christian world
view and the development of mature, Christian
character. Primarily this is accomplished by the in
teraction of students and committed Christian
teachers, plus learning resources developed for these
objectives. You can get this kind of education only
in a Christian college.
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COLLEGE OBJECTIVES
In harmony with its philosophy of education. George
Fox College has identified institutional objectives
that provide for academic, religious and moral, and
social needs:
1. Teach all truth as God's truth, integrating all fields
of learning around the person and work of Jesus Christ,
bringing the divine revelations through sense, reason, and
intuition to the confirming test of Scripture. "All scripture
IS inspired by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof,
for correction, and for training in righteousness that the
man of God may be complete, equipped for every good
work. (2 Timothy 3;16-17)
2 Support academic programs that liberate the stu
dent for a life ofpurpose and fulfillment through an
awareness of the resources of knowledge and culture
available to him; maximize career-oriented education
through counseling, curriculum, field experience and
placement. ^ . ai.u
.u 3 program of varied activities that directsthe student to a commitment to Christ as Lord and Savior
encourages attitudes of reverence and devotion toward
God, leads to recognition that the revealed command-
ments of God are the supreme criteria of the good life
enables the student to mirror the example of Christ in'
human relationships, develops a greater desire to serve
mankind ma spirit of Christian love, and brings the student to a ife of obedience to "the law of the Spirit of life
mChrist Jesus that will set him morally free (Romans
8:2).
4 Provide a center for Quaker leadership v/here facul-
ty and students learn the history and Christian doctrines of
the Friends movement and make contemporary applica
tions of these insights. j- kh a
.u Christianity generallythrough scholarly publication, lecturing, and by
eyangehstic and prophetic proclamation and seryice
6. Promote cocurricular actiyities that will emphasize
the development of leadership, initiative, and teamwork by
18
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giving opportunity to make practical use of the skills and
ideas acquired through academic courses.
7 Make itself a community in which studies and ac-
tivities are made relevant to life, develop insight into social
and political issues confronting mankind, and learn to par
ticipate democratically in decision making and policy im-
P'"s'allpublics of the Col-
leqe and sponsor programs that are iriformative and
culturally stimulating to the larger College community.
PORPOSES AND OUTCOMES
In any enterprise involving students of variedpreparedness, motivation, and discipline, there will
be differences in outcomes. Education is realistic
and idealistic, it reaches beyond the average, the
assured and the guaranteed. College objectives, m-Teed the entire catalog, can only be seen as sincere
intention to provide a quality educational program
fr^r fhnse who wish to profit from this particular Col-
lege Accountability to students is J'y P[°"/niiaiifipd teachers, a community with Chris
ban values, and the historical continuity of aQuaker
college. The opportunity for personal growth and
" '^^ NSeiiss^Xdents are advised that theburd"e;^?s^thero^n^the«
ToMege's,'W become educated. The catalog is not a
contract.
accreditation and membership
fsso'^ Ion o?L%^daryTnd Hfghe'r Schooll Tnl
by the Oregon Teacher Standards and Practices
Commission for the preparation of teachers in
specific fields. It is approved by the Federal Govern
ment and the State of Oregon for the education of
veterans, by the United States Attorney General for
the admission of alien students, and by the
American Association of University Women.
The College holds memberships In the Christian
College Consortium, the College Scholarship Ser
vice, the Council of Independent Colleges, the
Friends Council on Education, the National Associa
tion of Evangelicals, the Northwest Association of
Private Colleges and Universities, and the Oregon
Independent College Association and Foundation.
MISSION STATEMENT
The purpose or "mission" of George Fox College has
been clearly defined in its official "mission state
ment": "The mission of the College from its begin
ning has been to demonstrate the meaning ofJesus
Christ by offering a caring educational community
In which each Individual may achieve the highest in
tellectual and personal growth, and by participating
responsibly in our world's concerns."
CONSORTIA
The College is associated with twelve other regional
ly accredited colleges in the Christian College Con
sortium. The consortium promotes these objectives:
"articulation of the unique contributions that
dynamic Christian higher education can make to
contemporary society; development ofcooperative
institutional programs for faculties, students, and ad
ministrators; encouragement of research and study
19
among evangelical scholars on the integration of the
Christian faith and academic learning: increase of
educational and development opportunities for
students from evangelical Christian colleges; design
of research activities to evaluate educational pro
grams; promotion of activities to improve the
management and efficiency of member institutions;
and expansion of financial and educational resources
available to evangelical Christian colleges."
Other members of the consortium are Asburv
College, Wilmore, Kentucky; Bethel College St
Paul, Minnesota; Gordon College, Wenham, Mas
sachusetts; Greenville College, Greenville. Illinois;
Houghton College, Houghton, New York; MaloneCollege, Canton, Ohio; Messiah College, Grantham
Pennsylvania: Seattle Pacific University. SeattleWashington; Taylor University, Upland. Indiana-'
Trinity College, Deerfield. Illinois; Westmont cil-
leS:
organization that was founded in 1976. Each of the
sixty-five member institutions is committed to
academic excellence and to the integration of faith
earning, and liymg. The Coaiition, comprised of
four-year l.berai arts colleges with fuii regional ac
creditation. provides a medium for strengthening
education'"® 'mportant sector of private higLr
The Oregon Independent Colleges Assn^ian.^„
of which George Fox College is amember i^a ',"n
experimental intercampus program described
elsewhere In addition, the College is associated
with a bibliographic center that makes the holdings
20
of a number of area college libraries available to
each campus.
Although not technically a consortium, benefits
come to the College through the Council for the Ad
vancement of Small Colleges, "a national, voluntary
association dedicated to the promotion and advance
ment ofsmall, independent private colleges of
liberal arts and sciences in their historic and vital
contribution to ethical, moral, and spiritual values."
OFfif.'vrV.'
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PLACE
George Fox College's "place" is Oregon, the upper
Willamette Valley. Mewberg. and a 60-acre tree-
shaded campus snuggled on a wooded ravine in a
residential neighborhood.
This geographical location oFers a variety to
meet nearly all interests: a rural, peacefu , and tran-
auil community with small-town neighborlmess, yetTcloseneTs (23 miles) to a major metropolitan en-
vironment of one million people with cultural
eventrcommercial services, and an opportunity for
involvement in urban life and abeauty of the Pacific Morthwest nearby (75
miles) mountain ranges for skiing, and easy access[S ruggTd coastal beaches, just 65 miles away.
Oreaon—96.981 square miles of variety—
X'beCeJt'£
Fox IS 'ooated. But It beauty. Gmbrellas and
green ^nd gives it . ^ during the winter
raincoats do oomo ^omes out, Oregon is
months, but vworth the wait. Just ask the
Ss who make tourism the state ssecond largest
metropolitan P<^tla larnest city, Portland of^rs
SS.-S -.°SH
downtown transit mall, and its art museum,
galleries, a symphony, chamber music ensemble,
theater groups, historical society, zoological garden,
and a museum of science and industry. And George
Fox students can Join in the enthusiasm of cheering
for the Portland Trail Blazer basketball team, the
Portland soccer Timbers, and the Winter Hawk ice
hockey squad.
Despite the numerous Portland advantages,
many students prefer the small-town flavor of
Mewberg. Located on the Willamette River. Mewberg
has a population of just under 11.000. with many
residents living in Mewberg by choice and com-
NEWBERG
Seattle
WASHINGTON
OREGON
J
Portland
CALIFORNIA
Mlssouia
/ MONTANA
IDAHO
Boise
muting to Portland for their jobs. "Downtown"
Mewberg is a single wide street with a variety of
stores, shops, and services. Friendly merchants
who appreciate the college students, are Just a few
blocks south of the campus, with most businesses
within walking distance. It's a personable town richin tradition—forrner President Herbert Hoover once
Iwed here. This Quaker-founded community has a
Si 1 temperature in July of
31 7°F Tvn-^ ijnean daily minimum in January of
averages 42,3 inches a year, with 8,7 inches of
OUR HERITAGE
heiped settle'the rich and^fr°hfM?c?pioneers
of Oregon. One of the firct . Valley
founding of their church was th '^n '^
children. In 1885 the Chrrshan ; of their
offspring was assured with the establkh°'^
Pacific Academy. At the samp of
pioneers were looking ahead with a^H
lege to provide further and more adv;,n^"i
tion. That time came September 9 IRQ?
opening of the doors of Pacific CoMenP
students were counted opening day "
th. name of the College ileell, thans^d in
because of the many "Pacific" j
Church Friendr""
24
From only a handful of courses in the 1890's,
the College now offers twenty-four majors and nearly
400 courses in six divisions. And in all more than
4,500 students over the years have called this Col
lege their alma mater.
Today the College has the distinction of being
one of the Northwest's fastest-growing colleges—In
both facilities and enrollment. Nine new buildings,
with a total value of nearly $10 million, were com
pleted in five years. Student enrollment has more
than doubled since the mid-seventies.
The growing excitement is shared on a 60-acre
suburban campus in Newberg as students come
from across the nation to participate in the ex-
perience of sharing faith and learning with dedica e
faculty and administrators. They live, study, work
and play in buildings that range from those with
historic significance to some of the most ,
anywhere. The College is committed to a residential
campus atmosphere where learning continues ou •
side the classroom, as well as inside, ^
variety of experiences, including music, •
clubs and organizations, special events, and spiritua
emphasis.
The Christian atmosphere is a dominating
factor. From its founding the College has been
guided by Northwest Yearly Meeting of
Church, which has historically emphasized
necessity of a genuinely experiential religiou
the spiritual nature of the ordinances, the '.^P .
tance of peacemaking and responsible . V
and the freedom for individuals to hnlds
conscience. With other Christians, the Co 9
the great historical truths of Christianity, i .
the deity of Jesus Christ, the authority and inspira
tion of the Holy Scriptures, the necessity of salvation
for man, and the present ministry of the Holy Spirit.
Although the College has more Friends students
on campus than any other In the Gnited States, they
represent just about 25 percent of the student body.
Altogether more than 30 denominations are
represented on campus. Denominations with enroll
ment of 10 or more students include Evangelical
Church of North America, Baptist, Free Methodist,
Nazarene, Presbyterian, Disciples of Christ, Men-
nonite, United Methodist, Assemblies of God, Chris
tian and Missionary Alliance, and Lutheran.
CAMPUS FACILITIES
Bounded on three sides by a residential area, the
George Fox campus borders Hess Creek, with a
natural setting that is being preserved with its tall
trees, ferns, and wildflowers. The spacious campus
has been developed in recent years according to a
master plan that has developed a campus academic
mall, a recreational section with new sports center,
track complex, and athletic fields, and a living area
with major new residence halls. The facilities
include:
Brougher Hall, erected in 1947 and remodeled
and enlarged in 1959 and 1961, contains physics
laboratories and art classrooms.
Calder Center, built in 1964, is the combination
of three hexagon modules providing eighteen
classrooms, offices for science, mathematics, and
home economics faculty, and a lecture hall that
seats 165 persons.
Carey Hall, built in 1980, is a coeducational
residence hall housing thirty-two students in eight
suites. It is the first unit of a planned three-building
25
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11 HOBSON HALL
12 KERSHNER HOUSE
13 LEWIS APARTMENTS
14 MACY HALL
15 MAINTENANCE BUILDING
16 MINTHORNHALL
17 NEWLIN APARTMENTS
18 PENNINGTON HALL
19 MILO C. ROSS CENTER
20 SHAMBAUQH LIBRARY
i4
25 WEESNER VILLAGE
26 COLEMAN WHEELER SPOPtq rcKi-rr-27 WINTERS APARTMENTS ^^"^ER
28 WOOD-MARHALL
26
ATHLETIC FIELDS
BROUGHER HALL
CALDER CEHTER
CAREY HALL
COLCORD MEMORIAL FIELD
TELEVISIOM CEMTER
EDWARDS HALL
BOOKSTORE
HEACOCK COMMONS
HERBERT HOOVER ACADEMIC BUILDING
PULTONSTRSn
FULTON STVET .3
NORTH STREn
SHERMAN STRCCT
5;. SHERIDAN STrTct~
minidorm complex situated in the Hess Creek
'^ '^ T^cord Memorial Field contains an all-weather
track and a soccer field. A new athletic com-
plex includes a baseball diamond, two Softball fields.
a hockey field, and an archery , -..priook-Edivards Hall, constructed in 1964 and ^erlook
ing Hess Canyon, is a residence hail for women.
houses 104 students. iqc/i ar and enlara-
Heacock Commons, buiit 1964-65 and enla g
ed in 1979, adjoins the Student ^"1?"provides dining rooms, kitchen, coffee shop, an
Herbert Hoover Academic Building
1976-77, houses the Kershner facility,
and economics as weil as a iarge ^
classrooms, social science faculty
administrative offices of the dean. 9
•""ST™,. A—.. p;-»SS
upper division students in a ^ completed
The Macy-Su//on-Hobson ComPin 1977, is the large£ residence ta
housing a total of 202 studen . gpe
shared by the three gp underground
connected by outside walkways and an un
tunnel. , , firct.neneration building
Minthorn Hall is the and refurbished
still in use. Completely remod ^ her educa-in 1962, it houses f^^^fy°;Slng skills lab, and
tion and language arts, the
the audiovisual center. ideated on Morth Street,The Metvlin ^P^f'^ 'Tfo use by sixteen upper divi-
are four units available for use oy
sion students. fgg2, is a coeduca-Pennmgton Hall, bw tridents. It provides
tional residence hall for lUU siu
an
infirmary, a guest room, a soundproof study room, a
central lounge, game rooms, and a head residents
apadment./^ C. Ross Cenler, built in 1978, houses
the Reliaion Division and music department, in-
eluding classrooms, studios, practicelistening labs, and faculty offices. Construction of
the William and Mary Bauman Chapel/Auditorium,
which will become the major >^ng of the Koss
Center, began in July 1981. Occupancy of he
1.150 seat auditorium is projected for the fall of
^^^Shambaugh Library, dedicated in 1962, houses
aooroximately 70.000 volumes on three floors. ItsfeTtLreriSe study carrels, rare book collections,
microfilm room, music listening room, soundproof
wSnq rSim, museum, seminar room, art and record
collections, and the curriculum library. Library loan
facilities are available to all students to gam
mresou^e materials from other national, state, and
°'^ Thfre(S;s/o. Cenler. completed in 1979,
houses acolor television production studio as well
- ^rnrC^Sra^frype, were built in
'^^ ^Tilikuiv Retreat Center, located on ninety acres
in the Chehalem Valley some eight miles from cam-
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Slle^eis ^eveTop^g rrrtluml/^Ch
camping and recreaUon ^
Weesner W//age consists of twelve .
&nts. "PPer div^ror^"'^
in 19775s th^c"oltegt^TafS completedthe James and Llla Miller Gvmn^<=- ?' ^^o^tains
three basketball courts and featuring
center also contains activlfv and - n^ '^ OO. The
handball courts Dhvslr^i . 9^^ rooms,faculty Offices classrooms, and
Stre^c^sisTof '^lneSo'"^per division tudents. thirty-six up-
the chap55he^m 5eas '^th "^"I'll^tratlve offices
campus post office; and crpul^i^ief
ORcSmzArSNs '^^ s and
deveiopmenrtlnMdlrSi'b'a^ opportunity for the
special interest groups Sfide ? ' t-ahous
participate in the
Government
aes£Srg--s=£
tivities^Cuiturariv^ni" committees (Ac-Emphasis, Chtt^5'S^^erm
Finance, and Campus Affafr^t c "'""""®'
a Central Committee tk ^ Supreme Court, and
which is mad^To of thi ! ^^^rnittee.
Supreme Court Chief officers, the
mittee chairmen acts as an^' ^ standing com-
dinating body for the
Supreme Court acts affh ^ committees. TheThe ASCGFC also inclnd. watchdog,
each of the student anver faculty member on
ther student-facultv committees to fur-
bon. Student representatinn'^ '^ ^ '^"^"^ coopera-
's determined by appiicatio^ '^^ standing committees
Athletics
recen^t yearl'^ iflle^contn-^f'^ ''" '^^ athletics during
cross-country, soccer basl .IT n" ® include
'mck, WomT students cT"'""'
basketball, tennis Track volleyball.The College also has aTtmn^® country, and Softball,
program of intramural
XfhfTbl NTbnaTAsfffcIa'? '^"®'!''"" f"ncb°ns
Music
Music activities ar
iTouffh rh'""r^=- PPbHc ptfo'" varied
Chorale rn i^ '^Prio Choir sre presentedMus c CholTrg Eox College
" Stage °Ban?and",®'"'^ '
' Jazz Ensemble, as
well as touring groups such as "Mew Vision" and
"Dayspring." Students are urged to audition for
these musical groups.
"Student Chapter Music Educators National Con
ference" provides a bond between students in music
education and the professional organization.
Students receive the Music Educators Journal and
the State Music Journal. Members may attend
meetings of these professional educators organiza
tions. The club also sponsors speakers on new de
velopments in the music education field.
Theatre
The Division of Communication and Literature
presents at least two major dramatic productions
each year during the fall and winter terms. Training
for students, outreach to the community, and social
development for the audience are achieved through
several vehicles including Chapel/Assembly, one-act
plays, and Readers' Theatre. Augmenting the on-
campus theatre program is Inter-Mission, the
College's drama touring group, which presents the
improvisationai theatre throughout the Northwest at
churches, prisons, camps, retreats, and
marketplaces.
Media
Publications include a newspaper. The Crescent, and
the yearbook, L'Ami. Elected editors direct their
staffs in the selection and preparation of materials
for these publications. The student radio station.
KGFC, broadcasts daily with campus news and
music in a contemporary Christian format.
Celebration
Celebration is a late Sunday night activity presided
over by the student chaplain and College Director of
Christian Life. These meetings are open to the en
tire campus and feature members of the campus
community sharing their witness, off-campus
speakers, films, and musical groups.
Deputation Teams
Deputation teams are student groups {called "Ac
tion" teams) that emphasize music and short
messages designed for church services and youth
groups. These groups are coordinated by the Direc
tor of Church Relations.
Film Society
The GFC Film Society is a group of students who
provide a variety of films on campus at student
rates. Different full-length features are provided each
term.
Life
Life, with the name coming from Love, Involvement,
Fellowship, and Evangelism, is an organization of
students with the purpose of learning and training
on campus for individual witnessing off campus.
Living Areas
Approximately 640 students live in campus housing.
Each living area facilitates social, educational, and
religious life programming.
Love in Action
Love in Action is an informal group of those con
cerned with becoming more aware of needs of peo
ple worldwide and then taking action to help. Proj
ects have included "Love Loaves," with proceeds us
ed for selected helping projects.
Marrieds 'n Mates
Marrieds 'n Mates, a support group for married
students and their spouses, seeks to promote
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fellowship and unity and develop an inter
dependence within the group through reqularlv
scheduled meetings and activities.
Minority Student Union (MSU)
organization open to all students at GFC
gath^er^ngYnd^Chapd/presenLlion^^
PE Major/Minor Club
Srcarrducft!on.'%rc"^
To travelSl^^"'tunities for both on- and off-camD^^^^nL^r^
special activities for members. '"volvement in
Psychology Club
The GFC Psychology Club is composed of
psychology and "helping" majors hhas Lpose of making students aware of current rn
porary issues in the psycholoaical
vide a feeling of camaraderie
club meets monthly for fellowshio
discussion. fellowship, devotions, and
Sigma Zeta Science
Sigma Zeta is a national honorary societv fnr
declared natural science and math m • l
completed twenty-three credits in
earning at least a 3.0 GPA Its nur^rf • sciencestudents to aspects of pro'lesl^nXe-^^" ^^0^°-
J V
through involvement in local chapter ac
tion nr' conventions, and research dissertation presentations.
Ski Club
DurDo's"i'iift°ff^".'° ="Jdents. staff, and faculty. ItsFacm?ate t ''"9 'Uterest on cainpus and totacihtat transportation to ski areas.
Student Home Economics Association
fellowshin''an2'^ promotes home economics, builds
VO in ^?^°':'"-ages national and state in-
meeti^^ns economicsin ing and workshops.
Social Events
ty of sodani? 9r^ highlighted by a varie-
ma^or ?amnn. H^^^cor^ing is one of the
College communh" h entire
celebration hosts returning alumni. May
dents is heiH r' ^ Associated Stu-Various other achvft^^ Saturday of May.
including movies throughout the year,
_ ' concerts, and parties.
AH soc"*'"^ of Activities
ments, camnii^ni't?^ activities arranged by depart-
schedulSTounh m'
scheduling of Off'« °f Student Life. The
responsibility of the j°'"'
Student director r . Student Life and the^cior of activities.
Chw^stmb"'^ CHRISTIAN SERVICEChristian insplrahoTa^nHT®fa source of
grams, outstandinc9 peakers. and faculty and stu-
dent participation seek to produce interesting, infor
mative, inspirational Chapel/Assembly services and
convocations. Chapel/Assemblies are held three
times a week, and a standard of attendance is re
quired of all full-time undergraduate students.
Attendance is registered and an attendance roll is
maintained. Chapel/Assembly is not designed to re
place or duplicate the ministry of the local church.
Rather, it is designed to be a unique educational
program of the faith-affirming College.
Students who have deficiencies in their atten
dance record at Chapel/Assembly run the same risks
as students who have educational deficiencies in
their classroom performance. In other words, just as
a sufficiently deficient grade point average will lead
to the dismissal of the student from the College, so
too will a sufficiently deficient Chapel/Assembly
record result in the dismissal of the student from the
College.
The churches of the community maintain varied
programs of activity for college youth. Students are
welcome to their services and fellowships, and op
portunity for participation and student membership
is provided. Regular church attendance is desired
and strongly encouraged of all students.
The Christian Life Office coordinates Christian
activities on the campus and provides varied oppor
tunities for every student who desires to participate
in some phase of Christian work. The office spon
sors a weekly meeting on Sunday evenings, two
weeks of Christian emphasis each year, an annual
missions conference, various prayer meetings, and
service projects.
Christian ministry is encouraged as a means of
developing abilities of students in the work of the
church. Anyone representing the Coiiege in a spe-
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cific ministry must be authorized to do so by the
College administration.
STANDARDS OF CONDaCT
When students enter the College they agree in
writing to respect the regulations of the institution
All regulations are designed to allow the fulles
liberty consistent with efficient work, while aUhe
same time promoting the welfare of the entire cL
pus community. ciajre cam-
stani^g?h'^ r:,^Xrwlhih:i^
structive. unltM-^^^or immo^ 's dishonest, de-
detrimental to the total welfare of conduct is
shall be subject to dicTrif^f^ community
result in susUs^on 0?^^'°"'
In accordance with Chrictia^ing the body as the tempirorthe HolvCollege community accepts a MFa !! ^P'r't. the
immoral sexual behavior and the forbids
of alcohol, tobacco, or illegal drugs
pornographic articles or literature and
are unacceptable. Our College comm also
found its best interests served bvT.^ ^
dances or permitting social danrin^ sponsoring
College-related activities or evems.^ o^r at
Motor Vehicles
The ownership or possession of autnn.^k-.
other motorized vehicles by studentsTs pe^^^.j
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Students are advised to maintain appropriate In
surance coverage on such vehicles.
Any student who is registered and attending
classes, whether full or part time, must have his/her
motor vehicle registered with the Physical Plant Of
fice. Failure to do so will result in fines being
levied.
LIVING ARRANGEMENTS
Housing Policies
George Fox College is a residential college. It is the
belief of the College that the students' academic and
social goals are more easily attained when living in
attractive surroundings. Human relationships ex
perienced in residence halls, residence apartments,
and residence houses are strong factors in producing
positive personal development. The policies and
procedures governing residence housing are an out
growth of the basic values ofGeorge Fox College.
All unmarried full-time (twelve hours or more per
term) students, except those living with their parents
or guardians, are required to live in College-directed
housing. When College-directed housing is insuffi
cient to house all students required to live on cam
pus, students may be permitted to live in housing
not directed by the College. Petitions to move into
such housing shall be evaluated on the basis of the
length of time the student has beeri enrolled at GFC
and the length of time the student has lived in
dependent of his/her parents.
Intervisitation between men and women in the
residence halls is allowed only during preannounced
open house hours. Additional residence hall detai s
are included in the College Handbook provided for
each student.
Six modern residence halls house 438 students.
Pennington Hall, with a capacity of 100, is a
coeducational residence for men and women
students. Edwards Hall, a residence for 104 women,
is designed with two separate wings of three floors
each. The Macy-Sutton-Hobson Complex houses
202 students in three-floor buildings, one for men,
one for women, and another coed. Carey Hall is the
newest residence hall, housing thirty-two students in
eight suites on two floors. A limited number of
residence houses and apartments are available for
single and married students. Housing administration
is handled through the associate director of student
life.
Residence housing is furnished with beds, mat
tresses, and other essential furnishings. Students are
expected to provide their own bedding, towels, etc.
All belongings should be marked clearly for identifi
cation. Coin-operated laundry facilities are provided
for each residence.
Mew students should notify the Admis'sions Of
fice in writing of housing preference at the time
their $75 tuition deposit is paid. Returning students
who wish preference on room selection are required
to pay a "registration and damage deposit" by
tAay 1. (See Financial Information, p. 114.)
Occupants of residence housing are held respon
sible for damage to their unit and furnishings. Cost
of damage or cleaning beyond the normal wear,
unless such damage has been identified with an in
dividual, will be charged on a pro rata basis among
the occupants of the unit. A final inspection of each
residence housing unit must be made before a stu
dent may leave at the end of the academic year or
withdraw from the College. Final checkout from a
residence housing unit is complete only with this in-
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pection and after the key is turned in. Failure to
follow the checkout procedure will result in
forfeiture of the room deposit.
Food Service
sSSSSSIrf-meals plan that allows a student m paf
of the twenty meals served weeklv No h
will be granted to students who Pai f
number of meals purchased Arhl
guests. Commuting students m made for
vice at the College iffntem mn^y °btaln food ser-
the time of registration indicated at
have the^food"lm?ce re^^^ Student Life Office to
will be evaluated on the samTba^sk'^ '^''"'^ " ^^ '^^ 'ons
off-campus residence. Onlv^n Petitions for
stances will such petitions ho exceptional clrcum-
Students who have sneckl^n"?^^-
may present a doctors s?pto requirements
and alist of the foods rquTred''s°^ requirement '^
evaluated to determine if thL beboard program can meet the diltar^°egremtrs'
STUDENT SERVICES
Student Life Office
"f°h" organiza-
ment, health service food Ipr " ' ^^^^ent govern
athletics, Chapei/AslXl on?'
ar[s?nn^!fmnl^ '^^ ^t individual attention to problems
contact thic 9 P^ '^^ ents. Students are encouraged to
to ^rric^"coteTe^l^: n'ors^pLcl^^^^^^^^^^
Health Services
ResI Jen^ce^H^^r aup '?'^ '^^ ®d in Pennington
ministered hv *, ^"-^rition to minor Illnesses Is ad-for indications nf nurse, who also screens
commS;°7n case'of P^hours, Students sh^ S ^rnergency during closed
assistant or the resident'^ H"" '^t^ resident
Hppifh j resident director.
students, srudpminsurance Is required of ail
coverage elsewhere verify adequate insuranceProgra^m afthrtr^?e°o?rlg^i;Tj[ro'n"
Financial Aid Office
This office on thp
coordinates studen '^^ ^il"'! Wood-Mar Haii
arshlps. grants Inane awards of schol-
assistance. ' other forms of financial
career selection^tesH^^^° students regarding
studies, etc. Materials r' R^^^unent, postgraduate
possible job opportuniti^^^^ various careers and
office. PPortunities are also available in this
sSSSSM
ri) • r
u
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Castles and Foundations
College President" David LeShana likes to quote
these words from Henry David Thoreau:
"If you have built castles in the air,
your work need not be lost for
that is where they should be.
Now, put foundations under them."
The entire College program is the context within
which you dream your dreams and work at your
foundations, in the academic program, you select
one of some twenty majors to pursue one of two
degrees, the Bachelor of Arts or the Bachelor of
Science. Your course of study will include three
basic components: general education, the major
field, and supporting and/or elective courses.
Minors are composed of elective courses that have
been packaged for identification of a vocational pur
pose or an interest. This section attempts to in
dicate options open to you.
General Education
Genera! education is sometimes called a core cur
riculum or general studies. It is that part of the col
lege experience required of ail graduates (although
options may be permitted within the programs) that
gives them a common heritage or shared learning.
It is in the general education program that thedlstinctives of acollege are rnost readily seen^
through these courses the College hopes to realize
its unique contribudon to the individual, higher
education, and society.
GENERAL EDUCATION
REQUIREMENTS Total: 69 hours
Certain lower and upper division courses In Qeneral
education are required of all students. The specified
ACADEMIC
PROGRAM
courses and the prescribed options listed below pro
vide knowledge and skills in support of cultural
perspectives and major programs. A course may
not be used to fulfill requirements in two general
education areas, nor may the hours be counted to
fulfill both general education and hours in the major
field. As some majors have specified the options
stated below, the student should check the "Major
Requirements" described for his selected major.
Sources of the Common Life 33 hours
A. The Biblical Legacy (One of the following required of freshmen
through placement.) Literature of the Bible (GE 101, 102, 103) or
lower division Bible electives. 9 hours
B. The Cultural Legacy
1. Fine Arts:
Survey of Art(GE 120) and Survey of Music (GE 110) 4 hours
It is recommended that students be involved in the applied
fine arts as their schedule allows, in addition to the above.
2. Humanities and Sciences 20 hours
Choose four to eight hours from each of the following groups
for a total of twenty hours:
a. Literature:
The English Literary Heritage(Lit201, 202)
MajorThemes in Literature(Lit240)
Masterpieces of World Literature(Lit 251, 252)
The American Literary Heritage (Lit 311, 312)
(Combinations of the above, as well as Lit 285/485, also
may be used.)
b. History;
Civilizations (Hst 101. 102)
U.S. History (Hst 201, 202)
England (Hst 331, 332)
American Economic and Social History (Hst 381, 382)
American Thought and Culture (Hst 481, 482)
c. Natural Science:
Foundations of Physical Science (GSc 102, 103)
Essentials of Geology (GSc 110/310), Air and Water
Environment (Meteorology) (GSc 120/320), Essentials
of Astronomy (GSc 130/330)
General Biology (Bi 101. 102, 103)
General Chemistry (Ch 111, 112, 113)
General Physics (Ph 201, 202, 203)
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Modes ofCommunication 16hours
A. Writing and CommunicationArts o u
I20, f™- CA
»» I vn ly ui lu \-uini I lUl llCdl
The Effective Writer (Wr
120, or 221.
B. Symbolics and Tools
Select from:
1. Foreign Language
Statistical Procedure's (M[h So Psy 3401
4. ^emaiics"'""" '^"^ 210. 220)
Calculus (Mth 201.202,203)
TeSl?fAm^2n"2^^2737 Elementary
PatternsofInterpretation .
Health Educa'tl^sr
• >he rollowin®
0 (Psy 151) 8 hours2. ntroduction to Philosophy (Phj 210^3. Introduction to Economics Eco 150)
Priend^ssmdenTs! S^o^rs '^uppL^d^ required of allelective required of all other studeni n '" '^'g'on orBible
with asterisks will satisfy General FHm marked
quirements. ^ Education religion re
Sllu^e o '^fhe'ablerifo^^ have not take
an additional three-or four-SomSlp^T required to take^levei.n addition to the six hours lisled Ibove'^ '
Special Considerations
^-era, education
ed. the student enterin^with^ bl?kground7n eith'^ T
38 •• '^nguage
8 hours
tion rnmniff^° sccond year may through examina-
Lanniianp ^ portion of the general education requirement.
Labor;ifnrv, available for use in the Foreign Languageratory, and an approved televisio course is possible.
majors and divisions
Barhpfr.'^ °f College confers two degrees: the
currSu^ Science. The
araDhirallv 9®rieral education is described
ma^r^i nr r- Included are more than twenty
academlr areas organized within six
catainn nh^ detail, turn to the
Teachfna f?plH • '^ 'V'sion of your interest.
sion One, Educm?on
Selection of Major
° Ares[ahr\"^.^y for amajor:stated in the division chap°er*"^ requirements
36-18-18"hoiirs^L^fpu'''^ f'^ ^L^ composed of
catalog, or a similar r.i^ described in the
with the advisnr prepared in consultation
sion chairman and thl'^ Reglslmr,^
Admission to a Major
Admission to thp Pr^ii^
admission to teacher 5^ imply automaticP^ajor, such as mu^ir ^ particular
'n conference with r student selects a major
the course of the ^ advisor, normally during
The select on year. ^
receipt of a colleoe assure the
Successful comn^pt^ 7* George Fox Col-[pajor requirements j? general education,
'^ ^HireS st nuStip lated in specific programs
FIELDS OF STUDY
Subject
Majors
B.A. B.S.
Secondary
Teaching
Majors Minors
Supporting
Programs
Division 1: Education
Secondary Education
Elementary Education
Physical Education
Health Education 5-12
• •
•
•
• •
•
• •
* ★
Division 11: Fine Arts
Art
Music • • •
•
Division III: Communication
and Literature
Communication Arts
Language Arts
Social Studies-Language Arts
Literature
Spanish
Writing-Literature
•
•
•
•
• •
•
Division IV: Natural Science
Biology
Chemistry
Home Economics
Integrated Sciertce
Mathematics
Physical Science
Physics
•
•
•
•
• •
★ *
• •
• •
-,'r Yr
•
1Division V: Religion
Bible
Christian Ministries
Philosophy
Religion
•
•
•
•
Division VI: Social Science
Economics and Business
History
Political Science
Psychology
Social Services
Social Studies
Socioloqy
• •
•
• •
• •
• •
• •
•
Interdisciplinary:
Music-Religion
Physical Education-Religion
Home Economics-Business
Of Social Services
Science-Business
•
•
•
•
in 1982.
Same as above but in 1984.
must be attained before graduation and recommen
dation for certification.
Interdisciplinary Majors
The cross-disciplinary major consists of a minimum
of seventy-two hours with 36-18-18 hours from the
three fields related to the student's objectives. Of
these hours, forty-five must be upper division hours.
The student must complete a contract form signed
by the advisor, the Registrar, and the division chair
man of the thirty-six hours.
Selection of a Minor
What is a minor? A minor is a packaging of elective
courses that have a common bond and that identify
certain interests and competencies. Usually a minor
consists of an approved group of courses with no
less than twenty-seven credit hours, seven of which
must be upper division credit.
It is not necessary to have a minor in order to
graduate. However, should you wish to use some of
your electives in this manner, you will find minors
listed with each of the six academic divisions. Divi
sion secretaries will provide you with a sheet stating
the various requirements.
COORSE CHALLENGE PROGRAMS
Your program may prove more exciting and mean
ingful and be shortened through one of the Course
Challenge Programs.
Advanced Placement
College credit or advanced placement is possible in
several subject areas for the student who completes
a college-level course in high school and receives a
score of three under the Advanced Placement Pro
gram sponsored by the College Entrance Examina-
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tion Board. Any student requesting advanced place
ment with or without credit must do so through the
Registrar before the end of the first term in atten-
dance.
Credit by Examination
"Ik ?ccelerate their educational goals by^kmg the subject area examinations or the General
Examinations offered through the Colleqe Level Ex
amination Program (CLEP) uevei tix-
The examinat on fee is IH'i
is $20 per hour. ' recorded credit
Proficiency Test
Cefomrel!^ib^Jt?mSlon'-^by passing aproficiency test for'thet'^ "^- '^' coursesNo fee is charged for prohciVncy testlna and°''^ ^^
IS not granted. Typical acadpmir> = '^"edit
proficiency tests are avadable^ I'music^sBible, and physicIfe'dVcSio'n^^a^ri^vftr'
mayl1filUhllTgu%"e°req"i^^^^^^mg proficiency in the English language
intensified studies program
The Intensified Studies Program offers to o»i .
number of students an opportunity to seek
knowledge more freely and resDonsihir.t,r„ u
special honors colloquium and through significantprojects of independent research. StSdems with a
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GPAof3.25orbetter(oranyotherstudentsby
specialpetition)mayapplyforparticipationinthe
HonorsColloquium,GE271,272,273,withap
plicantssubjecttoapprovalbyafacultycommittee.
BensonScholarsautomaticallyparticipateinthe
program.
Studentsfromthecolloquiumdesiringtodoin
dependentstudymaysubmitastudyplanin
sultationwithafacultyadvisorandapprovedbythe
divisionchairman.Studentswhoseprogramsare
approvedshallregisterforthreehoursofcrediteach
term(underthe495orotherappropriatecourse
numbering)forresearchintheIntensifiedStudies
project.Projectsthatarecompletedaccordingtothe
standardsoftheIntensifiedStudiesPrograrnwillbe
evaluatedbythemajorprofessorandthedirectoror
theprogramandawardedcredittotalingfromnine
tofifteenquarterhours.Projectsfailingtomeetac
ceptablestandardsshallbenotedontranscript
asresearchbutnotdesignatedIntensifiedStudies.
Limitedscholarshipaidisavailable,depending
partiallyuponneed.Aspecialresearchgrantis
awardedtoeachapprovedprogram.
FIELDEDUCATION
Thisprogram,commonlyreferredtoas
perience,""internship,"or"cultural'i
usuallytakesplaceoffcampus,yetisaning
partofthestudent'sacademic,_^rnent
poseistoenhanceoptimumindividualaj
towardpersonalandcareerandsu-
ofintegratingclassroomstudywith.p^LJca-
pervisedpracticalexperiencein
tional,orculturalactivitiesoutsideoftheacademic
environment.
Enrollmentinfieldeducationisanelective(op
tion)incertainmajorsandminorsandarequire
mentinothers.Refertoeachprogramtodetermine
howitapplies.TheprogramisopentoGFC
studentsonly.
Twomaintypesofoff-campusexperienceare
available:careerandcultural.Thecareer-oriented
fieldexperiencefocusesontwolevels,whichare
"exploratory"(-275)and"preparatory"(-475).These
twolevelsprovideopportunityforinitialexposureto
acareer-interestareaandforarealisticpreparation
towardachosenfield.Theculture-orientedfieldex
perience(GE375)isdesignedtoencourageashort-
termresidenceinadifferentculturalsetting,e.g.,
foreigncountry,ghetto,ruralcommunity.
Academiccreditmaybeearnedthroughpar
ticipationinanapprovedfieldeducationprogram.A
fulltimestudentmaygenerateuptofifteencredit
hoursduringoneterm.Part-timeinvolvementcan
Generatecreditatthesamerateasothermethodsof
learning.Twenty-fivetothirtyclockhoursperterm
arerequiredforonehourofcredit.Amoximumof
ihiriuhoursmaybeaccumulatedinfieldeducation
betweennumbers275,375.and475.Twenty
hoursareallowedbetweenthecareer-orientedop
tions.275and475.Mormally,thethreealternatives
arebrokendownasfollows:
2752to5credithours
GE3752to15credithours
_4752to15credithours
Applicationsforfieldexperienceshouldbere-
nuestedthroughtheFieldEducationOfficeinthe
Dean'sComplex.Requestformsmustbecompleted,
aoprovedbythedivision,andsubmittedtothe
Reaistrarforenrollment.Thevitallinktoasuc
cessfulfieldexperienceisthefacultysponsor(super-
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visor) with whom the Learning Plan is developed and
carried out. The program also necessitates a field
supervisor at the location of service or employment,
with whom the faculty sponsor and student inter
relate.
Evaluation of the field experience is based upon
successful completion of the stated individualized
objectives in the Learning Plan. Field experience
may be pass or no pass at division option or in
absence of division policy, at the student's option.
SEPTEMBER TERM
Aone-week short term is conducted pprh
ber prior to the opening of the fall term Thi?
flexible, imaginative week thmnnK k- LT ^
campus is involved in a cnnr<? t ^ entirejor p^rob.em, Std'Th^elf
Experience "The Continuing Wkan
Revolution, Futurp"?" cu .Live?" "Biblical Views of Crln
porary Religious Thought." Attendance
and expenses are minimal. is optional
Siss£X%';s:r.£-r»
campus in an intellectual exoosurp
vided in the regular ter^ms similarly pro-
Atravel course is offered each vear ri
have gone to Europe, Asia Africa Classes
a.S. Visitors from many lands are featured^n°'pus each year, and these comprise aValuable i
ing resource as students make the Iffort to
and discourse with these visitors
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SUMMER SCHOOL
In recent years George Fox College has not spon
sored regular classes for a summer school. Students
dimensions in learning and living.
Independent study and research are available for
ioR '^^ xk^ '^^ under curriculum numbers 295 and495. This may be in the nature of a research proj
ect, primarily of a reading nature, with a written
report or with variables. Applied learning ex-
pei iences in practical situations under supervision
'^'u^ducation) are available through courses
and 475. Obviously, one must be
eligible for this number and experience.
Field Education will provide an
inr fi^M m division chairman of the ma-
aporoval'^ n guidance, including theKpr i.? the assignment of a
sent thp Jhe student should clearly pre-
pected study, the development ex-
method of evaluatfo^n." '^''''' ®
the should then be forwarded to
volved. A?l Education, if 275 or 475 are in-
director. summer projects are under this
for each^hofij'^ f'^ thirty hours of work are expected
{^6) hours of exceed sixteen
taken in next ^°urses that may befor independent stnH be approved
charged at thp r- tudy. Tuition for summer credit is
auaranteld rate 'he
CHRISTIAN COLLEGE PROGRAMS
The American Studies Program, sponsored by the
Christian College Coalition, is designed for juniors
and seniors with a wide range of academic majors
and vocational interests. Students are involved in
the American Studies Program for periods of three
or four months. The internship/seminar opportunity
is available September through May, with a special
concentrated study period during the January in
terim. Summer internships also are available.
1 The American Studies Program was created to
provide work-study opportunities in Washington,
D-C., for diverse majors and personal Interests, me
program is based on the idea of integrating faith and
learning through both a real-life work experience
and a study program. Students spend their time in
Washington serving as interns, participating in an
academic seminar program, and living in a small
Christian community that is designed to penetrate
the larger Washington, D.C., metropolitan area.
The Christian College Consortium, described
elsewhere, sponsors a student visitors program,
which is intended as an enrichment to those
disciplines where personnel and courses may e
somewhat limited, hormally this one-term ex-
perience should be part of the junior year .
term of the senior year. Application f®""^
descriptive brochure are available in the Dean
Office.
The program permits a student in
to enroll for one term at one of the
Qualifying students must have at least ^
and have completed prior to application on
more terms free of academic or citizenship p
bation.
Travel courses are available through the CCC
schools, plus some inner-city and foreign ex
periences. These change each year.
Selection to all Christian College programs will
be based on the academic purposes involved, grade
point average, citizenship, classification, and the ex
tent to which the student has or has not had diverse
educational experiences. A limit of five students per
term may be approved for this program. Applica
tion deadlines are February 1 for all of the following
year: and, if vacancies, October 15 for the following
Winter Term and January 15 for the following
Spring Term.
OREGON INDEPENDENT COLLEGES
association
Sixteen colleges and universities comprise the above
association. An experimental program is offered for
the 1981-83 college years that permits a full-time
student in any member institution to take one
undergraduate course per term on another campus
i^khout additional cost if they meet the conditionsSpecified. Acopy of the conditions is available in the
Office of the Registrar.
preprofessional programs
Georqe Fox College provides four-year preprofes-
^onLl training for students wishing to enter profes-
s onal schools of medicine, den istry, rnedicai
mchnology, veterinary science, law, and religion.Snts who wish to study nursing or physical
fherapy may complete course work at George Fox
Col eae that will satisfy the entrance requirements
for hese schools. Degree nursing programs require
one OMWO years of preprofessional training; physical
therapy requires two or three.
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Students interested in such fields will be assian
ed advisors who wi!! assist them in planninq fnro
gram that will best prepare them for onrS^
educational goals. To assure th/ ^
atGeorge Fox College wHI satisfy all reo"''"'
Student should also request a ratalo afessional school he orre^rsh\?to'at;eTd. '^^ P""
ticularly thos2 in thTme^dk^rfielT' h°°hl~^ '^""
Fox College provides a snll.f George
tinued study ^everthe mo fot con- ®
Advisors at George Fox
student consider alternative recommend a
she had chosen. Pursue the program he or
tilikum retreat center
An emphasis In Christian camnio •ing through the facilities of Sene"' develop.
a center for retreats and outdno'l':°^P®d Tlllkumt oo^
combined strengths of the fandL " The
tion, home economics, Christian nl? educa-
more are coming together In Ln"""'^ 'ries, and
ing camp leaders. Program for prepar-
Tlllkum features a year-roimH
retreats with a wide appeal to a^f °fdenominations. Some MO childLr?f ,
mer camping program. Colleae f
portunities for study, recrea ton and n ' "P"
renewal. auun, and personal
The Tilikum staff provides thp fz-^ii
retreat experiences: (1) relational ? ^ '^nds of
men. women, couples, teens and groups,
2 ' '^^ ^"9'henlng 'the enTr '^l^mi^ytk;
bfbl'ict?aoak^"'',''T°''"9 churches-
response^o a ? society: (3) Christian
conformity tn world—hunger, oppression,
models for llff standards, a search for biblical
^uint re stewardship; (4) collegeemphasizing spiritual growth.
television center
prTr^fry^puVose^o^^ videocassettes is theA wide ranae nf ci , Television Center,
leges, business and value to col-
study is available Vh' ^"^^rches. and home
tion is expected11 continuing educa-
areas, younqlr anH scattered to manyfamily obliqations hi restricted by job and
location, and othe'rs persons confined to
"^rs with in-service needs.
If
DIVISION I
EDaCATION
Education, Health Education, Physical Education
DIVISION II
FINE AND APPLIED ARTS
Art, Music
DIVISION III , itpratURECOMMUNICATION AND "TERATtlKt
Communication Arts, Literature, Spams
DIVISION IV
NATURAL SCIENCE
Biology, Chemistry, General Science, Home
Economics, Mathematics, y
DIVISION V
RELIGION Greek Philosophy.
Bible. Christian Ministries. Greek, kh
Religion
DIVISION VI
SOCIAL SCIENCE ui.torv. Political
Business, Economics, Geograp y' Sociology
Science. Psychology. Social bervi
THE
CURRICaLUM
COURSE NUMBERING SYSTEM
It is essential to your success and the completion of
vour program for you to take seriously the course
nnmb^rina system. Courses are designed for levels
of experience and difficulty. They should be takenin ord^er. not only for this reason, but because the
class schedule is designed in this way. in other
wSds if you do not take courses in proper!tni.Pnce vou will ultimately run into conflicts withseque , y oar cular in the upper two years,
required ^..^ber of students require a fifth year
Each year L fail to carry a regular load of sixteen
^ru%" per'-- cmh% in Jake courses as stated
in thjs . gH 100-299 are lower division
1 ?and normally are open to freshmen and soph-level a "^[^Ig^^urnber d 300-499 are upper
omores. Courses .. pg^ to juniors anddivision ,^^tn r^Ty not enroU in courses at the
seniors. Fresnmen m y • j the chairman300-400 leveL e-ept^bV A300
of the division in sophomores.numbered course may prerequisites are met
^Tg'iJrai"%catio"n requirements fulfilled on
numbers
Tht'm^y b'Se^uled for any term during the
college year- . gnding in five (e.g., Mus 105)
Course numbers ending j„, 112, 113)
designate cou^seToffered throughout the year. A
cont^^nuing course may not be entered in the second
or third terrn Without completing the previous
terrn(s) or obtaining the permission of the instructor
Course numbers ending in 75 designate
supervised teaching, or field education courses for
"f J''ne<:essary through the dirLtorof field education. (See index: field education f
Courses designated 285 and 485 ar-T " i
topics classes that may be offered in Jto reflect singie-time offeringsTf vlsitinc ornf
the instructor. between the student and
junbrl and st?HirTwh1?ie°maT^^ t°student may not be enroMedTn ^ ^ mthe field, A
of 295/495 In any regu ^ term TnT ^ours
accumulate more than twelle h
graduation. ^ours of 295/495 for
Course number 490
} '^ o'^ Pleted in one term t Seminarand^493 designate aSenior Semrn'^ r'g?ven Lch '^
alternate years. ^If ayear of offe"'®®® °ff®'"ed i
a™ s;"»~~"iKo'sa rAGE prefix refers to General Education.
in
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techniq'Se"'"' "PP^^unilies, combined with job search
GE 171, 172, 173 FRESHMAN HONORS COLLOQUIUM
ioX'm SibL= bebw"'°'"= i" 'he HonorsGE 271, 272, 273 SOPHOMORE HONORS COLLOQUIUM
.lldresrq'rr-KSi^n '[je 'ntensiriedfrom selected books. ^ philosophical themes
GE 371, 372, 373 JUNIOR HONORS COLLOQUIUM
Program. Acominilil'hQn Studies
GE 375 CULTURAL EXPERIENCE
Maximum 15 hours. Supervi<:pH ov •that contributes to the educatlonal aMlfonh" ^Prereqrr,s,ter consent of advisor and'avfsit''chair™n.''
48
Calculus
DIVISION OFFERINGS
This division offers programs in secondary arid
elementary education; a major in phy '^5 _ , minors'including In option for specialist : and m
in recreation, coaching, fmrn theRequirements for a minor may be obtained from
division secretary.
Basic objectives of the division are. rr^\\f^ne in
1. To coordinate the resources of the
providing a broad general
specialization for the prospective . '
2. To provide professional and
develops in students the . ujpq at the
attitudes needed for a career in
elementary and secondary nhysicai3. To provide instruction that fosters^pny^^
development of students and en
leisure time.
TEACHER EDaCATION
at George rox
The teacher education for the public
lege is designed to P[^P^^^, curriculum that
and private schools throug . jp Christian
pyramids from a hroad foun jgHzation in a par-
liberal arts education through P jigs jp
ticular field of knowledge to ciinica
teaching and learning th^ '^J, jfj g^jon in OregonTeacher education certinc^^ approach,
operate under the ^PP'^ '^ ^% [ij to qualified ap-
Teaching certificates are educationplicants who have completed Teacher Standar
program approved by the 9
and Practices Commission a ^^jjcation mstitutidation of the approved program-
in which they completed the prog
DIVISION OF
EDUCATION
SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHING
George Fox College is approved by the TeacherStandards and Practices Commission to offer train-
rnrprograms leading to certification in the following
teaching majors;Advanced Mathematics l^anguage Arts
in the following:
Basic Mathematics Heahh^
teaching minor.
PI fmentary school teachingELEMENIrt the cooperative elementary
After ^wlth Oregon College of Educa-
education P^T^^^ce^ with afour-year elernentary
tion IS being "i^P' .j jy gt George Fox College. The
^new prograris uTder development as this catalog
interested in m«^^TtTaTf
education tthou^ Ter ng George Fox College forISanX current reg—ts.
admission TO TEACHER
education entering
Students wishing ° become involved in the
a teaching career
eacher education program as early as possible in
their college career. It is advised that Initial steps be
an entering freshman or as soon as possible after entering George Fox College. Formal
admission to the teacher wimai
requested during or prior to the first term^S t'he^junior year. Admission to the oroarnm u
academic achievement skills Tn wrir "P°n
satisfactory physical and mentri heahh®plary social and moral behavior.
Plate 'he generareTucahon'\eachTna m'
professional education reau'irpm» ®nd
receive a bachelor s degree before h
recommended for teacherr-orc? ^ "nay beof the prescribed ac^demfo Completion
education Is not a guaran L S®rL ul "t^t^herdation for teacher certification 'ecommen.
certification is based not or^fo on th 5'°" fo'formance of the student but a?, academic per-
evidence of good moral 'cha arte J^tisfactory
emotional, and physical Sh' 'h Vr^^performance In the teaching prof^ssfon
Transfer students
IN EDUCATION
Any student transferrinq to Opr. rr
rpust meet the same reauirpm College
those who have entered the oronra admission as
point. For secondary teachlno ffpfj^ "ttcialGeorge Fox College''rnusTfocPuSlllarin^ '^r
ppjyi^eaching%rd"s\minlr"^ 490fprty-five hours must be taken in .p ofGeorge Fox College for eftK? h/
secondary program. ^ e'ementary or
50
Io,^c transferring from a nonaccredited col-
thp ^ granted only conditional admission to
bv student demonstrates ability
fir^t tparhlf'Y? hours in the student's
with ;^n and/or professional educationit a average GPA of 2.50.
admission to
SUPERVISED TEACHING
does n^ot'^ aua?i°t^^^ teacher education program
teachina Annr for supervisedto supervised^earh?" admission
the education ^ filing forms obtained fromthe term"^:°e^,°dfoa'thr
ment is reauestc^H a5 for which the assign-
'rig is based uoon supervised teach-
ulative GPA dFp of ^ rninimum cum-fhe teachina rnai';^^r T average GPA of 2.50 in
fessional courses u/'ith°"^^ required pro-
riiinimum of thirty tl rio grade below "C," and a
residence. term hours completed in
Titr"'"" "ROGRAM
teachin^incluS^tK^ "^^rtification in secondary
ri'ients (approximate!^ general education require-
of hours requirprl f ^ ^ third of the total number
I^^^hing mXr ^^^^helor's degree), a
totaling at least 7? ^ove teaching minors,
courses, seminars = Professional education
'rnately 0^^ fjfth al '^'^ ical experiences (approx-
Proximately one elnKtu ^rid free electlves (ap-
Students shn 5 .
education requirema'^ l^^ finish their general9'-"rements and some of their lower
level teaching major requirerrients
two years at College. re
tion and the advanced the last two
quirements should be be taken
years. Teaching methods courses
before student teaching.
It should be stressed that the st^ent must^com-
plete the general education, teac ' 9 well'as
professional education requireme ,
receive abachelors degree before ^she may
recommended for teacher certi i
WAIVER OF requirements
Students enrolled in the teacher Education
who have had experience or
vided the competencies tha . to developperiences in the Pto9'"^^ u„7nortion of the reduire-
may request a waiver of tha P . of the
ments. Waivers may be considefollowing categories: ^
1. Examination and/or ^®^°p|trate competence
petence. The student may
in written or verbal Tasks.
through the execution of specific tas
2. Experience. The ^tudent^^3y '^'^ ^^gpted in
recent directly related exp experience,
satisfaction for course wo documentation to
student is required to submit docur
port this request. ^other
3. The student '^'satfs'flctodly to be
academic work complet
granted equivalent credit.
PROFESSIONAL COURSE
requirements
All orosDective teachers in secondary education
must complete the following courses, seminars arid
Li pyneriences in addition to those required for
fi"tw^ 0 '^n.rtr^lnT rrtllnnt'Ii^lSsi-^
hours):
FH 305 September Participation or
FH 175/375 Field Experience
Ed 310 Social Foundations of Education
Ed 320 Psychological Foundations of
PH f^O^eaching Developmental Readingid 350 ludiovisuai Technology (Instructional
Media) ^
Fd Teaching
rSoecial Methods)
Psy 310 Human De^lopment|si;ssss«n.,
Consumer BuymS- j^) certification; _
sion. students ^ gt least seventy-two term
fifofTeachC? Education for approval.
5^1
Biology (B.S. Degree)
General Microbiology, Bi 430 Evolution
Biology or Bi 310 Vertebrate Fmhrwl? c?- P '^ evelopme.aal
or Bi^O Plant PhysTcrcgy lM9l''2tle'nio'r
seven hours in approved eleciiv/c inSeminar, andGeneral education must include Ch 1U^l
and four hours in Mth 196 College AlaUra Chemistry
Teaching Minor Requiremenf '^ pXf, 7-quired including Ch 111 2Generarph ^ re-
Organic Chemistry. GSc"320 Air ^31,2
p- g®"etics, Bi 360 Ecoloov B 37n r Biology.Bi 430 Evolution, and three hours Microbiology
upper division biology. Note Ch 111 7^ electives in
may sirriultaneously satisfy general edL^r"®'"®' '^ ^lernistry
General education must also indude four h°" requirement.
College Algebra. "iciuoe tour hour.s in Mth 196
Health
Teaching Minor Requirempnic' ru- .including HE 200 Personal Hea^h ^^qulred
Elective Behavior; HE 210 ' • Psycholoav nf
Safety Education- HE 23o"R'^ t Problems-
an^5°Fl%=''SE''?loTc
Diseases Sk 360
economics science, or social ffi' f ^or^ephysical education, student teachiJfn combined within classroom teaching of heafth ^ experience
S;'C"S."S'4r"?
sJLorE^xperiencJ.^ '^''^ ^"* Organizations; HEc 420 Nursery
I^ntegrated Science (B.S. Degree)
indudZ^fZ hours are required
eiZ toLZe ?! '0'-2-3 General Biology:
or Ph 201 2 3 G.=no i^u ^1.2.3 General ChemistryGSc 320 Air and wZr Essentials of Geology:
Astronomy GSc F ^[^ '^^ onment; GSc 330 Essentials oftific CreSZYsr^- mne 320 Sden-
University, includina G3^T i Portland StateG390 Historical r.fs^i Introduction to Oceanography.
Climate and soffYciem'a^n 209 Weather and"^physical science tn hrin PP'^ °^®'^ electives in biological and
Note: General eduraf ^ total number of hours to sixty.Science coufZs 201.2 Calculus'
quirements may noi r general education required for the r^iajor toward the sixty hours re-
required'^ fS? t^rminor''Th"'^ '^ '^ " ^°'''y-hve term hours are
major except the honrc include all courses listed for the
must include Mth 201 2 Note: General education
may simulianeouslv s;iii=r.^ Courses taken for the minor
science. ^ general education requirements in
Wr'^ fn^fl '^ r 220 KZss'w hours are requiredwr 310 Advanced Writ^nn T 350 Creative Writing.
221 Or^ iSn 120 Introduction to
Poet? ^1 ®^hage. Lit 31 . linguistics. Lit 201.2 EnglishPoetry^ Lit 344 Shapes of 312 American
cd ^^"tury Novir'n '^^ f Shakespeare. Lit
ments m Wr. or CA "n ? hours of approv-
tion t/.. 'nclude Wr 11 i pff Ceneral education require-
lanquLe°'^ ^^^i^3tion andYi '^ 0 Introduc-
to sailA '^ ^"stitutes the r ? Literature, When
major ^^"eral education may
Teachmn ^ counted toward the
/•five
Writing or Wr 350 Creative Writing. CA 100 Introductiori to
Communication. CA 221 Oral Interpretation, Lit 201 or Lit 20^
English Literary Heritage, Lit 251.2 World Literature. Lit 31 I
American Prose or Lit 312 American Poetry. Lit 344 ^ P
Literature. CA 340 General and Cultural LinguisUCS. ^
term hour in an approved elective in Wr. Lit, or CA, o ^
Courses taken to satisfy general education requiremen y
be counted toward the language arts minor.
2) Speech. Twenty4our term hours are required to^
CA 100 Introduction to Communication. CA 221 Ctraume,
pretation. CA 300 Introduction to Communication Iheory. ^
CA 310 Studies in Persuasive Communication, and eigh
selected from CA 275/475 Field Experience and CA 4y3 ma
vidual Research. , . .
3) Drama. Twenty-four term hours are requireCA 120 Introduction to Acting CA 2^Developmental
Theatre. CA 320 Advanced Acting, CA 32 l ue selected
Theatre. Lit 324 Contemporary Drama ir^provisational
from CA 125/325 Theatre Lab. CA •604-<°y.'"^PGroup. andActing Workshop. CA 165/365 Drama Touring Group.
CA 495 Individual Research.
Mathematics (B.S. Degree)
Teaching Major Requirements-. 301quired including Mth 201. 202, 203 a Algebraic Struc-
Calculus; Mth 320 Linear Algebra. Mth 410 ^^h
tures; Mth 330 Probability; Mth 240 rning; fifteen420 Modern Geometry: Mth 210 ^^ '^^ ^-igrnatics. Mth 340
quarter hours of approved '^^ '^ hves i inclusion. General
History of Mathematics is recomrne 2Q2 General
education requirements must inclu e
Physics. I ^0
Teaching Minor f^equ/remcn/s. (a) A van minor in
Forty-two quarter hours are pni 202, 203 CaJ^c^^^-
advanced mathematics, probability; Mth 240
Mth 210 Basic Programming; Mh gj^ra; Mth 410 Alge-
Statistical Procedures; Mth 320 L'riear 9 ^ quarter
braic Structures; Mth 420 Modern Geometry-
hours of approved electives in ma quarter hours ^te(b) Basic Mathematics: Twenty_t ^^j^^g^gticsquired for the teaching minor mbajc Mth 201Mth 195 College Algebra (or ^qu'va'e ^ hours m
Calculus: Mth 210 Basic Programming,
proved electives in mathematics.
ap-
Muslc (B.A. Degree)
Teaching Major Requirements-. Fifty-seven terrn hours are re-
auired including Mus 121. 122. 123 Theory I(Simultaneously
satisfies ten term hours ofgeneral education requirements.);
Mus 221 222. 223 Theory II: Mus 117. 118. 119 Introduction
to Music Literature; Mus 311. 312. 313 Music History; Mus 410
Instrumentation and Orchestration; Mus 420 Composition;
Mii<; 200 Elementary Conducting; Mus 430 Instrumental Con-dljctina Mus 450 Choral Conducting; four hours selected from
Mus 2?6 String Techniques, Mus 230 Woodwind Techniques.K oin Brass Techniques. Mus 260 Percussion Techniques,
nr M^ 270 Voca?Tecffi Mus 220 Folk Instrumenttechniques; t^Urs of private lessons; ten terms of large
ensemble; piano proficiency.
Physical Education (B.S. Degree)
T .hinn Maior Requirements for Pre-primary through TivelfthGrade ArUfLuon;. Pe'm! 229, 232
eluding PE 200 His ory 231 Developmen-
Professional ^ cifimts- PE320 Adapted and Correc-
% ca;e and Prevention of 4I0
esiology: P^ 4°0 Development and Motor Sk.ll Learn-
r^.rri's^Fl'd^Ex'^ ene^einP^
bkc^^etl°efucSn m^ireme:"ts ^"ust include Bi ,01.
102 General '^°^yL„uirements for Pre-primary through TivelfthTeaching Minor Requ'r required in-
Grade Certification. Forty except PE ^00
eluding all ' fnts PE 475 Field Experience in PE_. sixSm^-rr^ir^mSsTcnal Activities, and the upper drv.s.on
u irc ;ire required including 'ou p^ 230 First Aid;
Philosophy of Coacnmy. 53
following: PE 410 Coaching Football, PE 420 Coaching Basketball, PE 450Coachina
Baseball/Softball. PE460 Coaching Track General Eduratirtn
must include Bi 101,2 General Biology. tducation
Social Studies (B.A. Degree)
Teaching Major Requirements: Fifty-seven term hours are
required including Eco 201. 202 Princinle^ nf f?.« • l.
201 202 United Stales; Hst 330State and Local Government; choice of two of GSc "^70 F
ronmental Science, Soc 330 (Irhan Dp«m
p|ed°^t;;U'rtSn ^of pfeciive Behavior, Psy 350 Soriai'D u i PsychologyCultural Anthropology. Sof380 Ethnic ^oc 3%
Minorities (may not duplicate choir^ TS^ SocialSeminar required. Social sc ence col.r, ^ '^story
general education requirements i
major. may not beapplied toward the
Minor Requirement f:' On.those of the major except that Hst 490 SeT"c to
required and social science course man notgeneral education requirements andThe tS^'"''''"^
leacning minor.
EDUCATION
Ed 100 IMTRODUCTION TO TEACHINQ
2 hours. Acourse designed to exninr^ »k
sion of teaching in an attempt to fn '1.1 rnuitifaceted profes-
What IS teaching really like? Is teachinn *^oestions as:
ministry? Is teaching for me? How do I nr^ ' ^ P'°^^ssion, a
teacher? ' P^^epare to become a
Ed 175/375 FIELD EXPERIENCE
1 hour, maximum 6 hours A lahp^r,»»
of work as a teacher's aide in the classroom^V'^ "^^ "Consistingfor aminimum of 30 hours during the t^rm r ® ^choo?
assignments will be made and supervised
eacher education and school district De?son i® 'i'fector of
Instructors permission. '^ ^rict personnel. Prerequisite-
54
Ed 305 SEPTEMBER PARTICIPATIOri
0 hours. Atwo-week period of observation in the home school
of the teacher education candidate at the opening of the public
school year. Intended to provide a laboratory experience
immediately prior to the junior sequence of professional
education courses. Admission by application only.
Ed 310 SOCIAL FOaMDATIOMS OF EDUCATIOM
4 hours. Offered fall term. An introduction to the American
educational system from a social and cultural perspective
emphasis upon the role of minority groups in a democra i
society. Prerequisite; Ed 305 or Ed 175.
Ed 320 PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUMDATIOMS OF
EDUCATION
4 hours. Offered winter term. A study of psychological bases
of learning processes including individual and 9''p^P r r
ferences. Intended to relate the student s understa .^j
tors affecting iearning. thinking, memory, ^^^nsfer of tr 9'
use of learning experiences, learning psy
nent factors to modern classroom practices. Pre g
151 and admission to Teacher Education.
Ed 340 TEACHING OF DEVELOPMENTAL READING
AND WRITING , , ,,^neten-
4hours. Offered spring term. fh*in°mading fro^
cies in a program of pupil progress and gr basickindergarten through grade twelve. Deals suchj^^as.^^
aspects as readiness, skills in diagnosing pup . language
interrelatedness of reading, composition, a mmDrehension.
understandings, study skills, reading rate.
Ed 350 AUDIOVISUAL TECHNOLOGY
2 hours. Designed to prepare the prospec produce, and
as the professional in many other fields .gf.5'bulletin
use instructional media such as "fUms television, and
boards, transparencies, slides, recordings, • lectures
programmed instruction to implement learn
and one laboratory period per week.
Ed 410 teaching OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE
SECONDARY SCHOOL . construction
4 hours. An analysis of objectives. instructional
and program planning, unit and lesson plans,
methods, and evaluation procedures.
Ed 411 TEACHING OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
2 hours Emphasis on methods of teaching fundamental
movement activities and basic skills that are commonly includ
ed in the elementary school curriculum. The course is directed
toward the elementary classroom teacher.
Ed 421. 422. 423 PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC METHODS
7 hours Acertain degree of piano proficiency is required. A
Lrvev of aims, methods, materials, and repertoire used in
teaching music in elementary and secondary schools.
Ed 430 TEACHING OF LANGUAGE ARTS
Ahnurs Methods of teaching secondary level courses infangu "8a aS, drama, and speech emphas.zmg objectives, cur-
riculum. procedures, and materials.
Ed 440 TEACHING OF SCIENCE
,t u re Piirrent ohilosophies and practices in teaching
^ the secondary level. Provides experience in prepare-tiorp^sematfon. and evaluation of lessons, including obser-
vation in public school science classes.
Ed 450 TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS
4 hours. The with obser-ques nV^Texempla" puSrcsXol mathematics f>;ograms.
rr. -rc-ari-iiNG OF THE SOCIAL STUDIESEd 460 TEACHI curriculum procedures, evaluation.
4 hours. The object , ^^3 teaching social studies
I^S^di gctTrvSi- and demonstrations,
l ;trArHING OF HOME ECONOMICSEd 470 teaching competencies for teaching home
4 hours. The P gjg qjven to curriculum, teaching3Ta"et;rJrp"anrtirhing materials.
ZV5 SOPERVISED
12 hours. hods of teaching may be employed
which Pooeiples and ly full-term assignment in which
under sopervision AJuM d y implementing learningdirect respon ^ility/°;g'=i^ by application only,
activities is p' xnpiCS
Ed 485 SELECTED topics as announc-Id^Kat^mpreslmcmlent faculty interests and competences^
5^5
Ed 490 SGPERVISED TEACHING SEMINAR
3 hours. Designed to provide liaison between the college and
the public school during the supervised teaching experience.
Teaching methods, professional ethics, and self-analysis of
teaching behavior will be discussed. Must be taken concur
rently with Ed 475 Supervised Teaching. Admission by appli
cation only.
HEALTH EDUCATION
HE 200 PERSONAL HEALTH
2 hours. Offered 1983-84. The basic scientific principles of
healthful living applied to problemsconfronting children and
youth. Ernphasis on primary prevention, stress management,
personal fitness, nutrition, and human sexuality.
HE 152 PSYCHOLOGY OF EFFECTIVE BEHAVIOR
4 hours. Identical with Psy 152.
HE 210 COMMUNITY HEALTH PROBLEMS
2-3 hours. Offered 1982-83. A study of community health
problems with particular emphasis on environmental and
occupational health, child welfare, suicide, sexually transmitted
diseases, population trends, and the role of governmental and
voluntary health agencies.
HE 230 FIRST AID
2 hours. Identical with PE 230.
HE 280 MARRIAGE AND FAMILY
4 hours. Identical with Soc 280.
HE 300 NUTRITION
4 hours. Identical with HEc 200/300.
HE 310 THE SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM
3 hours. Offered 1983-84. Purposes and procedures of health
service and instruction In the schools. Special emphasis on
construction of health teaching units and selection of methods
and materials.
HE 350 COMMUNICABLE AND
NONCOMMUNICABLE DISEASES
2 hours. Offered 1982-83. Stresses the nature, prevention,
and control of common diseases. Also deals with the major
chronic health problems.
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HE 360 DRUG EDUCATION
2 hours. Offered 1983-84, Problems concerned with the use
and abuse of selected pharmacological agents. Social,
psychological, physical, and moral implications are considered,
HE 380 CONSUMER HEALTH
2 hours. Offered i982-83. Astudy of factors affecting con
sumerism, with emphasis on history, psychosocial factors,
alternative healing philosophies, medical care, health in
surance. food faddism, weight control myths, arthritis
pmt^Sion devices and drugs, and consumer
HE 390 SAFETY EDUCATION
1.983-84. Study of behavior related to acci-dents with emphasis on accident prevention and effective
methods in safety education programs.
HE 285/485 SELECTED TOPICS
^ seminar dealing with various topics as announced that represent current faculty interests and compete cies.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(B.S. Degree)
General Requirements
in Physical Education
Six hours of physical education are required to complete the
College general education requirement. Students may enroll in
one lirnited enrollment PE activity course per term and one
unlimited enrollment PE activity course per term. At the end
o the initial registration period (dates to be stated) a list of un-
t '^^ sses will be posted on the Regis-
^ students may sign up for a
f f This requirementmay be satisfied in the following ways;
activity or adapted activityclasses, or two hours of PE 100, 110, or 137.
2. Any health class will satisfy two hours of the
requirement.
r-.! ^ three hours may be waived upon successful completion of proficiency tests in selected areas. A current Red
\-ross benior Life Saving certificate or a current Red Cross
Standard First Aid card will waive two hours without further
examination.
4. Two credits toward the six-hour requirement may be
earned on intercollegiate athletic teams.
5. Any Professional Activity class meets two hours of the
requirement.
Major Requirements
A student must complete a minimum of sixty hours in physical
education, thirty-one of which must be upper division courses,
including PE 200 History and Principles of Physical Education.
PE 221-229. 231, and 232 Professional Activities, PE 230 First
Aid. PE 320 Adaptive and Corrective Physical Education. PE
330 Organization and Administration of Physical Education,
PE 350 Care and Prevention of Athletic Injuries. PE 360
Kinesiology. PE 400 Tests and Measurements in Physical
Education, PE 430 Exercise Physiology, PE 441 Motor
Development and Motor Skill Learning. PE 475 Field Ex
perience in Physical Education, Ed 410 Teaching of Physical
Education in the Secondary School, Ed 411 Teaching of
Physical Education in the Elementary School. Bi 320 Human
Anatomy, Bi 330 Physiology. Courses selected to satisfy
general education requirements should include Bi 101. 102
General Biology. Psy 340 Statistical Procedures, and GE 100
Critical Thinking and Decision Making. Within this major is the
option of becoming a "club specialist." Ask the division
secretary for information.
See beginning of chapter for description of secondary
teaching major.
Physical Education and Religion
An interdisciplinary major may be elected from the fields of
physical education and religion. Aminimum of seventy-two
term hours is required for the major and may be distributed
according to the following options; . .u n-OpLion /-A minimum of thirty-six hours in the Division of
Religion (consult division for specific courses and '" '^juirements
for the Bachelor of Arts degree) and eighteen hours in hea th
and physical education to include 227 Professional Act v-
ities Aquatics. PE 230 First Aid,
or PE 380 Recreational Leadership, PE
and eight additional hours selected from PE 300
and Administration of Intramural Sports, PE 229
Activities Rhythms, PE 231 Professional Ac ivities Develop
mental Activities. Games, and Stunts, Ed 410 Teaching
Physical Education. PE 330 Organization and Administration
of Physical Education. HE 390 Safety Education, HE 360 Drug
Education, HE 152 Psychology of Effective Behavior. PE 370
Methods of Camping or PE 380 Recreational Leadership.
Option II—A minimum of thirty-six hours in health and
physical education, to include all the courses in health and
physical education listed in Option I and eighteen hours in the
Division of Religion.
For either option eighteen hours must be selected from art.
education, psychology, music, science, speech, drama,
sociology, business. Spanish, and political science.
PE 100-139 PHYSICAL EDOCATIOM ACTIVITIES
1-2 hours. Six hours of credit required for graduation. (Two
hours of health education may be applied to the required six
hours.) Instruction in fundamental skills, rules, and strategy.
Personal selection may be made from a variety of sports,
recreational, and leisure-time activities as they are scheduled
each term. Each activity may be repeated once as an advanc
ed number beginning with a "3."
PE 125/135 ADAPTED ACTIVITIES
1 hour. Six hours of credit required for graduation. Offered to
those men (125) and women (135) who are unable to partici
pate in regular physical education activities because of
physical limitation. Astatement from the student's physician
is required.
PE 145. 245, 345, 445 ATHLETICS
1 hour. Participation on athletic teams applicable to meeting
the general education requirements in physical education. Not
more than two hours may be earned in any sport nor more
than two hours applied toward general education.
PE 200 HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES OF
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
3 hours. Offered 1982-83. A survey of the development of
physical education with emphasis upon fundamental principles
and modern programs.
PE 221 BASKETBALL/VOLLEYBALL
2 hours. Offered 1982-83. Advanced instruction in skills,
teaching techniques, rules, and strategy for basketball and
volleyball.
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PE 222 FIELD SPORTS
2 hours. Offered 1982-83. Advanced instruction in skills,
teaching techniques, rules, and strategy emphasizing touch
football and soccer for men and speedball and flag football for
women.
PE 223 TaMBLlNG/GYMMASTICS
2 hours. Offered 1983-84. Advanced instruction in skills,
teaching techniques, spotting, and safety factors involved in
tumbling and gymnastics.
PE 224 SOFTBALL/TRACK
2 hours. Offered 1982-83. Advanced Instruction in skills
teaching techniques, rules, and strategy for Softball and track.
PE 225 BADMINTOM/BOWLING
2 hours. Offered 1983-84. Advanced instruction in skills,
an^bowr^^*" rules, and strategy covering badminton
PE 226 TENNIS/GOLF
2 hours. Offered 1983-84. Advanced skills and game tech
niques in tennis and golf with tournament organization and
administration applied.
PE 227 AQGATICS
2hours Offered 19^-84. Advanced skills in aquatics dealing
with water safety and performance strokes as well aswater
games.
PE 228 M/W CONDITIONIMQ/WRESTLING/BODY
MECHANICS
2 hours. Offered 1983-84. Advanced instruction in skills
teaching techniques, and strategy relating to wrestling and
conditioning for men; and movement, body mechanics and
conditioning for women.
PE 229 FOLK GAMES
2hours. Offered 1982-83. Advanced skills in folk rhythms
international folk games, and basic forms of locomotion
PE 230 FIRST AID
2 hours. Instruction in first aid, leading to the standard
American Red Cross certificate.
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PE 231 DEVELOPMEMTAL ACTIVITIES, GAMES. AMD
STUMTS
2 hours. Offered 1983-84. Emphasis on teaching anddevelopment of mechanics of movement games of ^
organization, fundamental sports skills, stunts and tumbling,
and self-testing activities.
PE 232 ARCHERY/RECREATIOMAL GAMES
2 hours. Offered 1962 63. Advanced instruction in archery.
racquetball. and recreational games.
PF -^nn nRGAMIZATlON AMD ADMIMISTRATIOM
PE 355 ATHLETIC TRAIMIMG PRACTICGM
9-12 hours. Practical work in the training room and with
various athletic teams. Includes taping and strapping, use of
modalities in injury treatment, first aid treatment of injuries,
and training room management. Each term will be devoted to
a major area of study. Prerequisite: PE 350 Care and Preven
tion. PE 352 Advanced Athletic Training.
PE 360 KIMESIOLOGY
3 hours. Offered 1982-83. Application of human anatomyand
ohvsical laws to the explanation of movement activities.
^ ^ •- -t..-— anah/ciQ SnOftS
the effect of exercise on the various body systems and the con
struction of training programs. Prerequisite: Bi 330
Physiology.
PE 431 PHYSiCAL FITNESS SEMINAR
3 hours. Designed to provide practical application of exercise
physiology principles. Deals with a variety of approaches to
physical fitness development, e.g., aerobics, weight training
interval, circuit, plyometric, isometric, isotonic, and isokenetic
training. Advantages and disadvantages of the different
rnethods are explored, and practical experience in program ao-
plication Is provided.
PE 440 CAMP ADMINISTRATION
3 hours. Offered 1983-84. Identical with CM 480.
PE 441 MOTOR DEVELOPMENT AND MOTOR SKILL
LEARNING
2 hours. A study of the development of motor skills with
specific application of the psychological principles of learning
to motor skill learning. A review of research and an inquiry
into the effect of various conditions on the learning and perfor
mance of motor skills from early childhood through the adult
years.
PE 450 COACHING OF BASEBALL
2 hours. Offered 1982-83. Astudy ofsystems of play, prin
ciples of offense and defense, and strategies of the game. The
organization of practice sessions, administration of games, and
the techniques of scouting are stressed.
PE 460 COACHING TRACK
2 hours. Offered 1983-84. Astudy of the techniques and prin
ciples of coaching each event. The organization of practice
sessions and the strategy for. and administration of, meets are
discussed.
PE 470 PHILOSOPHY OF COACHING
2 hours. Offered 1982-83. The development of a phliosoohv
of coaching. Emphasizes the psychoiogicai. sociological and
technical aspects of athletic participation.
PE 475 FIELD EXPERIENCE IN HEALTH. PHYSICAL
EDUCATION, AND RECREATION
1-5 hours. Supervised experience in health, physical educa
tion, or recreation institutions. Prerequisite: Consent of
instructor.
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PE 485 SELECTED TOPICS
3 hours. A seminar dealing with various topics as announced
that represent current faculty interests and competencies.
PE 295/495 SPECIAL STUDY
1-3 hours. Individual research under the guidance of the facul
ty. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
I
DIVISION OF
FINE AND APPLIED ARTS
DIVISION OFFERINGS
This division offers interdisciplinary, music, and
music education majors: and minors in art, music,
music theatre, and church music. Requirements for
a minor may be obtained from the division
secretary.
Basic objectives of the division are:
1. To give students an opportunity to acquire an
appreciation ofart, a knowledge of art fundarnen-
tals and a basic foundation for further study m art.
2. To give students an opportunity to acquire an
appreciation of music through chapel programs,
recitals, and concerts.
3. To give all students an understanding o\
music through general courses such as Survey of
Music. Applied Music, Music Ensembles.4. To equip talented students with skills needed
to pursue a career in music.
ART
Survey of Art is offered under GE 120,
AA 111, 112 BASIC DESIGM
2 hours each term. First quarter, introduction to two-dimensional design with a focus on line, color, torm ajd othe
aspects of two-dimensional design a„D|iesquarter, introduction to three-dimensional design as it applies
to sculptural forms in stone, clay, wood, and plaster.
AA 210. 220, 230 CERAMICS
2 hours each term. First quarter introduction to techniquespinch, coil, and slab, and basic glazing processe^ ^ndudindquarter, continuation of hand-building techniques nclud ngdesign aspects and various glazing techniques Third ^
wheel-thrown work with instruction in glaze mixing, firing,
stacking the kiln, and clay prospecting.
AA 211, 212, 213 STUDIO ART
2hours each term. Fall term, u"a'i,''nashes.
techniques using charcoal, pencil, pe
Winter term, introduction to techniques in painting, sculpture,
and silkscreen printing. Instruction will be individualized.
Spring term, continuation of winter term media study.
AA 222 CRAFTS
2 hours. Focus on crafts using natural materials, creative
approaches to discarded materials, and development of techni
ques and methods in crafts.
AA 231. 232 CALLIGRAPHY (Lettering)
2 hours each term. First term, study of the Italic alphabet
using the edged pen. Introduction to variations of Italic and
Roman cap alphabet. Second term, study of Roman, Uncial.
Textura. and Gothic cursive alphabets. Emphasis on work for
reproduction. First term prerequisite to second term.
AA 285 SELECTED TOPICS
1-3 hours. A lecture/studio class that will deal with areas of in
terest in the art field, such as silkscreen printing, wood block
printing, calligraphy/the illuminated letter, and book bind
ing/paper making.
AA 295/495 SPECIAL STUDY
I-3 hours per term. Special projects in art by permission of
the instructor.
MUSIC (B.A. Degree)
Major Requirements
A student must complete a minimum of fifty-seven term hours
in music in addition to private lessons and ensemble classes.
Students also must pass a piano proficiency test. Mus 121. 122
Theory I fulfills the symbolics requirement in general educa
tion. Required courses: Mus 117, 118. 119 Introduction to
Music Literature: Mus 123 Theory I; Mus 221. 222. 223 ^eory
II- Mus 200 Elementary Conducting: Mus 311, 312. 313 Music
History; Mus 310 Counterpoint; Mus 320 Form and Analysis;
Mus 420 Composition; and Mus 491. 492 Senior Seminar. -
Students must enroll in an applied lesson and a large ensem
ble each term they are registered as a major.
See the Division of Education for description of re
quirements for secondary teaching majors and minors.
Interdisciplinary Majors (B.A. Degree)
Music and Religion. An interdisciplinary major may be elected
from the fields of music and religion. A minimum of seventy-
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two term hours is required for the Music and Religion major
and must be distributed as follows: a minimum of thirty-six
hours in music and eighteen hours in another academic disci
pline. The required eighteen hours for a Religion/Music major
include Theory I, Elementary Conducting, Church Music.
Hymnology. Vocal Techniques, and Ensemble (two terms). The
required thirty-six hours for a Music/Religion major include, in
addition to the above. Music History. Folk Instrument (guitar)
Techniques. Senior Seminar. Applied Lessons (three terms),
and Ensemble (four terms). The eighteen hours taken in the
Division of Religion may be chosen from the fields of Christian
ministries. Bible, philosophy, and religion after consultation
with the religion faculty.
Applied Music
Individual instruction is offered in piano, organ,
strings, woodwinds, brass, percussion, and guitar.
Private lessons carry one term hour credit for one
lesson per week. Music majors are required to enroll
in applied music lessons each term they are listed as
a major. Music Education majors are required to
enroll in applied lessons for two years or until they
complete a half recital. All students enter the
applied program at the 100 level and automatically
advance to the 200 level. However, before being
advanced to upper division study, the student must
pass a faculty jury. All students are expected to per
form periodically in studio or public recital.
However, no student who has not advanced to upper
division study levels will be permitted to present a
full or half recital.
Mus 105, 205. 305. 405 VOICE
1hour. Study of proper voice production with emphasis on
posture, breathing, and resonance. Studies from the standard
repertoires including English songs. Italian classics. German
lieder, rrench art songs, oratorio and operatic arias and
selected contemporary works.
Mus 105, 205, 305, 405 PIANO
1hour. Technical exercises, scales, and arpeggios in various
rhythms, etudes of varying difficulty such as those by Duver-
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noy. Burgmuller. Heller. Czerny, and Clementi. Preludes and
fugues, suites and partitas, and Bach's inventions. Sonatas by
Mozart. Haydn, Beethoven, and Schubert. Selected concertos.
Compositions by romantic and modern composers.
Mus 105, 205. 305, 405 ORGAM
1 hour. Basic study of pedal and manual techniques. Standard
works from the Baroque, Classic, Romantic, and Modern
periods.
Mus 105, 205, 305, 405 STRINGS
1 hour Instruction of violin, viola, cello, and string bass. Basicfundamentals, posture, bow and arm techniques, shifting, and
vibrato. Scales and arpeggios. Representative studies.
Sonatas and concertos. Orchestral studies.
Mus 105. 205, 305. 405 WOODWINDS
1 hour. Instruction on flute, clarinet, oboe, and bassoon. Toneproduction, scales, and arpeggios in various articulations.
Technical studies. Works from the standard solo repertoire.
Orchestral studies.
Mus 105, 205, 305, 405 BRASS
Mus 105 205, 305. 405 PERCUSSION
be included for each student at his performance levei
Ensemble Music
Mus 115 215 315, 415 ORATORIO CHOIR
" hour The craloric choir is open to CoJI^ge^stude^^^^ and
performs sacred music for l^ '^^ upctra.
usually accompanied by the College
Mus 125, 225, 325, 425 GEORGE FOX COLLEGE CHORALE
1 or Vz hour. The choir consists of students selected by audi
tion. Representative choral music from the Renaissance to the
twentieth century is studied. An extended choir tour is made
each year,
Mus 1255, 225s. 325s, 425s MUSIC THEATRE
1 or Vz hour. This course is for the training of music students
in the performance of staged musical dramas, operas, church
and Broadway musicals. Two productions will be presented
each year.
Mus 135, 235, 335, 435 NEW VISION SINGERS
1 or Vz hour. This ensemble performs in winter and spring
terms for church and community organizations.
Mus 135s. 235s, 335s, 435s VOCAL ENSEMBLE
Vz hour. Summer touring ensembles, chamber choir, women s
ensemble, or any small vocal ensemble directed by music
faculty. Prerequisite: audition before vocal music faculty.
Mus 145, 245, 345, 445 CONCERT BAND
1or Vz hour. Standard band works are performed at three
annual concerts. An extended lour is made each year. Admis
sion by consent of the instructor.
Mus 145s, 245s, 345s, 445s JAZZ ENSEMBLE
1or'/2 hour. Acourse to train music educators in jazz
literature through performance for athletic events and public
concerts.
Mus 155, 255. 355. 455 ORCHESTRA
Vz hour Literature for the small orchestra is performed at woforma7concerls in the spring. The orchestra also provides the
accompaniment for the oratorio choir in the fall.
Mus 165, 265, 365, 465 WIND ENSEMBLE
1or Vz hour Repertoire for small band and wind instrumental
combinations provides the literature of this performing group.
Admission by consent of instructor,
Mus 165s 265s, 365s, 465s INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLE
Vz hour. Each ensemble will be auditioned and supervised by
a music faculty member.
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Music Theory and Literature
Mus in, 112, 113 MUSIC FUNDAMEMTALS
2 hours each term. Fall term, Mus 111, elementary theory, a
study of the principles of notation, melody, rhythm, scales,
and chords. Winter term Mus 112, identical with GE 110
Survey of Music. Spring term, Mus 113, methods for teaching
music in the elementary school.
Mus 117, 118, 119 IMTRODUCTION TO MUSIC LITERATURE
2 hours each term. A course to develop music appreciation
through extensive listening to standard works. Study of vocal
and instrumental forms and styles of the various periods.
Mus 121, 122, 123 THEORY I
4 hours each term. An integrated course in basic musician
ship, ear training, sight singing, dictation, keyboard harmony,
analysis, and part writing. Includes all diatonic harmonies and
simple modulations.
Mus 130 CLASS PIANO
1 hour. May be repealed for credit. Elementary to inter
mediate level class instruction in piano. Required of (1) music
(teaching) majors unless waived by demonstration of accept
able proficiency: (2) any student desiring applied piano who
has not yet reached the entrance level of proficiency.
Mus 200 BASIC CONDUCTINa
2 hours. Emphasis on mastery ofsimple conducting patterns
cues, expressive gestures, and common problems in leading
group singing and small instrumental ensembles.
Mus 210 STRING TECHNIQUES
1 hour. Offered 1963-84. Elementary class instruction in the
techniques of playing stringed instruments (one term of violin
and one of cello are offered) to provide adequate teaching
knowledge.
Mus 220 FOLK INSTRUMENT TECHNIQUES
1 hour. Offered 1982-63. Elementary class instruction in the
techniques of playing folk guitar to provide adequate teaching
knowledge. ^
Mus 221, 222, 223/321. 322, 323 THEORY II
4 hours each term. Acontinuation of Theory I. Includes
chromatic harmonies and remote modulations. Introduction to
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twentieth century harmonic usage. Creative work is required.
Prerequisite: Mus 121, 122, 123.
Mus 230 WOODWIND TECHNIQUES
1 hour. Offered 1982-83. Elementary class instruction in the
techniques of playing woodwind instruments (one term of
clarinet and one of flute are offered) to provide adequate
teaching knowledge.
Mus 250 BRASS TECHNIQUES
1 hour. Offered 1983-84. Elementary class instruction in the
technique of playing brass instruments to provide adequate
teaching knowledge.
Mus 260 PERCUSSION TECHNIQUES
1 hour. Offered 1982-83. Elementary class instruction in the
techniques of playing percussion instruments to provide ade
quate teaching knowledge.
Mus 270 VOCAL TECHNIQUES
1 hour. Offered 1983-84. Elementary class instruction in the
techniques of singing to provide adequate teaching knowledge.
Recommended for the beginning voice student to gain a
knowledge of basic singing techniques.
Mus 275 FIELD EXPERIENCE
1-5 hours. Supervised experience as music apprentice in
church or community position. Prerequisite: consent of
advisor and division chairman.
Mus 310 COUNTERPOINT
3 hours. Offered 1982-83. Principles of eighteenth century
polyphony. Detailed study of the works of J.S. Bach and his
contemporaries. Original composition required. Recommend
ed for all music majors.
Mus 31 1. 312, 313 MUSIC HISTORY
3 hours each term. Offered 1982-83. Astudy of the develop-
antiquity through the twentieth century.
development of the other arts.
in m?c 1 . 1^ literature emphasizing the change
rPnT^^c different historical periods. Prerequisites: Mus 121. 122. 123.
Mus 320 FORM AND ANALYSIS
3 hours. Offered 1983-84. Detailed study of the structural
components of music, including the motive, phrase, and
period. Application to principal contrapuntal and homophonic
forms of the Classic, Romantic, and Modern periods. Prere
quisites: Mus 121, 122, 123 and Mus 221, 222, 223.
Mas 340 CHURCH MUSIC
3 hours. Offered 1983-84. A study of the place, function, and
contribution of music in the church with emphasis on current
trends in contemporary church music. Required of inter
disciplinary majors and recommended for any student antici
pating a church vocation.
Mus 350 HYMMOLOGY
3 hours. Offered 1982-83. A historical study of the music of
the Bible, pre-Reformation, post-Reformation, and modern
hymns. Required of interdisciplinary majors and recommend
ed to all students interested in the music of the church.
GE 375 CULTURAL EXPERIENCE
Maximum 15 hours. Supervised experience in a cultural set
ting that contributes to the educational goals of the student.
Prerequisite: consent of advisor and division chairman.
Mus 410 INSTRUMENTATION AND ORCHESTRATION
3 hours. Offered 1982-83. A study of the instruments of the
orchestra and band including their ranges, characteristics, and
capabilities. Practical application of the principles of arranging
and scoring for orchestra-band instrumental combinations.
Prerequisites: Mus 121. 122, 123 and Mus 221. 222, 223.
Mus 420 COMPOSITION
3 hours. Offered 1982-83. Detailed study of representative
works in the contemporary musical idiom and creative writing
in the smaller forms. Prerequisites: Mus 121, 122, 123 and
Mus 221,222,223.
Mus 430 INSTRUMENTAL CONDUCTING
2 hours. Offered 1983-84. Designed to acquaint the student
with the intricacies of directing band, orchestra, and instru
mental ensembles. Basic conducting patterns are reviewed,
literature of the aforementioned ensembles is covered, and
some practical experience is given with the college band and
small instrumental ensembles. Prerequisite: Mus 200.
Mus 450 CHORAL CONDUCTING
2 hours. Offered 1982-83. Designed primarily for music
majors. Advanced work in traditional and modern patterns of
conducting, syncopation, cueing, and expressive gestures.
Practical experience in directing the a cappella choir is provid
ed. Prerequisite: Mus 200.
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Mus 475 FIELD EXPERIENCE
1-5 hours. Supervised experience in music apprenticeship as
conductor, performer, composer, etc. Prerequisite; consent of
music faculty.
Mus 485 SELECTED TOPICS
1-3 hours. A seminar lecture class concerned with current
faculty interests and areas of research. Topics available are
keyboard pedagogy, keyboard improvisation, piano technician
language orientation for the singer, contemporary literature
moog synthesizer, vocal pedagogy, history of Black music, and
chamber, symphonic, and choral literature.
Mus 491, 492 SENIOR SEMINAR
1 hour fall term. 2 hours winter term. Fall term is designed to
bring music majors together for seminar sessions. Winter term
IS designed to have each student prepare a project, which will
be presented before an audience and filed permanently in the
music department.
Mus 495 SPECIAL STUDY
1-5 hours. Individual research under the guidance of the facul
ty. Prerequisite: consent of music faculty.
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DIVISION OF COMMUNICATION
AND LITERATURE
DIVISION OFFERINGS
This division offers majors in communication arts,
literature, and writing/literature; teaching fields as
stated under Teacher Education: and minors in
public communication, literature, theatre, and televi
sion production. Requirements for a minor may be
obtained from the division secretary.
The Division of Communication and Literature is
concerned particularly with the arts and letters that
investigate, practice, and celebrate the central place
of symbols in the human experience. The division's
offerings focus on various contexts in which man's
role as symbol-user is predominant: literature,
language, theatre, speech communication, rnass
communication, and writing. Infusing the divisions
approach to the language arts is a commitment to
discover and apply the values of Christian revelation.
Basic objectives of the division are;
1. To help students to understand the process of
communication as it occurs in intrapersonal, in
terpersonal, and public settings.
2. To provide structured opportunities for
students to practice and develop oral, written, and
nonverbal communication skills.
3. To introduce students to the philosophical,
sociological, aesthetic, and ethical implications of
traditional and modern media of communication.
4. To acquaint students with the language,
attitudes, and ideas of Hispanic culture.
5. To focus student attention on the intellectual,
emotional, and aesthetic understanding and appreci
ation of literature in a variety of genres, over a
broad expanse of time, and reflecting a spectrum ot
literate thought.
6. To prepare students for employment or grad
uate study in fields where knowledge and skills In
communication and literary study are requisite: e.g.,
teaching, writing, editing, publishing, library science,
clergy, law, theatre arts, broadcasting, politics, and
numerous other professions.
COMMGNICATION ARTS
(B.A. Degree)
Communication Arts features an interdisciplinary
approach to communication that integrates the
interests of speech communication, drama, jour
nalism, and media with a common core of courses
in communication and rhetorical theory.
Major Requirements
Total major hours: Fifty-six hours (24 hours lower division, 32
hours upper division). Communication Arts majors must take
Psy 151 General Psychology as part of the General Education
program. ^
Core Courses: The following courses are required of all
Communication Arts majors: CA 100 Introduction to Com
munication; CA 300 Communication Theory; CA 400 Critical
Approaches to Communication; CA 410 The interface ofChris
tianity and Communication Arts.
Communicalior] Praclicum: Twelve hours of practicum
courses are required for all Communication Arts majors, four
of which must be off-campus experiences. CA 275 (4 hours) or
CA 475 (4 hours) is required plus eight additional hours from
among CA 125/325 Theatre Laboratory; CA 165/365 Drama
Touring Group; CA 205/305 Communication Workshop; CA
275/475 (4 hours); CA 315 Publications Practicum; CA 335 Ad
vanced Television Production.
Elecliues: Communication Arts majors must choose from
approved eleclives at least twenty-eight hours, including suffi
cient upper division work to total thirty-two hours when added
to upper division courses in the core and practicum, Note; In
no case may more than four hours of elective credit in the
major be earned in practicum courses in addition to the twelve
hours specified under "Communication Practicum."
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CA100THEPRIVATEANDPGELICSELF:
ANINTRODUCTIONTOCOMMUNICATION
4hours.Introductiontothetheoryandpracticeofhuman
communicationinpersonal,semiformal,andformalsettings.
Studentswillbeexpectedtopreparespeechesforavarietyof
purposes.
CA120THEMAGICIF;ANINTRODUCTIONTOACTING
4hours.Offered1983-84.Studyofbasicprinciplesofacting,
includingsurveyofactingtheories,performanceofscenes,
criticalobservation,analysisandcriticismofproductions.
CA125/325a.b,cONSTAGE.BACKSTAGE:
THEATRELABORATORY
1-2hours.Thepracticalapplicationoftheatretechniquesin
connectionwithdramaticproductions.Opentoanystudent
takingpartinproductions,"a"denotesacting,"b"directing,
"c"technicaloptions.Maximumtwelvehourstotal.
CA160/360THEACTORASPLAYWRIGHT:
IMPROVISATIONALACTINGWORKSHOP
2hours.Focusondevelopmentofimprovisationalacting
skillsthroughstructuredanddirectedpsychological,physical,
andsocialexercises.Mayberepeatedonceforcredit.
CA165/365INTER-MISSION:DRAMATOURINGGROUP
1houreach,winterandspringterms.Entrancebytryoutfor
thecurrentreligiousdramatouringgroup.Studentsareex
pectedtoremainwiththetroupetheentireyear.Mustbe
takenonapass-nopassbasis.Maximumfourhourstotal.
CA205/305CREATIVITYSTREET-
COMMUNICATIONWORKSHOP
4hours.Acoursedesignedtoprovidesupervisedon-campus
practicalcommunicationexperiencesintheformofstudent
projectsinjournalism,formatdesign,photography,editorial
writing,mediaproduction,radio,andpublicspeaking.Amax
imumofeighthourscreditmaybeearned.Prerequisite:
CA100.
CA210THEVOICEOFREASON:ARGUMENTATIONAND
PUBLICDISCOURSE
4hours.Acourseincommunicatingaboutissuesofpublic
concern.Stressgiventotheroleofrationalprocessesincom
munication.Studentswillprepareanddeliverspeechesbased
onanalysisoftherhetoricalsituationandutilizingacceptable
modesofargumentation.Prerequisite:CA100.
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CA220THESTAGEISAWORLD:
SURVEYOFTHEATREARTS
4hours.Offered1982-83.Basicsurveyofthedevelopmentof
theatrefromitsbeginningstothecontemporary.Considera
tionofitsliterary,acting,directing,andtechnicalcomponents.
CA221WORD-STlTCHlNG,TALE-TELLING:AN
INTRODUCTIONTOTHEORAL
INTERPRETATIONOFLITERATURE
4hours.Offered1983-84.Introductiontotheaestheticbasis
ofspeechcommunicationthroughtheanalysisandoral
presentationofvariousgenresofliterature.Attentiongivento
thedevelopmentofskillsrequisitetounderstandingliterature
andcommunicatingitslevelsofmeaningbyreadingaloud.
Includesconsiderationoforalreadingofbiblicalliterature.
CA231/331BEHINDTHEGLOWINGEYE:AN
INTRODUCTIONTOTELEVISIONPRODUCTION
4hours.Anintroductiontotheelementsinvolvedinthepro
ductionofatelevisionprogram,includingpreproductionplan
ning,productioninthestudioandonlocation,and
postproductionprocedures.Thecourseincludessupervised
laboratoryexperience.Permissionofinstructorisrequiredfor
upperdivisioncredit.
CA275/475FIELDEXPERIENCE
1-15hoursmaybeearnedatthediscretionofthedepartment
andchairmanofthedivision,eighthoursofwhichmayapply
totheCommunicationArtsmajor.Studentsmusthavethein
structorspermissiontoregisterforthecourse.
CA285/485SELECTEDTOPICS
4hours.Avarietyoftopicsmaybeofferedthatreflectin
terestsoffaculty,visitingprofessors,orrecentissuesincom
munication.Prerequisite:CA100.Permissionofinstructoris
requiredforupperdivisioncredit.
iriTRODUCTIONTO
COMMUNICATIONTHEORY
1983-84.Studyoftheprocessandtheories
11.,umcationfromclassicalandmodernperspectives.
developmentofmajorrhetoricaltheories.Con-
omm;currentknowledgeinintrapersonal.interpersonal,
CA100^^cross-culturalcommunication.Prerequisite:
CA 301 BRIDGES NOT WALLS: INTERPERSONAL
COMMUNICATION
4 hours. Advanced study and experience in dyadic and small
group communication with attention given to intrapersonal
communication, nonverbal communication, listening behavior,
and conflict resolution. Prerequisite: CA 100 and permission
of instructor.
CA 310 VISIONS AND UNViSIONS: STUDIES IN
PERSUASIVE COMMUNICATION
4 hours Offered 1982-83. Focus on methods of attitude
change in public discourse, small group communication, and
mass media. Critical examination of propaganda techniques.
Analysis of current behavioral research in,persuasion. Prepara
tion of student speeches and other rhetorical efforts intended
to influence attitudes. Prerequisite: CA 100.
CA 31 1 THE BUSINESS OF COMMUNICATING: AN
INTRODUCTION TO ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION
4 hours. Offered 1982-83. A study of interpersonal, small
group, and public communication in business settings. Pre
requisite: CA 100.
CA 315 THE POISED PEN: PUBLICATIONS PRACTICUM
1hour each term. An advanced course in the producin^g of
student publications including the newspaper and yearbook.
Entrance by permission of instructor. Maximum six hours
credit. Must be taken on pass-no pass basis.
CA 320 VERISIMILITUDE AND BEYOND:
ADVANCED APPROACHES TO ACTING
4 hnurs Offered 1982-83. Problems of characterization,stylerand chlracte"^^^ of acting in various dramat cmf :
emphasis on improvisations; instruction in
ingi presentation of scenes of various types.
required. Prerequisite: CA 120 or permission of instructor.
CA 321 THEATRE AS MINISTRY:DEVELOPMENTAL THEATRE i.-iu
4 hnnr<; Offered 1983-84. Aconsideration of theatre skil s asfco™for °ee7nt human
environments. Focus on drama as a service me
than as strictly an entertainment vehicle.
CA 330 HUNGRY EYES AND THIRSTY EARS:
STUDIES IN MASS MEDIA AND POPULAR CULTURE
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Survey of the historical develop
ment of newspapers, magazines, broadcast media, and cinema.
Analysis of the role(s) of mass media in shaping and altering
opinion and values in contemporary culture.
CA 335 BEYOND TECHNIQUE: ADVANCED
TELEVISION PRODUCTION
1-2 hours. Practical application of techniques used in broad
cast and nonbroadcast television. Students will participate as
personnel in various areas of production. Up to six hours of
credit may be earned. Prerequisite: CA 231/331.
CA 340 THE ROOTS OF SYMBOLISM: GENERAL
AND CULTURAL LINGUISTICS
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. A course focusing on the develop
ment of modern linguistic theories, including consideration of
the history of the English language. The International Phonetic
Alphabet will be studied as a tool for the examination of
rhetorical style.
CA 350 EXTENSIONS OF MAN; AUDIOVISUAL
TECHNOLOGY
2 hours. Practical experience in audiovisual equipment use
and maintenance, and in audiovisual materials production and
presentation skills.
CA 400 THE MANY-WINDOWED HOUSE:
CRITICAL APPROACHES TO COMMUNICATION
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Methods of rhetorical criticisrn as
applied to public communication of the past and present iri-
eluding but not limited to. speeches, broadcasts, films, and
campaigns. Analysis of current trends in rhetorical criticism.
Prerequisite: CA 300 or permission of instructor.
CA 410 NO MAN'S LAND: STUDIES IN THE INTERFACE OF
CHRISTIANITY AND COMMUNICATION ARTS
4 hours. Offered 1982-83. Assessment of the impact of
various modes of communication on contemporary Christiani
ty Historical perspective ofcommunication formats used by
the church. Prerequisite: CA 300 or permission of instructor.
CA 495 INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH
1-4 hours may be earned at the discretion of the departrrient
and chairman of the division. Students must have permission
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to register for the course. Must be taken on a pass-no pass
basis.
LANGUAGES: SPANISH
Spn lOt. 102. 103 FIRST-YEAR SPAMISH
4 hours each term. Offered 1982-83. Elementary practice in
listening, speaking, reading, and writing Spanish. A study of
the elements of grammar. Regular laboratory practice.
Spn 201, 202, 203 IMTERMEDIATE SPANISH
4 hours each term. Offered 1983-84. An extension of listen
ing, speaking, and writing with review of grammar. Reading of
short stories and essays with reports and individual projects.
Regular laboratory practice.
Spn 295 INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH OR FIELD WORK
1-6 hours may be earned for work taken In a Spanish-speaking
institution of higher learning, Courses taken must be In con
versation and grammar and must be approved in advance by
the language instructor and the chairman of the division.
LITERATURE (B.A. Degree)
Major Requirements
To complete the minimum of fifty-six hours (minimum 32
hours upper division), the student should select courses that
will provide a balanced historical and generic appreciation and
understanding of the development of literature. In addition to
the required literature curriculum, literature majors are advised
to consider the following courses that help establish an
ideological basis for literary studies: Phi 210 Introduction to
Philosophy: Hst 331, 332 England; and Hst 481, 462 American
Thought and Culture.
The following courses are required for all literature majors:
Lit 201, 202 English Literary Heritage, Lit 311 The Develop
ment of American Prose, Lit 312 The Development of
American Poetry, Lit 251 or 252 Masterpieces of World
Literature, Lit 344 The Shapes of Literature. Lit 381
Shakespeare, four hours in contemporary literature, CA 340
General and Cultural Linguistics, an upper division writing
course, and sixteen hours of literature electives.
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Lit 201, 202 THIS SCEPTERED ISLE: THE ENGLISH
LITERARY HERITAGE
4 hours each term. Offered 1983-84. A historic survey of the
literature of "Merrie Englande," from Anglo-Saxon to modern
times. Themes, movements, and genres will be discussed as
they form the rich tapestry of the literature of our native
tongue.
Lit 240 THE IMAGINATIVE RESPONSE: MAJOR
THEMES IN LITERATURE
4 hours. A course that introduces the student to some of the
major themes common in literature. Included will be some
study of the major forms of literature.
Lit 251, 252 THE HUMAN CONDITION:
MASTERPIECES OF WORLD LITERATURE
4 hours each term. Offered 1982-83. A survey of selected
Western and non-Western literature from the classical to
modern periods stressing those themes and forms that
exemplify the ideals and concerns of our shared human
condition.
Lit 255/455 MERE CHRISTIANS: C. S. LEWIS AND HIS
CIRCLE
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Primary focus on Lewis's fiction,
essays, and didactic literature, with secondary focus on work
by his Christian colleagues paired alternately with him.
Lit 256/456 FAITH INTO ART; CHRISTIAN MOTIFS IN
LITERATURE
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Consideration of selected writers
from the Age of Faith to our own times who attempt to under
stand and express Christian faith.
Lit 285/485 PEARLS OF PRICE: SELECTED
LITERARY TOPICS
4 hours. Acourse offered occasionally whereby professors and
students may Investigate interesting literary byways. Past
selections have included studies in science-fiction and the
hterature of human rights, and such authors as C. S. Lewis,
Charles Williams, J. R. R. Tolkien, and Alexander Solzhenitsyn.
BENDERS: LITERATURE FOR CHILDREN AND
AUULLSCENTS
4 hours. Aselected survey of books for children and teens.
With a study of criteria that adults can use to guide youth into
an appreciation of literature.
Lit 324 ALIEMATIOrH AfHD BEYOMD:
CONTEMPORARY DRAMA
4 hours. Offered 1982-83. A study of selected European and
American drama since World War 11. including writers from
Aibee to Zindei.
Lit 344 BEGINNING MATTERS: THE SHAPES OF
LITERATURE
4 hours. Offered 1982-83. A generic study of literature offer-
inq theoretical and practical experience with prose, poetry, and
drama. Introduction to literary criticism with emphasis on me
distinct forms of poetry and its language; novels and how they
are read for pleasure and profit: drama and its appreciation.
Lit 373/473 ECHOES IN THE VOID:
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY NOVEL
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. An examination of the main trends
in twentieth century novel writing. The course includes an
introduction to selected European. English, and American
novelists as they relate through common themes.
Lit 374/474 ANGUISH AND AFFIRMATION:
TWENTIETH CENTURY POETRY
4 hours Offered 1983-84, An examination of British and
American poetry from the turn of the century to the present.
Some consideration in translation of significant non-English
writers of this period.
Lit 381 THE MIRROR UP TO NATURE: SHAKESPEARE
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Astudy ofShakespeare s major
plays.
WRITING/LITERATURE
(B.A. Degree)
The Writing/Literature major is aliterature, communication, and other ^
courses for students with writing or writmg-or.ented caree
interests.
Major Requirements
Total Major Hours: Fifty-six ftours hours^upperdivision). '^•'^ '^ 9/Literatu^re m|Jor Thought and
210 Introduction to Philosophy is recommended.
Wriling Core Courses: The following are required of all
Writing/Literature majors: Wr3]0 Advanced Writing Techni
ques, Wr 350 Creative Writing, and Wr 490 Senior Writing
Project.
LUeralure Core Courses: The following are required of all
Writing/Literature majors: Lit 240 Major Themes in Literature,
Lit 344 The Shapes of Literature, and Lit 456 Christian Motifs
in Literature.
Commur}icalion Core Courses: The following are required
of all Writing/Literature majors: CA 330 Mass Media and
Popular Culture and CA 340 General and Cultural Linguistics.
Writing and Communication Practicum: Eight hours of prac-
ticum courses are required of all Writing/Literature majors,
four hours of which will be Wr 275/475 Field Experience, in
addition, four hours will be chosen from one or more of the
following: CA 205/305 Communication Workshop. CA 335
Advanced Television Production, CA 315 Publications Prac
ticum, CA 125/325 Theatre Laboratory, and Wr 295/495
Independent Study. .
Writing Electiues: The student will choose at least eight
hours from writing courses offered in the division and not
taken to fulfill core or practicum requirements.
Literature Electiues: The student will choose at least eight
hours from literature offerings not taken to fulfill core
requirements.
Wr 95 WRITING RIGHT: ENGLISH SKILLS
1-4 hours credit. Offered each term, individualized laboratory
classes devoted respectively to reading, spelling, composition,
and research skills. Entrance is by professional recommenda
tion or examination results. The class is designed to enrich a
student's basic writing skills.
Wr 1I I WRITING AS THINKING: THE EFFECTIVE WRITER
4 hours credit. A course concentrating on expository writing,
with an introduction to basic research methods. Technical and
argumentative writing are also introduced in the course.
Mote: Thefollowing courses carry Wr III as a minimum pre
requisite to admission:
Wr 220 THE VOCATIONAL PEN: BUSINESS WRITING
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Acourse in basic business English:
resume writing, letters ofapplication, business letters, research
reporting, and related written communication.
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Wr 230 THE FOURTH ESTATE: AM INTRODUCTION TO
JOURNALISM
4 hours. A course designed to give fundamental knowledge
and experience in reporting, writing and editing the news:
writing features and editorials, studying the organization and
techniques of newspapers and other media of mass com
munication. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
Wr 235/435 THE PERSONAL PEN: BIOGRAPHY AND
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
4 hours. Offered 1982-83. An approach to writing using per
sonal experience to explore events, places, and people through
recollections, interviews, diaries, journals, and the personal
essay. Selected writers, ancient to contemporary, will be
studied as representative models of form within the genre.
Wr 275/475 FIELD EXPERIENCE
1-15 hours may be earned at the discretion of the advisor and
division chairman, four hours of which mayapply to the
Writing/Literature major. Students must have instructor's per
mission to register for the course.
Wr 285/485 SELECTED TOPICS
4 hours. A variety of topics may be offered that reflect the
writing interests of faculty, visiting writers, or students not
covered in the regular curriculum offerings.
Wr 295/495 INDEPENDENT STUDY
1-4 hours may be earned at the discretion of the advisor and
division chairman.
Wr 310 POLISHED PROSE: ADVANCED WRITING
TECHNIQUES
4 hours. Offered 1982-83. A course in stylistic analysis
designed to sharpen writing skills and analytic abilities. While
expository writing provides a major focus, the course also
includes narrative, descriptive, and persuasive writing. Imple
menting elements of rhetorical criticism, the course is directed
at the "why's" of writing skill.
Wr 320 THE COMMITTED PEN: WRITING FOR
CHRISTIAN PUBLICATION
4 hours. Offered 1982-83. A workshop approach to the
writing of nonfiction articles and other shorter forms for Chris
tian periodicals. Student-produced materials will be submitted
to various magazines as a part of the course expectations.
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Wr 330 THE ELECTRIC PEN: WRITING FOR THE MEDIA
1983-84. A workshop approach to develop
ski! in expository, narrative, persuasive, and dramatic writing
tor the electronic media.
Wr 350 THE MINDS EYE: CREATIVE WRITING
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Aworkshop approach to the
drama^ including poetry, fiction, and
works in twoTreas"! " o'iginal
Wr 490 WRITE OF PASSAGE: SENIOR WRITING PROJECT
^ designed to serve as a capstone to theWnting/Literature major through development of a significant
student writing project and directed readings.
DIVISION OFFERINGS
The division offers subject majors in biology, chem
istry, home economics, and mathematics. It offers
secondary teaching majors and minors in biology,
integrated science, home economics, and
mathematics. See the Education Division for
description of the teaching programs.
The Division of Natural Science offers n^inors in
the following areas for enrichment and to aid
students in the pursuit of their vocational and pro
fessional goals: biology, chemistry, clothing/tex
tiles/interior design, general science, home
economics, mathematics, natural history/fieid
biology, physical science, and physics.
A number of interdisciplinary options are
available, such as, science plus business, or home
economics and sociology. A student may propose
his own option in counsel with members of the
division.
Basic objectives of the division are:
1 To provide appropriate training and
background for careers in science and related areas.
2. To build scientific literacy as a part ot a
liberal education. . . ^ .
3 To provide a basis for continued studies in
graduate school, science teaching, medicine, nurs
ing. allied health fields, home economics, and en
vironmental science. c.r^r,ro/-ia
4. To provide a greater knowledge apprecia-
tion of God through an understanding of natural
revelation.
Computer Facilities
The computing facility centers around aDigital
Equipment Corporation POP 11/34 Time-Sharing
DIVISION OF
NATURAL SCIENCE
System. The system consists of a 256 MOS
memory, a dual 28 MB disk drive, compilers to run
jobs in BASIC-PLCJS, WATFOR, FORTRAN IV,
MACRO assembly language, and WATBOL (an in
structional version of COBOL), plus a variety of I/O
devices.
BIOLOGY (B.S. Degree)
Major Requirements
Fifty-one term hours in biology are required including
Bi 101. 102. 103 General Biology and at least thirty-nine hou
of upper division biology courses to include two courses in
botany, two courses in zoology, one field course, one ex
perimental laboratory course, and Bi 491. 492. 493 Senior
Seminar. In the general education program, eight hours of
Ch 111, 112 General Chemistry are required under cultural
legacy, and eight hours of Ch 231. 232 Organic Chernistry are
required under symbolics. Ch 210 Quantitative Chemistry.
Ch 233 Organic Chemistry, or Ch 340 Biochemistry is also re
quired In addition, four hours of Mth 196 College Algebra are
required. Each biology major is required to prepare a research
thesis during his senior year, which must report irrdependent
research.
Bi 101, 102. 103 GENERAL BIOLOGY
4 hours each term. An introduction to the science of living
things. Includes human anatomy and physiology, a study of
the anatomy and physiology of higher plants, an Introduction
to the study of genetics, and a brief survey of the plant and
animal kingdoms. Three lectures and one laboratory period
per week.
Bi 275/475 FIELD EXPERIENCE
1-6 hours may be earned. Permission of the instructor and
chairman of the division is required.
Bi 300 DEVELOPMENTAL BiOLOaV
4 hours. Offered 1982-83. Cell, tissue and organ differentia
tion topics as they apply to growth and development:physiological and molecular emphasis. Three lectures and one
two-hour laboratory per week.
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Bi 310 VERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Astudy of cleavage, organoqenesis
and general development of typical vertebrates. Two lectures '
102 periods per week. Prerequisite: Bi 101
Bi 311, 312 PLANT MORPHOLOGY
5 hours each term. Offered 1983-84. Asurvey of the olan.kingdom emphasizing form, reproduction, developrnent and
class,f,cat,on. Four lectures an'd one labo'ratory ^Mod per"'
Bi 320 HUMAN ANATOMY
« C?;fre'1t'url?a'n'5?dy.\t:e1 iecfjr'ira",!d'^ :oTai?' .
periods per week. Prerequisite: Bi 101, 102, 103 oratory
Bi 321, 322 COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATE ANATOMY
oratory periods per week. Prerequisite; Bi lOi, 102. 103.
Bi 330 PHYSIOLOGY
4 hours. Functions of the human body, stressina tissue's
Bi 340 PLANT PHYSIOLOGY
one laboratory period per week. Prerequisite: Bi 101 "cl
Bi 350 GENETICS
psychology, sociology, theology public hea^fh m r'^education. Three lecfures per'tTeeT''Se'rfqul'slt '^B'llo'^ 'o^S,
Bi 350L GENETICS LABORATORY
Iho^un Offered 1983-84. Optional in combination with
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Bi 360 ECOLOGY
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. A study of the relationship of living
organisms to their environment. Prerequisite: 81 101. 102,
103.
Bi 370 GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY
5 hours. Offered 1983-84. A course in the structure,
metabolism, classification, health aspects, and commercial
applications of micro-organisms. Methods of microbiologicalinvestigation are emphasized. Three '^ ctures and two
laboratory periods per week. Prerequisite: Bi 101. 102, 103.
Bi 380 ORNITHOLOGY
4 hours. Offered 1982-83. Astudy of bird structure, adapta
tions migrations, identification, habits, and econornic irnpor-
tance Designed for students with a hobby interest in birds andfor biology majors. Two lectures per week wl^h aboratory and
extensive field work. Prerequisite: Bi 101. 102, lUJ.
Bi 390 PLANTS. CULTURE. AND MAN
3 hours Offered 1982-83. This course covers history and
background of plant domestication, crop improvernent, plant
groups and uses, and folklore regarding plants and their uses.
Prerequisite: Bi 103 or permission of instructor.
Bi 420 CELL BIOLOGY
4hours. Offered 1982-83. Acourse that unifies sjruct^^^function at the molecular level. Topics .nclude cdl ultms rue
ture and organization, respiratiori, Phy='°l°9y °L"ch methods,
traction, photosynthesis, molecular biology, research metno
recomblnant DNA, and genetic engineering. Prerequisite
Bi 350, Ch 232.
Bi 430 EVOLUTION , , u r r,r^«nic
3 hours Offered 1983-84. Astudy of the theory of organic
"mslndT's^^ey onhfv°a"ous=sch"ools°of'ihought in
the interpretation of evolution.
Bi 460 SYSTEMATIC BOTANY .:fir;,tinn and
4hours. Offered 1983-84. 'jQsp^
c^^n'^ re'd"T:L'';^c1S?es%"n^;rw^"ror°aU^y sesfion^ per weeh
and field work.
Bi 461 SYSTEMATIC BOTANY FIELD STUDY
2 hours, Offered 1983-84. Identical with the laboratory com
ponent of Bi 460 Systematic Biology. Involves field and
laboratory work in plant identification. Prerequisite; consent of
instructor.
Bi 485 SELECTED TOPICS
3-4 hours. A variety of topics may be offered rejecting special
interests of faculty, visiting professors, or recent developments
in biology. Prerequisite: Bi 101, 102. 103.
Bi 491, 492. 493 SENIOR SEMINAR
1 hour each term. Three hours are required of biology majors.
Bi 495 SPECIAL STUDY
1-4 hours. Specific instructional programs, laboratory
research, or independent study as planned under advisement
of the department for upper division students. Atotal ofnot
more than six hours may be applied toward major.
CHEMISTRY (B.S. Degree)
Major Requirements
Fifty-five hours in chemistry to include Ch 111, 112, 113
General Chemistry. Ch 231, 232. 233 Organic Chemistry Ch
310 Analytical Chemistry. Ch 320 l^norganic Chernistry.Organic Synthesis and Analys^, Ch 401 j402, 403 Physical
Chemistry Ch 410 Advanced Chemical Measurements, Ch 490Chemistry'Seminar. In the general education prograrn. eight
hours of Ph 202. 203 General Physics are required under
cultural legacy, and mathematics through Mth 301 Calculus is
required, eight hours of which will meet the symbolics
requirement.
Ch 103 FOUNDATIONS OF CHEMISTRY
4 hours. This course is designed to increase interest and
awareness of science by using chemical topics. Vocabu ary
and broad principles are emphasized. Recommended also for
students who need an introduction to chemistry prior to taking
Ch 111 General Chemistry. Three lectures and one laboratory
period each week.
Ch 111, 112. 113 GENERAL CHEMISTRY
4 hours each term. This course covers fundamental chemicalprinciples, reactions, and modern theories. Special emphasis
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is given to the role of chemistry In environment, industry, and
related sciences. Three class periods and one laboratory
period each week. Prerequisite: High school chemistry,
Ch 103, or math placement score.
Ch 231, 232 ORGAMIC CHEMISTRY
4 hours each term. A study of principles, structure, bonding,
reactions, and energy as related to carbon chemistry. The
laboratory stresses materials, equipment, and skills that are in
volved in synthesis, purification, and identification of represen
tative groups of organic compounds. Three lectures and one
three-hour laboratory period per week. Prerequisite: Ch 113.
Ch 233 ORGAMIC CHEMISTRY
3 hours. A continuation of 232 Organic Chemistry but with no
laboratory.
Ch 310 AMALYTIC CHEMISTRY
5 hours. An introduction to the principles and techniques of
quantitative chemical analysis. Material includes gravimetric,
volumetric, and complexometric analysis, neutralization,
precipitation and oxidation-reduction titrations, solubility,
statistical methods of data analysis, and an introduction to in
strumental methods. Three lectures and two three-hour
laboratory periods per week. Prerequisite: Ch 113.
Ch 320 IMORGANIC CHEMISTRY
3 hours. Offered 1982-83. Atomic structure, chemical bond
ing, periodic trends of structure, physical properties and reac
tivities of the elements, group theory as applied to molecular
structure, nonmetal, and transition metal chemistry. Three lec
tures per week. Prerequisite: Ch 113.
Ch 340 BIOCHEMISTRY
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. An introduction to the chemistry of
substances involved in life processes. The structures, reac
tions, and energy transformations of these compounds are con
sidered. Laboratory involves a study of properties, purifica
tion, and identification of bio-organic compounds. Three lec
tures and one three-hour laboratory period per week. Pre
requisite: Ch 232.
Ch 350 BASIC ELECTROMICS AMD CIRCUITS
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Identical with Ph 350.
Ch 390 ORGAMIC SYMTHESIS AMD AMALYSIS
5 hours. Offered 1983-84. This course will emphasize advanc
ed laboratory techniques for the synthesis, isolation, and iden-
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tification of organic compounds. Spectroscopy will be
emphasized for the analysis of compounds. Advanced separa
tion techniques such as gas chromatography and vacuum
distillation will be studied. Instruction in the use of chemical
literature also will be covered. Three lectures and two three-
hour laboratory periods per week. Prerequisite: Ch 233.
Ch 401, 402, 403 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
3 hours each term. Offered 1982-83. An introduction to
modern theoretical chemistry emphasizing classical and
statistical thermodynamics, quantum mechanics, molecular
structure, spectroscopy and kinetics. Three lectures per week
Prerequisite: Ch 113, Mth 301, Ph 203.
Ch 410 ADVANCED CHEMICAL MEASGREMEMTS
5 hours. Offered 1982-83. Principles and techniques of
modern instrumental physiochemical and analytical measure-
rrients. Literature search methods, scientific writing tech
niques, and seminar presentation techniques are covered.
Three lectures and two three-hour laboratory periods per week
Prerequisite: concurrent or prior enrollment in physical
chemistry and Mth 210 or Mth 220.
Ch 430 ADVAMCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
3 hours. Offered 1983-84. Astudy oforganic reactions not
normally covered in introductory courses. Synthetic utility and
reaction mechanisms are emphasized. Prerequisite Ch 233.
Ch 475 FIELD EXPERIENCE
1-5 hours. Supervised experience with an off-campus industry
advlsor^^ applied chemistry. Prerequisite: Consent of
Ch 485 SELECTED TOPICS
Scheduled as a regular class with topics chosen to
interests of students, faculty, or
visiting professors. Prerequisite: upper division status.
Ch 490 CHEMISTRY SEMINAR
seminar in which chemistry majors and out-
One hmfr r u" developments in chemistry.
oer d^vkinn enrollment. Prerequisite: upp r ivis o status in chemistry.
Ch 495 CHEMICAL RESEARCH
ipMm°p"n? exceed atotal of 9hours) Experi ental and/or theoretical research in a topic of the
student's choosing, supervised by the chemistry "faculty.
Prerequisite: upper division status In chemistry.
GENERAL SCIENCE
QSc 102 FOUMDATIOMS OF PHYSICS
4 hours. Identical with Ph 102.
GSc 103 FOUMDATIOrHS OF CHEMISTRY
4 hours. Identical with Ch 103.
QSc 110/310 ESSENTIALS OF GEOLOGY
4 hours. Spring 1983-84. Astudy ofmaterials in the earth's
crust, processes producing change in the eai^h s crust, and a
review of the theories of geological history. Three lectures and
one laboratory weekly.
QSc 120/320 AIR AND WATER ENVIRONMENT
4 hours. Winter 1982-83. Astudy of the composition of the
atmosphere and hydrosphere, the energy
duce weather phenomena, patterns of air and
and procedures for measuring and predicting
lectures and one laboratory period weekly.
GSc 130/330 ESSENTIALS OF ASTRONOMY
4 hours. Identical with Ph 130/330.GSc 210 ENVIRONMENT AND MAN
rnduXg pollution, enalgy, natural resources, and population
control.
qClENTIFiC CREATIONISM
Fall 1983-84 Development of a model of origins and3 hours. "11 lyo-^o laws of thermodynamics, modern in
earth history based on ^ , 3e,iousformation theory, l^^nrd The rrlethods of modern
study of the . 'igtions of early atmospheric condi-geochronology and^ mu^at^o ^
Sence'"SX'g%o-Themis.ry. Basic knowledge of
geology recommended.GSc 370 ENVIROMMENTAL SCIEMCE
nho.ts Offered 1982-83. Astudy of ttie effect of environ
ment ?n ™n and man on tfre environment from phys.cai,
biological, and social view of human population and
technology. Prerequisite: One year of college science. Iden
tical with HE 370.
GSc 475 GEOLOGY FIELD TRIP
1-3 hours. Offered on sufficient demand.
GSc 485 SELECTED TOPICS
3 hours. A variety of topics may be offered, for exampie:
history of science, philosophy of science, effects of technology,
etc. Prerequisite: Gpper division standing.
HOME ECONOMICS
B.S. Degree)
lajor Requirements
minimum of sixty-five term hours in home economics
courses is required and must include HEc 111, 112 Foods,
HEc 121, 122 Clothing Construction, HEc 200/300 Nutrition.
HEc230 Textiles, HEc 240 Home Management and Equip
ment, HEc 280 Marriage and the Family, HEc 290 Meal
Management, HEc 310 Human Development. HEc 330 Housing
and Home Planning, HEc 350 Interior Design, HEc 360 Con
sumer Buying, HEc370 Flat Pattern and Draping or HEc 320
Tailoring, HEc 390 Resources and Techniques for Home
Economists, HEc 430 Home Management Practicum. Also re
quired are eight hours of science, preferably chemistry, under
cultural legacy. In addition, the following electives are recom
mended: HEc 260 Clothing Selection, HEc 320 Tailoring or
HEc 370 Flat Pattern and Draping, HEc 380 Construction with
Special Fabrics. HEc 475 Field Experience. HEc 485 Selected
Topics, and HEc 495 Special Study.
Interdisciplinary Majors
Home Economics has one defined interdisciplinary major-
thirty-six hours in either clothing or foods, plus eighteen hours
in business and eighteen hours in economics.
HEc 111 FOODS
4 hours. Abeginning course in foods, emphasizing cooking
n, vegetables, fruits.principles in the areas of food preservation, nuns
meat, and meat substitutes. Two lectures and two laboratory'
fA
HEc 112 FOODS . . . u
4 hours The secor^d course in foods. Food topics to be em-
week.
HEc 121 CLOTHIMG CONSTRCJCTIOM
4hours. Designed „''=re"Sat"ed";u3j^basic s?udy of clothing construction techniques,
a more mtens tied stuoy o a geiedion and coordina-
'^"^nd us^of^fh^e sSg equipment; emphasison irporta™trla techniques and pressing procedures.
HEc 122CLOTHIMGCOMSTRUCTIOrH
HEc 121 or instructor's permission.
fibers, fabrics, and finishes.
HEc 240 FAMILY RESOURCE MAMAGEMENT ANDHOUSEHOLD EQUIPMEMT in rela-
4hours. Offered '983^84, Astudy of decis.o^^^^
tion to attaining desired values. 9® • ,. j- resources suchfamily and the individual spiritual resources is
as time, energy, money, and household
examined. Includes a unit on use and care or nou
appliances and equipment.
HEc 260 CLOTHIMG SELECTION
4 hours. Offered 1983-84.
the selection of clothing for the ind
HEc 275 FIELD EXPERIENCE
2-5 hours. Permission of instructor require .
HEc 280 MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY
4 hours. Identical with Soc 280.
HEc 290 MEAL PLANNING
4 hours. Includes a study of food buying, menu making, meal
preparation, service, and management decisions. Prerequisite;
HEc 111. 112 or instructor's permission.
HEc 310 HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
4 hours. Identical with Psy 310 Human Development. Pre
requisite: Psy 151.
HEc 320 TAILORING .
4 hours. Offered 1982-83. Emphasis on hand tailoring
dresses, suits, and coats. Prerequisite: HEc 121. .
HEc 330 HOUSING AND HOME PLANNING I4hours. Offered ,983-84. Housing .rends^sife select,on. p,a,,-
ning and construction of housing will be emphasized.
HEc 350 INTERIOR DESIGN
historical furniture.
."fr
sion making will be ^le- problems of the consumer
-7.'hVL^:."e'tird-er^Mrws're^rfin^g .0 the consunner.
HEc 370 FLAT ^PaL^rnTs'ign. fitting, draping, and
4 hours. Offered 1983 8. techniques will be em-
clothing " iiv draped fabrics, plus a half-size
HEC ^80 CONSTRaCTlON .ha.
HEc mTtECHNIQUES AND RESOURCES FOR
the home economist thesel^°g" in.e?Xs ahd/o?.hose''in.eres.ed in abus.ness-
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oriented career. The emphasis will be on careers in home
economics, planning and giving demonstrations, recipe
development, writing behavioral objectives that are
measurable, and building resource flies. Prerequisites: HEc
n 1, 112, 121, 122, 290, or permission of the instructor.
HEc 410 SUPPORT OF STUDEMT ORGANIZATIOMS
1 hour. Offered 1983-84. Practical experience in leading an
FHA/HERO chapter within a public school in the area will be
the main emphasis. Required for Home Economics Education
majors. Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.
HEc 430 HOME MANAGEMENT PRACTiCUM
5 hours. Offered on sufficient demand. Principles underlying
decision making and management of a home are put into prac
tice during residence in the Home Management House or
another living situation. Includes some class work and study
of social and economics problems found In the home. Pre
requisite: HEc 240 or permission of the instructor.
HEc 440 NURSERY SCHOOL
2 hours. Offered 1983-84. An opportunity will be given in a
structured setting for understanding and guiding children in
developing their personality and helping them manage their
impulses constructively.
HEc 475 FIELD EXPERIENCE
1-4 hours. Supervised experience with an off-campus industry,
business, or Institution. Prerequisites: Upper division stand
ing, HEc 390, and consent of instructor.
HEc 485 SELECTED TOPICS
1-4 hours. A variety of topics may be offered reflecting the
special interest of students and faculty. Prerequisite: Upper
division standing in home economics.
HEc 495 SPECIAL STUDY
1-4 hours. Special research by permission of instructor.
MATHEMATICS (B.S. Degree)
iviajor Requirements
Forty-eight hours in mathematics courses, at least twenty-eight
of which must be upper division, including Mth 301, Mth 310
and Mth 321. In addition, Ph 202, 203 must be completed arid
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will also fulfill the general education requirement in cultural
legacy.Mth 95/195 INDIVIDUALIZED MATHEMATICS gin
1.4 hours each term. Individually ^"ianed rnathemahca tring to meet the needs and goals of any 'for
student should consult with "i® Include Mth 95
^B;X"M^ath"Mth%grgrnmng°Ai"^^^^^^^^^
Teachers Mth 95 and 96 do not apply to a major, minor,
general education requirements.
Mth 120 IMTRODaCTIOM TO COMPaTERS
4 hours. An introductory course into the study ^ornputers
and aDDlications. with an emphasis on the fundamental con
reots o? cor^puters. Topics covered include history of com-
omers nur^ber systems for computers, computer hardwarea'n"?roft^Te'"ro>i,lem analysis, survey ^
languages, and the computer s place in society.
Mth 201, 202 203. , .egral
^ac°"ul=^OeTt^freshme^withasu;f.^^^^^
r^-tTsfSrSr^corplS'^ cfMfh,95.
Mth 210 BASIC PROGRAMMIMG ^^^ing, using
4hours. An gd^f^ ^
the ianguage BASIC. Des 9 , ^jgncg and natural science)
'^hfwth'ro^elrnrTudTm=eT;ro=f computer programming in
a simple language.
Mth 211, 212. 213 MATHEMATICS FORELEMEMTARY TEACHERS ^ arithmetic struc-
4hours each term. Astudy ^y which they are
tures of mathematics, and th , giyjgs number bases,
taught in the elementary grad _ mathematical P[po '^
group and set theory, module Ig Coordinated field ex-
functions, and basic 9®°'^ ® '^'''- allows immediate applica-
perience in the schools each ter . classroom situa
tion of theories of mathematics studies .ntn
tlon. Does not apply toward a mathematics m j
Mth 220 FORTRAM PROGRAMMING
4 hours. Coding and programming usirig the language f^OR-
TRAN Designed for students interested in solving scientif c
and engineering problems on the computer. Prerequisite: In-fermed^le Algebra, Trigonometry, and Mth 210 or consent of
instructor.
Mth 230 COBOL PROGRAMMirHG
4 hours Coding and programming using the language
COBOL Designed for stJdents interested in the data process-So of business information, Structural programming wi 1beInfroduceT Prerequisite: Mth 210 or consent of instructor.
Mth 240 STATISTICAL PROCEDURES
4 hours. Identical with Psy 340.
Mth 285 SELECTED TOPICS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
S,™ryo,^S?^prr?o"pCErLysS
Mlt, 301 CALCGLdS IV
See sequence description under Mth 4Ui.Mth 310 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS , and ao-
4 hours. A study include
^:^:rsSL";L'Sf:alfSr.s.Prereguisi.e:
Mth 301.
330 probability
4flours O'f"^ and continuous distributions,
™renLg-er'°fng fSons, and the central liroit tfteorem.
Prerequisite: Mth 301.
Mfh t4n history OF MATHEMATICSj iQop Asurvey of the growth of4hours. Offered 1982-03_ ggrliest number concepts
mathematical calculus, with an emphasis placed
SSSsfcffK"-''
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Mth 400 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS -
4 hours. Offered 1982-83. A study of numerical solutions of
nonlinear equations, systems of linear equations, polynomial
approximations, integration, and differential equations. Pre
requisites: Mth 220, or Mth 210, Mth 301.
Mth 410 ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURES
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. A study of groups, rings, integral
domains, fields, and algebraic number systems. Prerequisite-
Mth 203.
Mth 420 MODERN GEOMETRY
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. A rigorous study of Euclidean
geometry and an introduction to non-Euclidean geometries.
Prerequisite: Mth 301.
Mth 430 APPLIED ANALYSIS
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Astudy of several important topics
used by scientists and applied mathematicians. Topics include
vector analysis, partial differential equations, boundary value
problerns. and the calculus of functions ofa complex variable
Prerequisite: Mth 310, onouie.
Mth 485 SELECTED TOPICS
1-4 hours. Aclass with topics in mathematics chosen to fit
pecial needs or interests of students, faculty, or visiting pro-
fessors. Prerequisite: Mth 301. pio
Mth 495 SPECIAL STUDY
1_ 4 hours. Independent study of mathematical topics outside
the regular offerings. Topics include advanced calculus
rnathematical statistics, topology, and others. For upper divi
sion majors only, by permission.
PHYSICS
Ph 102 FOUNDATIONS OF PHYSICS
4 hours. Asurvey of some basic topics related to the field of
physics such as motion, energy, sound, electricity, and relativi-
ty. Emphasis on vocabulary and broad principles. Extensive
mathematics background not required. Three lectures and one
laboratory period per week.
Ph 130/330 ESSENTIALS OF ASTRONOMY
4 hours. Spring 1982-83. Astudy of the earth in space as part
of the solar system planets, stars, deep space phenomena and
cosmology. Three lectures and one night laboratory weekly
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Ph 201, 202, 203 GENERAL PHYSICS
4 hours each term. Classical mechanics, electricity and
magnetism, light, and modern physics are presented on a non-
calculus level. Supplementary material using the calculus is
provided for those students with adequate mathematical
preparation. Applications are made to a variety of practical
situations. Three lectures and one laboratory weekly Prere
quisite: intermediate algebra and trigonometry.
Ph 350 BASIC ELECTRONICS AND CIRCUITS
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Electrical principles of elementary
circuits and components including power supplies, oscillators
amplifiers, servo mechanisms, solid state devices, and in
strumentation. Applications to physical, chemical, and
biological laboratory equipment included. Three lectures and
one laboratory period per week. Prerequisite: Ph 203 and Mth
Ph 360 MODERN PHYSICS
3 hours. Offered on sufficient demand. An introduction to the
physics developed during the twentieth century. Topics in
clude relativistic mechanics, the wave-particle duality of mat-
clV-J"? theories of the atom, quantum physics,olid-state physics, and high-energy physics. Three lectures
per week. Prerequisites: Ph 203, Mth 301.
DIVISION OFFERINGS
This division offers majors in religion and Christian
ministries: interdisciplinary majors; and minors in
Bible, Christian ministries, philosophy, and religion.
Requirements for a minor may be obtained from the
division secretary.
Basic objectives of the division are:
1. To give every student opportunity for
systematic Bible study and Christian interpretation
through required and elective courses.
2. To provide preprofessional studies basic to
pastoral, evangelistic, educational, and missionary
ministry of the Christian faith.
3. To provide a fund of biblical knowledge and
consistent teaching methodology for those who plan
to serve as Christian education directors, Sunday
school teachers, youth or adult leaders, and social
workers. , , ^ j f
4. To enable students through a study of
philosophy to participate in formal thinking aboutproblems of nature, knowledge, value wUh the
aim of increasing awareness of the force of ideas in
the world.
RELIGION (B.A. Degree)
Major Requirements
Amajor in religion requires the completion
elected from the four fields of courses offered in divisio^.^^
plus communication arts, distributed as folio _ . .
twelve hours in Bible, eight hours mChristian ministries,
twelve hours in religion, and eight hours in
minimum of twenty-four hours shall be f''om PP
courses. AM religion majors are required to 'oclude CM i U^
Essentials of Christian Education, R380 Christia403 Christianity in the Modern World), one course in com^
munication arts, four or five hours, and to comp
quirements for a Bachelor of Arts degree.
DIVISION OF
RELIGION
CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES
(B.A. Degree)
Major Requirements
This major requires sixty hours as follows: thirty-six hours in
Christian ministries including CM 110; at least two of the
following courses; CM 300. 330, 340; four to eight hours in
ternship, and CM electives. Required supporting areas are fif
teen hours of Bible beyond the general education re
quirements, four hoursof philosophy (Phi 210 or 230). and
three hours of CM 420 Homilelics or four hours of CA 100 or
221. Students taking this major will complete the requiremen s
for the Bachelor of Arts degree.
Interdisciplinary Majors
An interdisciplinary major may be elected in two ways: (1)
thirty-six hours in either religion or Christian ministries, P'us
thirty-six hours in another appropriate discipline: or (2) thirty-
six hours in religion or Christian ministries, plus eighteen
hours in one other discipline and eighteen hours in another
discipline. Consequently, a minimum ofseventy-two hours is
required for the interdisciplinary major. Suggested _ap- _
propriale combinations with religion or Christian ministries are
social service, music, or physical education.
Students electing one of the thirty-six hour interdisci^inary
majors described above will consult with advisors iri the Divi
sion of Religion for specific courses recommended meach of
the four fields in the division. One course in CM 42U
Homiletics or Communication Arts (three to four hours) must
be elected and may be counted with the thirty-six hour
requirement. Those electing an interdisciplinary major in the
Division of Religion will complete the requirements for a
Bachelorof Arts degree. For the specific
other divisions, see the appropriate section of the catalog.
Students electing an eighteen-hour block
Christian ministries should confer with religion or Christian
ministries faculty for counsel in selecting appropriate courses.
BIBLE
Bible survey of Old and Mew Testaments is offered under GE
101. 102, and 103.
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B 240 OLD TESTAMENT POETRY
3 hours. A study of the poetical books: Job. Psalms,
Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Solomon. Emphasis
will be placed on the great themes of these books as well as
upon the forms of poetry, drama, and wisdom literature.
Reference will be made to the Apocrypha.
B 260 LIFE OF CHRIST
3 hours. A study of the life and teaching of Jesus Christ, bas
ed on the synoptic writers, Matthew, Mark, and Luke.
B 270 THE WRITINGS OF JOHN
3 hours. A study of the meaning of belief in Jesus Christ, the
Son of God. as depicted in Johannine literature: the Gospel,
letters, and the Revelation.
B 301. 302. 303 HELLENISTIC GREEK II
4 hours each term. Offered 1983-84. Identical with Gr 301.
302, 303.
B 311, 312, 313 OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY'
3 hours each term. Offered 1983-84. A study of the text of
the historical books of the Old Testament. B 311 includes
Genesis through Joshua; B 312 includes Judges through
1 Kings ch. 11; B 313 includes 1 Kings ch 12 through Esther.
B 311 is not prerequisite to B 312 or B 313.
B 320 EARLY PROPHETS'
3 hours. Offered 1982-83. Astudy of the rise of the prophetic
movement in nonwriting Old Testament prophets, with major
emphasis given to the literature and spiritual themes of Jonah,
Joel, Amos, Hosea, Micah, Isaiah, Nahum, and Zephaniah.
B 330 LATER PROPHETS'
3 hours. Offered 1983-84. A study of the messages and
themes of the later prophets. Habakkuk, Jeremiah, Ezekiel.
Daniel. Obadiah, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi.
B 400 THE ACTS'
3 hours. Offered 1982-83. A study of the New Testament
church as shown in The Acts.
B 410 EARLY EPISTLES OF PAGL'
3 hours. Offered 1982-83. A study of the New Testament
church as reflected in Galatians, Romans, and the Corinthian
' Courses marked with an asterisk satisfy upper leuel general
education religion requirements.
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epistles. The epistles and their doctrines will be related to the
evangelistic activities as reported in The Acts.
B 420 LATER EPISTLES OF PAUL'
3 hours. Offered 1982-83. A study of the New Testament
church as reflected in Ephesians. Colossiar^_, Philippians.
Philemon, First and Second Timothy, and Titus. The epis es
and their doctrines will be related to the evangelistic activities
as reported in The Acts.
B 480 GENERAL EPISTLES'
3 hours Offered 1983-84. Astudy of non-Pauline epistles of
the New Testament: Hebrews, the epistles ofJames, Peter,
and Jude.
B 485 SELECTED TOPICS
3-4 hours. Intended for advanced students.
B 495 SPECIAL STUDY
1-4 hours. Intended for advanced students.
CHRISTIAN ministries
CM no ESSENTIALS OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
3 hours Fall term. Astudy of the scope ofChristian educa
tion to acquaint the student with the overall nature of the
educational task of the local church and related agencies.
CM 120 CHRISTIAN EVANGELISM
3 hours. Winter term. To develop a biblical philosophy of
evangelism with special emphasis on a working acquaintance
with literature and materials useful in evangelism. Study of
how to present Christ effectively and intelligently mpersonal
conversation.
CM 200/300 CHILDHOOD EDUCATION IN THE CHURCH
4hours. Offered winter term 1982-83. Ajtudy of the nature
and needs of children, methodology for children, ^mmi
tration of children's work. This course
vation and study of children at various levels of development.
CM 220 HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVES
IH CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
4hours. Offered spring term 1983 and development
study of historical background and ph''°?°P^r ,u influence of
'n Christian education, with an examination of the intiue
these antecedents upon current theory an p
CM 230 CURRICULUM AND MATERIALS
4 hours. Offered spring term 1984 and alternate years. A
laboratory course in Christian education curriculum develop
ment including hands-on preparation of materials to be used in
work with children, youth, or adults. Each student will
designate an age group choice for specialization in materials
construction.
CM 275 FIELD EXPERIENCE IN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
2-5 hours. Supervised internship in the areas of Christian
ministries with emphasis on learning by observation in the
field.
CM 320 RELATIONAL BIBLE TEACHING
3 hours. Offered 1983-84. A study of the various methods
and ideas of Bible teaching and the apparent value to groups
and individuals both within and without the organized church.
CM 330 YOUTH LEADERSHIP
4 hours Spring term. Consideration of motivation, guidance,
and method in reference to youth, the Christian youth leader,
developing leadership as well as leading.
CM 340 ADULT LEADERSHIP DYNAMICS
4 hours Offered winter term 1983-84. Astudy of dynamicLys tc teach aduL. help them in family concerns, and ass.s
them in their involvement in leadership roles.
CM 350 AUDIOVISUAL TECHNOLOGY
2 hours. Identical with Ed 350.
|:g:''"T%Vs'^ ^ca°^ps^eldersEipre„uitme„t^^
^tttVworhrgiK™wTed"e";"'camps and retreats. AweeKend
camping trip is required.
Prerequisite: Psy 151.
CM 420 ^98 '^b3. Astudy of preaching
^ °onhe cCrch^ PrTparation and delivery of studentrertoofw^tV^vlr^yinTpurpos^s and formats.
CM 440 CAMP ADMINISTRATION
3 hours. Offered spring term 1983-84. Designed to develop a
basic understanding of campsite programming development
and camp leadership at the administrative level. A weekend
camping trip is required. Prerequisite: CM/PE 370 or permis
sion of instructor.
CM 460 CONTEMPORARY TRENDS IN CHRISTIAN MINISTRY
3 hours. Offered fall term 1982-83. A study of ministry as
essentially the task of all of God's people. The course will em
phasize the emerging ministries and the techniques and skills
essential to meet present opportunities and needs, including
different types of worship.
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF
CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES
Offered 1983-84. Designed to prepare students for
church and Christian vocations in the functions of leadership,
including goal and program development, organization,
finance, personnel problems, and evaluation.
CM 475 FIELD EXPERIENCE IN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
2-12 hours. Supervised internship in the areas ofChristian
ministries with emphasis on application of methods. Open to
upper division students. Admission by application only.
CM 485 SELECTED TOPICS
1-3 hours. Various topics as announced that represent current
faculty interests and competencies. Prerequisite; CM 110or
permission of instructor.
CM 495 INDIVIDGAL STGDY
1-4 hours. Permission of instructor.
GREEK
GR 201, 202. 203 HELLENISTIC GREEK I
4 hours each lerro. Offered 1982.83. Abeginner's course in
the Greek of the New Testament, including vocabulary, qram-
mar, declensions, conjugations, and special constructions. The
First Epistle of John and various other selections from the New
Testament are read.
Or 301, 302. 303 HELLENISTIC GREEK 11
4 hours each term. Offered 1983-84. Review of the Greek
grammar and advanced studies. Selections from the Greek
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New Testament are read, with attention to grammar and ex
egesis. Identical with B 301, 302, 303. Prerequisite; Gr 201,
202, 203.
PHILOSOPHY
Phi 100 CRITICAL THINKING AND DECISION MAKING
4 hours. Identical with QE 100.
Phi 210 INTRODGCTIGN TO PHILOSOPHY
4 hours. A study of elementary problems about knowledge,
nature, and values.
Phi 230 ETHICS
4 hours. A survey of ethical theories by which men live, with
special attention to Christian moral philosophy.
Phi 330 AESTHETICS
3 hours. Offered 1982-83. A study of the principles by which
values are ascribed to natural and artificed forms of reality.
The course complements Phi 230 Ethics, which deals with
moral values.
Phi 360 SOCIAL THEORY
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Identical with Soc 360.
Phi 380 HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY
4 hours. Offered 1982-83. Astudy of the philosophical
systems in their historical development, particularly in the
western world. •'
Phi 485 SELECTED TOPICS
2 hours. Aseminar focusing upon issues in metaphysics
of"ttle?n°st°uLr Phi 210 or permission
RELIGION
R285 SELECTED TOPICS
a^nTcompetendes"''
R360 HISTORY AND DOCTRINE OF FRIENDS
A^^1—^ Quaker movement in its historical,
SSnH. setting. The distinguishing beliefs of the
rprn?H be studied from the important doctrinalrecord of its history. Contemporary trends will be exami ed.
.Ci. \ A
R 365 QUAKER RESEARCH AND WRITING
2-4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Directed research aimed at pro-
vidinq for contemporary use articles and educational materials
drawn from Friends historical documents. Permission of the
instructor and R 360 are prerequisite.
R 370 HISTORY AND DOCTRINE OF
CHURCH* (Selected Churches)
3 hours Offered on demand. Course description to be sup
plied and to be taught by denominational leaders.
R 380 CHRISTIAN BELIEFS*
3 hours. Astudy of the principles of Christianity and their
significance for contemporary life.
R 401 CHRISTIANITY IN THE ANCIENT WORLD*
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. A study of the emergenceof
Christianity within the Graeco-Roman world. The course will
lead up to A.D. 600.
R 402 CHRISTIANITY IN THE MEDIEVAL WORLD'
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. A study of the events and rnajor
Ideas of the medieval and early modern period up to A.U.
1648. The significant role of Christianity mhistory will be
noted.
R403 CHRISTIANITY IN THE MODERN WORLD*
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. The spread and influence of Chris
tianity from the religious wars to the present time. The impact
ofChristianity upon culture and ofsecularism upon the forms
of Christianity will be noted.
R430 CROSS-CULTURAL CHRISTIAN OUTREACH'
4 hours Offered 1982-83. Astudy of the methods ofChris
tian outreach utilized by the church both within a given culture
and outside that culture in missionary endeavor.
R440 WORLD RELIGIONS*
4 hours Offered 1982-83. Acomparative study between
Christianity and other prominent religions of the world, such
as Buddhism, Mohammedanism, and Hinduism. Attention isgiven also to modern religious cults,
'^ Courses marked wilh an asterisk satis/y upper level general
education religion requirements.
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R 485 SELECTED TOPICS
3 hours. Topics as announced that represent current faculty
interests and competencies. Gpper division standing is re
quired for registration.
R 490 COMTEMPORARY RELlGlOaS THOUGHT
3 hours. A seminar in which contemporary theologians,
philosophers, and religious thinkers are read and discussed.
R495 SPECIAL STUDY
1-5 hours. Individual study in areas of special interest to the
student. Permission to register for the course is by application
to the chairman of the division and permission of the
instructor.
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DIVISION OFFERINGS
The division offers subject majors in the following
fields: business and economics, history, psychology,
sociology, and social service. It offers a secondary
teaching major and minor in social studies (see the
Division of Education for description of this pro-
Inlerdisciplinary and subject minors are offered
through the division in these fields: business,
economics, gerontology, history, marriage and fami
ly peace studies, political science, psychology,
social service, and sociology. Details on minor requirements are available from the division secretary.
Basic objectives of the division are:
1 To liberate serious students from the limitingprovincialism of the here and now by introducing
them to past leaders In many fields, to 'nf'uential
ideas and movements, and to varied worldwide
cultures, old and new. . a tc fnr
2. To provide the means for students to tor-
mulate their own critical standards by ^^ich they
may evaluate and relate personally to current and re
cent societal changes and social structures.
3. To offer students varied divisional resources
in theory, values, observation, and experierice that
will equip them to develop their own meaningful
Christian philosophy of human behavior
4 To offer students varied divisional "^^sourcesin theory, values, observation, and experience that
will enable them to develop their own meaningtu
Christian philosophy of public affairs.
5. To be careful to know and share the rich and
changing opportunities for meaningful ' • .
and professional studies that lie before j
this division, including business, socia -
DIVISION OF
SOCIAL SCIENCE
tions, counseling, seminary, the ministry, missions,
teaching and scholarship, law, public administration,
government service domestic and international,
public relations, library work, archival and museum
work, publishing, and many others.
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
(B.A. or B.S. Degree)
Major Requirements
Fifty-eight hours, including Bus 110 Introduction to Business.
Eco 201 Principles of Economics (Micro), Eco 202 Principlesof Economics (Macro). Bus 271, 272. 273 Prmciples of _
Accounting, Bus 280 Quantitative Methods. Bus 300 Principles
of Management, Bus 320 Personnel Management. Bf 3^0Marketing. Bus 360 Business Law, Bus 410 Financial Manage
ment Bus 420 Production. Bus 475 Field Experience (six
hours), and four hours of upper division economics.
BUSINESS
Bus 110 IMTRODUCTIOM TO BOSIMESS |
4 hours. Does business
ment and society? Are „^rtunity to learn about
survey of business or not you want a career inbus!n»rr, is'°a prerequt.e to all upper divisior, business
272,273 p^-c,ples of Accoa.™c
3 hours each term. A co ^ , g sheet. Second term
emphasizes the balance sheet and
emphasizes the s'de on special account-
stockholders sTudent to specialized areas
ing problems and accounting.
Bus 275 ^f^^ '^^ ^fexpLence or observation designed to
u^Tn! tH"e"s.°ude^;t ^ th^e business worid.
Bus 280 QGANTITATIVE METHODS
4 hours. Develops quantitative tools necessary for compiling,
analyzing, and presenting information. Prerequisite: Beginning
Algebra
Bus 300 PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT
4 hours. The student will be provided with a foundation of
understanding based upon the historical evolution and the
present and future application of universal principles of
management in our society. Prerequisite: bus 110.
Bus 320 PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
4 hours. Philosophy behind obtaining and maintaining an ef
fective work force. Procedures and theories followed in carry
ing out a modern personnel program. Emphasis is given to
human relations. Prerequisite: Bus 110.
Bus 330 SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
t hours. Management methods uniquely important to smalljusiness: planning, financing, marketing, legal and govern-
hnental controls, as well as other special management prob
lems. Prerequisite: Bus 110.
Bus 340 MARKETING
4 hours. Are you ready for the "real world" of market manage
ment? Probably not, but this course offers the next best
thing—a computerized situation of the "real world" of
marketing. You will be given the firsthand opportunity to com
pete with other companies in dealing with understanding the
problems and practices of marketing management. Prereq
uisite: Bus 110.
Bus 350 INTRODUCTION TO TAXATION
4 hours. The course will prepare the student to recognize the
tax consequences of investments and business actions, and to
handle his own tax returns. Prerequisite: Bus 110, Bus 273
Bus 360 BUSINESS LAW
3 hours. A course designed to acquaint the student with the
legal aspects of common business transactions. It includes the
law of contracts, agency, negotiable instruments, and other
phases of private law. Prerequisite; Bus 110.
Bus 370 MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
4 hours. This course involves utilization of accounting infor
mation for decision making. Topics covered include capital
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budgeting, process costing, direct costing, and make-or-buy
decisions. Prerequisite: Bus 273.
Bus 410 FINAMCIAL MANAQEMErHT
4 hours. This course focuses on sources of financing, invest
ment of funds within the firm, and dividend policy. Inc uded
will be the study of financial statement analysis, risk-return
decisions, leverage, and financial organization. Prerequisites.
Bus 110 and Bus 272.
Bus 420 PRODUCTIOrS
4 hours. Thiscourse is designed to implernent decision making for the production manager. Included is the study offacilities planning, inventory, policy, sales forecasting, human
resources management, and quality control. Prerequisites.
Bus 110 and Bus 280.
Bus 430 LABOR-MANAGEMEMT RELATIONS
4 hours. Which side are you on—labor or management? Do
you know how to bargain collectively? This course will help
you answer these and other questions maturely. It will ac
quaint you with the major collective bargaining issues and per
mit you to represent either union or management in collective
bargaining and to develop administrative skill in dealing with
or for unions. Prerequisites: Bus 110 and Bus320.
Bus 475 FIELD EXPERIENCE
2-15 hours. Supervised on-lhe-Job experiences in business or
industry. For upper division business-economics majors only,
by permission.
Bus 485 SELECTED TOPICS
2-4 hours. Occasional special courses chosen to fit the in
terests and needs of students and faculty.
Bus 491, 492, 493 SMALL BUSINESS INSTITUTE
4 hours each term. A "gap-bridger" between the classroom
and the business world, this course is designed to prepare
seniors in business-economics for the transition to their pro es
sional role in the business community, This course consists ot
an "analysis," an "implementation," and a control^ /^nt\
within the George Fox College Small Business Institute ( )
program. Prerequisite: senior standing and consent or
instructor.
Bus 495 SPECIAL STUDY
1-4 hours. Independent study of subjects outside regu ar o er
ings of particular interest to business-economics majors.
Regular reading reports and conferences are scheduled. For
upper division Business-economics majors only, and by
permission.
ECONOMICS
Eco 150 INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMICS
4 hours. An introductory survey of economic theories, institu
tions, and methods. The ideas of the great economists are
examined within the context of economic changes and the
social and intellectual influences of their time. The basic prin
ciples of microeconomics, macroeconomics, economic
systems, and economic development are introduced.
Eco 201 PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS (MICRO)
4 hours. A study of microeconomic units (individual,
household, firms, and markets) emphasizing supply and de
mand, market structure, decision making, and income
distribution.
Eco 202 PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS (MACRO) :
4 hours. Astudy of macroeconomic theory and its applicatioi.
in the U.S. economy. Topics covered include unemployment,
inflation, economic fluctuations and growth, and international
trade. Prerequisite: Eco 201.
Eco 260 ECONOMICS OF AGING
2 hours. Offered 1982-83.
dividual and population aging are examined. Attention is
aiven to issues related to individual economic changes,business firm policy, and nalional policy concern,ng the aged.
Eco 310 MONEY AND BANKING
4 hours Astudy of money and banking system, monetary
Eco 330 MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS
a hours Offered 1983-84. The application of economic
theory and quantitative methods to managerial problems.Prerequisites: Bus 201, Bus 280.
Eco 350 INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS _
a hours Offered 1982-83. Astudy presenting economic prob
lems on an international level and their relationship to govern-
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ment and business. Economic development is emphasized.
Prerequisite: Eco 202.
Eco 401 INTERMEDIATE MICROECONOMICS
4 hours. Offered 1982-83. Advanced study of micro
economics including comparative static analysis, pricing in
goods and factor markets, general equilibrium, and welfare
economics. Prerequisite: Eco 202, Bus 280.
Eco 402 INTERMEDIATE MACROECONOMICS
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Advanced study of macro
economics including national income accounting, fiscal policy,
public finance, monetary policy, and the role of the Federal
Reserve. Prerequisite: Eco 202, Bus 280.
Eco 475 FIELD EXPERIENCE
2-15 hours. Supervised experiences in business, financial, and
research firms, and government agencies. For upper division
business-economics majors only, by permission.
Eco 485 SELECTED TOPICS
2-4 hours. Occasional special courseschosen to fit the In
terests and needs of students and faculty.
Eco 495 SPECIAL STGDY
hours. Subject matter and credit arranged for the needs of
the individual student. For upper division business-economics
majors only, by permission.
HISTORY (B.A.)
Major Requirements
Fifty-four hours, including Hst 101, 102 Civilizations; Hst 201,
202 United States: thirty-five upper division hours in history in
cluding Hst 490 History Seminar; three hours In political
science.
Hst 101, 102 CIVILIZATIONS
4 hours each term. A study of major world civilizations from
ancient to modern times, with particular attention to the
origins and development of socio-cultural, economic, and
political ideas and institutions that survive today in America,
and to dramatically contrasting alternatives to such ideas and
institutions.
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Hst 201, 202 UNITED STATES
4 hours each term. A study of historical causes for the suc
cesses and failures of the United States from colonial times to
the present.
Hst 330 PACIFIC NORTHWEST
4 hours. The exploration, settlement, and development of the
Pacific Northwest as a region and as states in the general set
ting of American and western American history.
Hst 331, 332 ENGLAND
4 hours each term. Offered 1983-84. A history of England,
Great Britain, the Empire, and the Commonwealth with em
phasis upon constitutional and sociocultural change.
Hst 350 LATIN AMERICA
4 hours. Offered 1982-83. Latin American countries from
colonial times to the present.
Hst 355 WOMEN IN HISTORY
3 hours. Offered 1983-84. Study of the special roles and con
tributions of women In varied societies. May be taken twice for
credit, once with an American focus, once with a world focus.
Hst 360 MODERN RUSSIA
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Nineteenth and twentieth century
Russia, with emphasis on the U.S.S.R. since 1917.
Hst 370 FAR EAST
4 hours. Off^ed 1982-83. Political and cultural developments
Or the major Far Eastern countries.
Hst 380 BLACK HISTORY AND CULTURE
Amprir^a Offered 1982-83. The study of history of blackeric with emphasis on the African heritage.
Hst 381, 382 AMERICAN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL HISTORY
and^heirtoHL!'.'^ - 1983.84. Major economic trends
ent with Pmnh ?"®®9uences from colonial times to the prest, it e p asis on the growth of free enterpri e the
tendency toward government subsidization of industry major
^nked Sate^Fi immigration upolTth^Unit t s. First term to 1890; second term since 1890.
Hst 401 CHRISTIANITY IN THE ANCIENT WORLD
4 hours. Offered 1983-84, Identical with R401.
Hst 402 CHRISTIAMITY IN THE MEDIEVAL WORLD
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Identical with R 402.
Hst 403 CHRISTIANITY IN THE MODERN WORLD.
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Identical with R 403.
Hst 421, 422 MODERN EGROPE
4 hours each term. Offered 1982-83. European political,
social, economic, and cultural developments from 1789 to the
present with emphasis on the causes of the French and Rus
sian Revolutions. First term to 1914: second term since 1914.
Hst 475 FIELD EXPERIENCE
2-15 hours. Supervised experiences in museums, historical
societies, and government agencies. For upper division history
majors only, by permission.
Hst 481, 482 AMERICAN THOUGHT AND CULTURE
4 hours each term. Offered 1982-83. Majorcultural and
intellectual themes from the Puritans through the present,
including the Enlightenment, theTranscendentalists, Social
Gospel, Pragmatism, literary culture, art and architecture,
revivalism, theological trends, radicalism left and right, and
related matters. First term to 1865; second term since 1865.
Hst 485 SELECTED TOPICS
4 hours. Occasional special courses scheduled to f't the in
terests of students and faculty, and the needs of a shifting
society. Topics may include American constitutional develop-
ment, American foreign relations, nations
Germany, the continent of Africa, minorities in America or
elsewhere, and others.
Hst 490 HISTORY SEMINAR
3 hours Required of senior history majors, this course deals
with methods of historical research and writing, and includesbroad introductions to the major philosophies of history and to
main currents in American historiography. Aresearch paperblsed uTon primary source materials is the rnain assignment
oHhe cSurse. Acopy of each paper is to be depos.teJ per-
manently with the Division of Social Science.
Hst 495 SPECIAL STUDY
14hours Independent study of subjects outside regular offer-inas Gliding bibliographies are provided, and regular reading
reports and conferences are scheduled. For upper division
history majors only, by permission.
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POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSc 210 AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
3 hours. Offered 1982-83. The theory and practice of the
Federal Government.
PSc 230 STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
4 hours. Offered 1982-83. The origins, nature, and forms of
government on the state and local level. Special attention is
given to the rising problems of urban government and regional
planning.
PSc 250 PEACE AND WAR
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. A study of attitudes and actions
that cause conflict and those that prevent it, with emphasis on
interpersonal as well as international peace; a study of
pacifism, war protest, and nonviolent life-styles in the past and
today. Identical with Soc 250.
PSc 260 INTRODUCTION TO LAW
3 hours. A general study of law and the legal profession and
their roles in society past and present.
PSc 285, 485 SELECTED TOPICS
1-4 hours. A seminar dealing with various topics as announc
ed that represent current faculty interests and competencies.
PSc 320 CRIMINAL JUSTICE
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. A study of how criminal law
operates, such as in the concept of punishment, role of the
police, the role of the attorney, bail, trials, pleas, sentencing,
and corrections. Prerequisite: PSc 260.
PSc 340 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
4 hours. Offered 1982-83. Introduction to the principles and
study of interstate relations in the contemporary world. Special
attention is given to the problem of sovereignty, the United
Nations, and international law.
PSc 350 ADVANCED PEACE STUDIES
4 hours, Offered on sufficient demand. A study of methods of
conflict resolution and war prevention with emphasis on
individual, projects and discussion. Prerequisite PSc/Soc 250
or consent of instructor.
PSc 475 FIELD EXPERIENCE
2-15 hours. Supervised experiences in varied government
agencies. For upper division students only, by permission,
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PSYCHOLOGY
(B.A. or B.S. Degree)
Major Requirements
Fifty-six hours in psychology courses, including Psy 151
General Psychology, Psy 152 Effective Behavior, Psy 280
Psychology, Psy 340 Statistical Procedures, and
Psy 490 Research Methods. The key objective of the
psychology major is to acquaint students with the field of
psychology and the implications of its principles for human
behavior,
Psy 151 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
4 hours. An introduction to the scientific study of human
behavior. Major topics include biological bases of behavior
human development, sensation, perception, thinking, learning
memory, emotion, motivation, personality, social interaction
and abnormal behavior. Prerequisite to all other psycholoqv '
courses,
Psy 152 PSYCHOLOGY OF EFFECTIVE BEHAVIOR
4 hours. Application of psychological principles and theories
to everyday problems and issues. Discussion will include such
topics as stress management, personal and social conflict
positive mental health, and moral and spiritual value develon-
ment. Prerequisite: Psy 151. Mcvciup
Psy 275 EXPLORATORY FIELD EXPERIENCE
fng enrironmenr°""""^ 'he help.
Psy 280 SYSTEMS OF PSYCHOLOGY
4 hours. Various schools of psychology, their origins,
oSonlf p!nH major contributions, theoreticalLI u ? contemporary issuesare investigated. Requiredfor psychology majors. Prerequisite: Psy 151.
Psy300 GROUP DYNAMICS
30a"prere°q"?sile: ill.
Psy 310 HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
and°mo;af'dl"el!^°' intellectual, personality, social,Mfes^n P ""u P'^ natal period through thepJSls.' PrTeq^JisTerpiri^^l'''^ ^ '^' socialization^
Psy 330 PERSOMALITY THEORIES
4 hours. A survey of the major theories of personality:
psychoanalytic theory, social-learning theory, factor analytic
theory, humanistic theory, existential theory, and eclectic
theories. Students will critically analyze similarities and dif
ferences in these different approaches to the nature, develop
ment and function of human personality. Prerequisites: Psy
151, Psy 152.
Psy 340 STATISTICAL PROCEDGRES
4 hours. Statistical procedures for the social sciences.
Emphasis upon the development of a basic knowledge of the
statistical tools available for the analysis of problems and
issues in the social sciences. Prerequisites; Psy 151 and high
school algebra or equivalent.
Psy 350 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
4 hours Astudy of the psychological processes of human
interaction. Major topics to be covered include persori percep
tion, aggression, altruism, interpersonal attraction, athtudes
and attitude change, prejudice, and group behavior. Prereq
uisites: Psy 151 and Soc 151.
Psy 360 LEARNIMG AMD BEHAVIOR MODIFICATIOM
4 hours. A study of the experimental research basis to
theories of learning. Special emphasis will be placed on
translating experimental theory into practical methods such as
behavior modification. Prerequisite: Psy 151.
Psy 400 TESTS AMD MEASUREMEMTS
4 hours. A survey of the purposes, techniques, and basic
assumptions in measurement of aptitudes, achievements,
interests, intelligence, and personality. Some laboratory ex
periences in the administration, interpretation, and scoring or
tests are provided. Prerequisites: Psy 151 and Psy 340, or per
mission of instructor.
Psy 410 GGIDAMCE AMD COGMSELIMG
4 hours. Astudy ofpurposes, principles, and techniques in
guidance and counseling designed to offer assistance
teachers, ministers, social workers, and others who ar P
sible for individual and group advising. Identical wi
and SS 410. Prerequisites: Psy 151 and Psy 154.
Psy 420 ABMORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
4 hours. A study of the nature, causation (etiology), and treat
ment of the major types of behavioral disorders. Prerequisites:
Psy 151. Psy 152.
Psy 440 PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGIOM
4 hours. An investigation of religious experience from a
psychological perspective. Each of the following topics will be
covered using a phenomenological and developmental point of
view: conversion, mysticism, expansion of consciousness, habit
and ritual, ecstasy and the nonrational, decision making, com
mitment, temptation, sin and forgiveness-psychopathology of
religion, and faith. Prerequisite: Psy 151.
Psy 450 PSYCHOLOGY OF AGIMG
3 hours. A study of the aging phenomenon from a
psychological perspective. The course will focus on age-
related changes in the traditional areas of psychological study
including intelligence, perception, personality, creativity, and
learning. Prerequisite: Psy 151.
Psy 475 FIELD EXPERIENCE
2-15 hours. Supervised experiences in helping activities in
mental health agencies and institutions. Amaximum ol
twenty hours may be applied toward a psychology major, for
upper division majors only and by permission.
Psy 485 SELECTED TOPICS
1-4 hours. Aseminar dealing with various topics as announced
that represent current faculty interests and competencies.
Psy 490 RESEARCH METHODS
4hours. An intermediate intro^duch^^^^
^^^hmisernet'hodrby'designing and conducting an individuall^search^pjojecL^^
uisites:'^ W 151. Psy 340. Recommended: Psy 400 Tests and
Measurements.
Psv 495 SPECIAL STUDY
14hours Independent study of subjects outside tegular offer-
inas Guiding bibliographies are provided and regular reading[Xrts and conferences are scheduled. For upper division
psychology majors only, by permission,
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SOCIAL SERVICE
(B.A. or B.S. Degree)
Major Requirements
The social service major is intended to be a professional
education program that builds upon, and is integrated with, a
liberal arts base, which includes knowledge in the humanities
and social, behavioral, and biological sciences. Therefore,
students are required to complete the following courses;
Bi 101 General Biology, Psy 151 General Psychology, Psy 152
Effective Behavior, Soc 151 Principles of Sociology, Soc 152
Social Problems, Psy 310 Human Development, SS 100 Social
Work Introduction and Observation, SS 391 Social Work Prin
ciples, SS 392 Social Welfare Institutions and Policy Develop
ment, SS 393 Social Work Methods, SS 475 Social Work
Agency Experience (ten hours minimum), SS 460 Theory-
Practice Integration Seminar, and SS 490 Senior Research
Seminar. An additional ten hours of Social Service electives
are required for a total of fifty-eight hours in the major
(exclusive of general education requirements).
A social service major may be considered appropriate
education for entry-level practice in adult and child welfare,
juvenile, and adult probation and parole, social programs for
older adults (institutional and community), a variety of youth
and recreational positions (private, public, and church-related),
and some types of counseling and treatment. Eventual posi
tions could include supervision, administration, education,
private practice, and program development.
SS 180 SOCIAL WORK IMTRODUCTIOh AND OBSERVATIOM
4 hours. An Introduction to the history and development of
social work agencies and the social work profession. The
course will include several visits to social work practice set
tings and discussions with agency personnel as a means to
explore social work career possibilities.
SS 275 EXPLORATORY AGENCY EXPERIENCE
2-5 hours. An opportunity to engage in a variety of activities
within a social agency for the purpose of testing interest and
aptitude.
SS 285/485 SELECTED TOPICS
4 hours. A seminar dealing with various topics of special
interest to students and current faculty, such as Christianity
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and social action, child welfare services, problems of aging,
and leisure and cultural services.
SS 300 GROUP DYNAMICS
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Identical with Psy 300 and
Soc300. Prerequisites: Psy 151, Soc 151. Soc 152. SS 180.
SS 391 SOCIAL WORK PRINCIPLES
4 hours. An in-depth consideration of the principles and
values that underlie the social work Pi^o^^sion and socia^^^^
welfare Comparison with student s personal values.
valu« and society's values will be Included. Prerequisites: Psy
151. Soc 151. Soc 152. SS 180.
SS 392 SOCIAL WELFARE INSTITUTIONS AND POLICY
DEVELOPMENT ... •,
4 hours. A consideration of the public and private
welfare system, policies, and settings. Prerequisite. SS 391.
SS 393 METHODS OF SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE
4 hours. An overview of methods of practicing social work
with individuals, groups, and communities with particular
emphasis on expectations, goals, and strategies. Appropriate
simulated and actual experiential learning will be used. Pre
requisite; SS 392.
SS 410 GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING
4 hours Identical to Psy 4)0. Prerequisites; Psy 151. Soc 151,
Soc 152. SS 180.
SS 475 SOCIAL WORK AGENCY EXPERIENCE
5-15 hours. Supervised experiences in social service agencies
and institutions. A minimum total of ten hours required for
the social service major. For upper division social service
majors only, by permission.
SS 480 THEORY-PRACTICE INTEGRATION SEMINAR
2 hours. A required component accompanying the first
SS 475 field experience that combines presentations by the
faculty instructor, readings, and discussion designed to he p
the student integrate previous course work and current held
experience. For upper division social service majors only, y
permission.
SS 490 SENIOR RESEARCH SEMINAR
4 hours. Arequired class for social service majors that in
cludes basic instruction in social research methodology
the completion and presentation of a major research proj
To be completed during the senior year. Identical to Soc 490.
Prerequisites: Psy 151, Soc 151. Soc 152. SS 180.
SS 495 SPECIAL STUDY
1-4 hours. Independent studyof subjects outside regular offer-
Inqs Guiding bibliographies are provided and regular reading
reports and conferences are scheduled. For upper division
social service majors only, by permission.
SOCIOLOGY
(B.A. or B.S. Degree)
Major Requirements
Fifty-six hours in sociology courses, including Soc 151 Prin
ciples of Sociology. Soc 152 Social Problems. Soc340
Statistical Procedures. Soc 360 Sociological Theory; Soc 490
Senior Research Seminar. Courses taken for the major are not
counted toward general education requirements. One year of
foreign language is strongly recommended for the B.A.
degree.
Soc 151 PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY
4 hours. An introduction to the social forces and processes in
the evolving life of modern social organization and man s
interaction with it.
Soc 152 SOCIAL PROBLEMS
4 hours. Introductory studies in current problems of society,
such as poverty, race, crime, and family disorders. Prereq
uisite: Soc 151.
Soc 250 PEACE AND WAR
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Identical with PSc 250. Prereq-
uislte: Soc 151.
Soc 260 SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY
4 hours Offered 1983-84. Acritical study of some of the ma-
ior social theorists from Comte to the present. Development
of sociological theory and its relations to research formula
tion. and criticism of theory. Prerequisite; Soc 151 or permis
sion of instructor.
Soc 270 RELATIONSHIPS TOWARD MARRIAGE
3 hours. This course will deal from biblically Christianperspectives with relationships and issues of early adulthood
prior to and through the marriage experience. The focus will
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be on data such as the following: gender development, puberty
and adolescent sexuality, dating, courtship, marriage, family
planning, and couple relationships.
Soc 275 EXPLORATORY FIELD EXPERIENCE
2-5 hours. An opportunity to participate in varied observation
and activity in social and governmental agencies.
Soc 280 MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY
3 hours. This course will focus on relationships and issues on
marriage and family development covering in Christian
perspective such topics as: families in cultural context.
American family development, the married pair, parenting
younger children, parenting older children, the empty nest,
and widowhood and/or singleness.
Soc 285/485 SELECTED TOPICS
1-4 hours. A seminar dealing with topics of special interest to
students and current faculty. Prerequisite: Soc 151.
Soc 300 GROUP DYNAMICS
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. A study of principles and tech
niques involved in interaction of individuals within various
groups. This course is designed to assist students who are
preparing to work with groups in schools, churches, youth
organizations, industry, and other types of groups. Identical to
Psy 300 and SS 300. Prerequisite: Soc 151.
Soc 310 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
4 hours. Offered 1982-83. A study of living and recent
societies of the world and their ways of life.
Soc 330 URBAN PROBLEMS
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. An interdisciplinary introduction to
study of urban problems: a survey of the nature, scope, causes,
effects, and alleviation of major social, political, and economic'
problems in the urban setting; and cities of the future and their
problems. Prerequisite: Soc 151.
Soc 340 STATISTICAL PROCEDURES
4 hours. Identical with Psy 340. Prerequisite: Soc 151.
Soc 350 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
4 hours. Offered 1983-84. Identical with Psy 350. Prerea-
uisite; Soc 151.
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Soc380 ETHNIC GROUPS AND SOCIAL MINORITIES
1982-83. An interdisciplinary study of racial
attitudes and their origins and an examination of contem
porary racial problems and solutions. Prerequisite: Soc 151.
Soc 410 JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
t'?,^ 'he causes and the
Po .rf ^ejinquency, the development of the juvenileProba ion, and other rehabilitative programs. Prereq
uisites. Soc 151 and Psy 310 or permission of instructor.
Soc 450 GERONTOLOGY
^ the aging process in its diverse social,psychological, and physiological dimensions. Particular atten-
tion IS given to reduce misunderstanding and myths concern
ing aging, and to enhance understanding and appreciation of
changing social roles and social settings of later life Prerea-
uisite: Soc 151. ^
Soc 475 FIELD EXPERIENCE
2-15 hours. Supervised experiences in social and gov
ernmental agencies. For upper division sociology majors only
by permission. A maximum of ten hours may be applied
toward a sociology major.
Soc 490 RESEARCH METHODS
4 hours. Exercise in hypothesis construction and testinq
design o experiments, collection and analysis of social datapresentation of research results. Identical to SS 490 Prereq
uisite: Soc 151. ricieq
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ACADEMIC SESSIONS AND CREDITS
The College year at George Fox College is divided
into three terms of ten weeks each, plus Mew Stu
dent Days and registration. In addition, George Fox
sponsors a summer program and a short term in
September.
The unit of credit is the quarter hour, which is
normally granted for the satisfactory completion of a
course meeting one period (50 minutes) per week
for one term. Credit for all courses is indicated in
quarter hours. All student requirements, advance
ments, and classifications are based on these units.
GUARANTEES AND RESERVATIONS
College policy guarantees that the student may
graduate under the general education requirements
stated in the catalog at the time of matriculation,
provided attendance is continuous and full time.
Likewise, a student may graduate under the major
requirements in force at the time ofadmission to a
major field, provided attendance is continuous and
full time.
Two exceptions may be noted; (1) In the event
of a change in requirements in Seneral educa ion orin a major field, the student may elect to fulfill the
requirements of a revised program, provi
dance has been continuous and full time; tne
College may face a situation beyond control and
foresight that may necessitate a revision available
courses, in such situations, the interests of
dent will be protected.
The College reserves the right to withdraw
courses with insufficient enrollment, add courses ror
^hich there is demand, upgrade programs, revise
ACADEMIC
REGGLATIONS
teaching and time assignments, regulate class size,
adjust administrative procedures, and determine
levels of competence of students and prerequisites
for admission to classes and programs.
ATTENDANCE
The responsibility rests with the student to maintain
good standards involving satisfactory scholarship.
Regular class attendance is expected of each student
in all courses. Work lost because of absence may
be made up only in the case of prolonged or confin
ing illriess, death of relatives, or similar emergen
cies. Such excuses are obtained from the Student
Life Office or the Health Center. Permission for
absences from class for participation in cocurricular
college activities must be granted by the Dean of
the College. Other absences are between the student
and the instructor.
The College calendar provides the contractual in
structional dates for teachers and students. Students
are expected to attend classes through the last day
of each term, unless illness or an emergency situa
tion exists. Advanced permission must be obtained
from the Dean's Council before leaving early may be
permitted, and then from each instructor so that
work may be completed.
CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS
Classification is based upon the student's academic
standing in terms of hours and grade points at the
beginning of the term. Mew students will be
classified as regular or provisional students when en
trance requirements have been met and official tran
scripts have been received and evaluated.
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Regular Students
Students who have satisfied entrance requirements
and are following a program leading to a degree are
called regular students. They are classified as
follows:
Freshmen: Students who have completed fewer
than 47 quarter hours
Sophomores: Students who have completed 47
quarter hours
Juniors: Students who have completed 94 quarter
hours
Seniors: Students who have completed 141 quarter
hours
Special Students
This classification includes degree and nondegree
students generally enrolled for less than twelve
quarter hours. Any special student wishing to enter
a degree program must fulfill regular admissions re
quirements. College housing may be limited to
those enrolled for a full load.
Provisional Students
Students whose cumulative CPA falls below 2.00
will be classified as provisional or probation
students. Provisional students are urged to utilize
available resources and remedial facilities to remove
their academic deficiencies. For continuance past
one term, the student must have raised his QPA to
the minimum requirement or at least have made suf
ficient progress for continuance on a provisional
basis.
Auditors
Subject to instructor approval, any regular or special
student may audit courses from which he wishes to
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derive benefit without fulfilling credit requirements.
This must be established with the Registrar at time
of registration. Class attendance standards are to be
met.
Full-time Student
A full-time student is one who is enrolled for a mini
mum of twelve hours in a standard term.
REGISTRATION
All students are expected to register on the days
designated on the College calendar and to begin
classes on the first day. The Registrar publishes a
class schedule booklet annually with specifics for
registration. In addition, each student should be
aware of the regulations that appear under the title
"Course Numbering System."
Academic Advising
Each student is assigned an advisor for initial
registration. This advisor may be changed by re-
quest as a student forms natural lines of helpfulness
and acquaintance. Other teachers and administra
tors may serve as resource persons in guidance and
counseling. , .
It is the responsibility of the student to become
familiar with policies and procedures outlined in the
catalog. For example, most upper level courses are
offered In alternate years, but this should be no
problem if there is advance planning and if courses
are taken in the proper sequences. Advisors wn aid
as requested, but the student must be responsible
for his own program.
Academic Load
The student's load will be determined in conference
with the student's advisor. Sixteen hours per term is
a normal college load. Students who carry fewer
hours are adding considerably to the cost of educa
tion by extending the time involved to earn their
degree. Ordinarily, the first term freshman will
register for no more than sixteen quarter hours.
Provisional students will be limited to fourteen or fif
teen hours. Mo student may enroll for more than
twenty hours, except by special permission of the
faculty advisor and the Registrar.
The following is suggested as a satisfactory rela
tionship between the student's academic load and
his on- or off-campus work:
Work
Mot more than 18 hours
Mot more than 24 hours
Mot more than 30 hours
Academic Load
15-17 quarter hours
12-14 quarter hours
10-12 quarter hours
FRESHMEM: All freshmen are expected to
register for Wr 111, Effective Writer, in the first
year. In addition, all freshmen are expected to
register for Literature of the Bible, physical educa
tion, and a general education sequence in the first
year.
A common "rule of thumb" is to anticipate two
hours of study for each hour of class. Classes that
meet more frequently per week than the credit given
will demand less outside study.
Course Additions
1. After classes begin, a later admission to class
must have the approval of the registrar and consent
of the instructor Involved on a form available in the
Registrar's Office. There is a fee of $10 for a change
of registration beginning on the first day of classes,
plus the tuition involved.
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2. The last day to add courses or to exercise a
pass-no pass option is established in the calendar at
the front of this catalog.
Course Withdrawals
1. A student wishing to drop or withdraw from a
class or from the college must secure the proper
form from the Registrar's Office. Unless this is done,
an "F' will be recorded for all courses involved.
There is a fee of $10 for a change of registration, ex
cept for complete withdrawal from the College.
2. Withdrawal from a course (with a "W") must
be completed within the first seven weeks of the
term. Beyond this date, a petition to the dean is re
quired, and cause (emergency conditions) must be
established. See calendar at front of catalog.
THE GRADING SYSTEM
Term grades are determined by the instruc
tor's evaluation of the student's daily participation in
class, his performance on periodic tests, his work on
terrn papers and class projects, and his achievement
on final examinations. Grade points are assigned for
each quarter hour of credit earned according to the
following system:
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Letter
Grade
A
B
C
D
F
I
W
Meaning
Superior
Good
Average
Passing but inferior
Falling
incomplete
Official withdrawal
Points
Per Quarter
Hour
4
3
2
1
0
0
0
P Pass (average or above) 0
i^P Mot passing 0
L Long-term 0
The grade "1" is allowed if a student incurs ill-
or unpreventable and unforseeable intervention
in ability to meet course requirements on time. Re
quest for an I grade is initiated with and approved
by the Registrar. A contract showing the work to be
completed and the completion date is prepared in
consultation with the instructor and filed with the
Registrar. Work not completed within the first four
weeks of the next term or by the contracted date of
completion will become an "F" grade.
An "L" grade designates satisfactory progress in
a course whose objectives continue for more than
one term. The "L" will be replaced by either a "P"
grade or a point-receiving grade. This is not an in
complete or "1" grade.
A student may repeat a course in which the
grade of D , F , "W", or "1" is received, but the
hrst grade remains on the record. The cumulative
GPA IS computed on the last grade achieved.
The Dean's List
Those who achieve and maintain a 3.5 average or
h" work com-pleted by the end of the ten-week term are eligible
tor the Dean s List.
Pass-No Pass Policy
Astudent with a cumulative GPA of 2.00 or better
and who has completed 94 quarter hours may elect
one course per term from an elective or general
education course on a pass-no pass basis. An ap-
flll '^th the registrar nolater than the published deadline for adding a
course. ^
Vr-r
The teacher submits a regular grade to the regis
trar. who converts the regular grade of"C" or above
into pass. A grade below "C becomes a no pass
and the course must be repeated on a satisfactory
level to receive credit.
Courses that are offered only on a pass-no pass
basis are field experience (e.g. 275/475), Writing 95(English Clinic), the September Term, CA 165/365
Inter-Mission: Drama Touring Group, and Student
Fielcf experience and Intensified Studies (GE 271,
272 273. 371, 372. 373) may be pass or no pass at
division option, or in absence of division policy, at
the student's option. Ail other courses m the Col
lege receive grades.
ACADEMIC PROGRESS
AND ELIGIBILITY
All students on regular or provisional status are con
sidered to be making reasonable academic progress.
The student's term grades with a ternn GPA and a
new, cumulative CPA are posted on the grade report
given to the student within two weeks foilowmg the
close of each term. The CPA is based on George
Fox College credits only.
To be eligible for student government positions,
a student must maintain a CPA of 2.25 or better. ToL eHqible for intercollegiate athletics, the standards
of the NAIA and AIAW must be met.Whenever the CPA for a given term is below
2 00 a student receives a warning and is encourag
ed to contact the academic advisor, who will assist
In the development of improved study plaris and en
courage better use of reading and library sktl s
Astudent is on probation when his cumulative
grade point average falls below the following stan-
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dards: 1-15 hours, 1.6; 16-31 hours, 1.7; 32-47
hours, 1.8; 48-63 hours, 1.9; 64-79 hours, 2.0. The
student is given one term of probation to achieve
the above standard.
Students admitted provisionally may not enroll
for more than fourteen or fifteen hours in the first
term, and must have included in their program at
least one term of WR 95 English Skills. At the com
pletion of each term, the Academic Standing Review
Cornmittee considers each provisional student's
achievement to determine if sufficient progress has
been made for the continuance of provisional status.
Beginning freshmen not admitted provisionally are
allowed two or three terms ofacademic experience
before suspension or dismissal is administered. A
student placed on provisional status may continue to
receive financial aid.
Astudent not achieving reasonable progress, as
determined by the Academic Standing Review Com
mittee, may be given academic suspension. After
one or more terms have elapsed, the student may
apply for readmission, and if admitted, reenters pro
visionally. The Academic Standing Review Commit
tee may recommend academic dismissal. Such stu
dent may not apply for readmission at this College.
The College may suspend or dismiss any student
who fails to earn the CPA of at least 1.00 during a
term, regardless of classification or number of hours
completed, or any student who becomes so indif
ferent or incompetent that he no longer benefits
himself or the College community.
GRADQATION REQUIREMENTS
A student wishing to receive a Bachelor of Arts or a
Bachelor ofScience degree must meet the foliowina
requirements; ^
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A
1. Accumulate at least 189 quarter hours with a
minimum grade point average of 2.00. The OKA is
computed on work taken at George Fox College
only. ....
2. Accumulate at least 63 upper division quarter
hours (courses numbered 300 or above).
3. Complete the general education require
ments. ,
4 Complete a major in a chosen area with no
grade below a "C in upper division courses.
5. Complete at least 45 quarter hours in residen
cy. Two terms must be in senior year.
6. Complete at least 12 hours of one's major in
residency.
7 File a Year Trial Registration form three
terms or 42 quarter hours before anticipated
graduation. . . r *
8 File an Application for Graduation form notlater than completion of 160 quarter hours towardgraduation (normally winter term be ore ejected
graduation in spring term, or equivalent time
period).
9. File credentials with the placement office.
10. Pay in full all accounts at the business
11. One may participate in the
ceremony if all but six hours of r^emen^^^^^^
completed in the spring term and ' P ® by
the completion of those hours has been approved oy
the Registrar.
Second Degree ,
The following requirements provide for a secon
concurrent degree. A student mus
1. Complete a minimum of 45 quarter hours for
the "second" degree above the minimum 189
quarter hours required for the "first" degree;
2. Meet the major and general education
requirements for each degree:
3. Be in attendance the last three terms or 45
quarter hours preceding the awarding ofthe sec
ond" degree;
4. Pay an additional $20 graduation fee if par
ticipating in one ceremony; otherwise, pay an addi
tional $40 graduation fee for the "second degree.
Graduation Honors
Summa cum laude is awarded to students with a
cu3ative grade point average of 3-90 ^
laude to those with a 3.70. and a cum laude those
with a 3.50. Transfer students tn
at least 90 quarter hours at George Fox College to
be eligible for honors at g '^^ ^^^tion.
Honors in the commencement program are com
Fox College and any accepted in transfer.
SENIORS AND FINAL EXAMSSeniors eligible for ^""''^ gbovTat'tlw''end of winter
cumulative CPA of d.u or a ^
term, and a ^ course.
sTro°rs di'qible for Commencement and not meet-Senior . pxDPcted to take an exam,
ing this standard may be expected t
but such should be scheduled earjgrades may be in the R^S'St ar sUttice oy tn ^
day prior to Commencement. The excuse rrom
exams is not an excuse from classes, which should
be attended through the final week. The above ex
emption applies to seniors graduating at the end of
spring term only. Please note this program is now
up for review.
ACADEMIC HONESTY
it is assumed that students at George Fox College
will endeavor to be honest and of high integrity in
all matters pertaining to their school life. A lack of
respect and integrity is evidenced by cheating,
fabricating, plagiarizing, misuse of keys and
facilities, removing books and other property not
one's own, defacing and altering, disruption of
classes, and more.
Cheating is defined as "intentionally using or
attempting to use unauthorized materials, informa
tion, or study aids in any academic exercise." It is
assumed that whatever is submitted by a student is
the work of that student and is new work for that
course. Fabrication is "intentional and unauthorized
falsification or invention of any information or cita
tion in an academic exercise or form." Plagiarism is
"intentionally or knowingly representing the words
or ideas of another as one's own in any academic
exercise." One who facilitates any of the above is
equally responsible with the primary violator.
Penalties may include restitution, an "F" on an
individual paper or exam, loss of campus position of
employment, an "F" on a course, disciplinary proba
tion, and suspension.
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BASIS OF ADMISSION
The College admits applicants who evidence
academic interests and ability, moral character, and
social concern, and who would most likely Profit
from the curriculum and Christian philosophy of
George Fox College. These qualities are evaluated
bv consideration of each applicant s academic
record, test scores, recommendations, interview
reports, and participation in extracurricular ac
tivities.
In order to provide a solid foundation for college-
level work, it is recommended that the applicant
present the equivalent of sixteen academic units
from an approved high school. The following units
are suggested: English, 4; social studies, 2; science,
2: mathematics, 2; foreign language, 2; and health
and physical education, 1. More than 85 percent of
the George Fox College entering freshmen have a
high school grade point average of 2.50 or above.
Scores on the College Board Test (SAT), the
American College Testing Program (^AC i). or theWashington Pre-College Test (WPCT) are required of
each freshman applicant, and scores should be f nt
to the Admissions Office. Transfers are exempt from
this requirement.
Admission is possible at the opening of any
regular term.
ADMISSION PROCEDORES
1. Write to the Director of Admissions, George
Fox College, Mewberg, Oregon 97132, for informa
tion and admission forms.
2. Request a transcript of academic credit from
the secondary school last attended. Transfer
ADMISSIONS
students must request a transcript from each college
in which they have been registered and may be ask
ed to furnish a high school transcript also.
3. Complete the admissions form and return it
to the Admissions Office, include a nonrefundabie
application fee of $15.
4. Submit reference sheets to designated per
sons, who will return the completed forms to the
Admissions Office.
5. Arrange for an interview on campus with the
Director of Admissions or off campus with an admis
sions counselor. An on-campus visit is recommend
ed, distance permitting. See page 112 for further
details.
As soon as the admissions file is completed, an
applicant will be notified of the admissions decision.
6. By May 1a tuition deposit of $75 imust be
submitted by each new, full-time student. This
deposit reserves housing and a place in the registra
tion sequence, and $70 is refundable until August 1.
Students admitted after May 1are allowed three
weeks to make this deposit.
7 Amedical questionna^e is sent to each sW-
dent who has paid a tuition deposit. This rnust becompTeted by the student and sent to the address on
^he forrn No student will be allowed to register for
classes without completing a questionnaire.
8 It is recommended that all applicants forfinancial aid complete application for admission by
March 1. They should also subrnit a Financial Aid(FAF) to the College Scholarship Ser^ce by
this date. Students may apply for aid a er March 1,but there is no guarantee that funds will still be
available.
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READMISSION OF
FORMER STUDENTS
To apply for readmission after an absence of one or
more terms, a student should request an Application
for Readmission from the Admissions Office. If two
or more years have elapsed, he or she must meet
any new or revised graduation requirements and
may be asked to go through regular admission pro
cedures.
Students who drop out to attend another pro
gram risk acceptance of that credit on return, unless
such has been approved by the Registrar prior to
leaving.
ADVANCED PLACEMENT-
HONORS PROGRAM
Past learning and present ability may recommend
that course work begin at an advanced level. This
may involve granting of credit or In waiving certain
prerequisites or college requirements. These Course
Challenge Programs are described in the section
"Program." An Intensified Studies or honors
program is described in the same chapter.
ADMISSION TO MAJORS
Admission to the College does not implyautomatic
admission to teacher education or to a particular
major, such as music. Each student selects a major
in conference with a faculty advisor, normally during
the course of the sophomore year.
POLICIES GOVERNING
TRANSFER STUDENTS
Students who have completed work at other educa
tional institutions may be entitled to advanced
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standing by presenting official transcripts. George
Fox College applies the accepted credits toward the
general education requirements and the student's
chosen major.
Certain criteria are involved in the evaluation*
1. Only course work with a "C" or better grade
will be accepted. (The grade point average does not
transfer. A student's CPA is computed on work at
GFC only.)
2. All general education requirements, except
upper division religion requirements, will be fulfilled
if the applicant holds an Associate of Arts degree
from an accredited two-year college. Courses taken
to fulfill an Associate of Science or Associate of Ap
plied Science are transferrable on a course-by-course
basis, and general education requirements may not
be fulfilled.
3. Amaximum of ninety-six quarter hours may
be transferred from an accredited two-year college
with an Associate of Arts degree toward the
bachelor's degree.
4. A nnaximum of sixty quarter hours of Bible
and Christian ministries may be applied on a degree
in a major other than Bible and Christian ministries.
5. Gp to ninety-six hours may be applied toward
a degree by an applicant holding an R.N. degree
from an accredited school of nursing. Credits will be
determined by the registrar.
6. Amaximum of thirty quarter hours of approv
ed correspondence work may be applied toward a
degree program.
Any evaluation of transfer credit is to be con
sidered tentative until the student has completed
one quarter of no less than twelve hours.
Each student must complete a minimum of
torty-iive quarter hours in residence for the
bachelor's degree. Two terms must be in the senior
year.
EARLY ADMISSION OF
HIGH SCHOOL STODENTS
An early admissions program is available to
qualified high school students. This permits study
at George Fox College while a student completes a
high school program.
Eligibility Requirements: (1) An applicant must
have completed the junior year of high school;(2) an applicant who has completed the senior year
of high school is not eligible; (3) recommendations
from the applicant's high school principal or assis
tant principal and guidance counselor are required
before a student may formally apply for early admis
sion; (4) early admission students must receive
grades of "C" or better to remain in the program.
Application Procedures for Early Admission:
(1) Contact the Admissions Office for an admission
application; (2) complete the application and return
it to the Admissions Office with the $15 application
fee; indicate your choice of courses; (3) upon com
pletion of the application, an applicant will be
notified concerning admission and registration;
(4) only one course of no more than four hours may
be taken during any of the regular terms, unless a
lightened high school load is possible; (5) early
admission students in good standing are automat
ically admitted to the college upon graduation from
high school.
Cost and Credit: (1) Early admission students
may take a maximum of twelve quarter hours work
with a tuition charge of $25 per credit hour;(2) credit during early admission may be applied to
degree programs at George Fox College without ad
ditional charge: (3) credit earned during early admis
sion may be transferred to other colleges or univer
sities upon payment of regular tuition and fees in
effect at the time the course was taken; (4) after the
completion of ninety quarter hours (2 years) at
George Fox College, a student may transfer the
hours taken during early admission without an addi
tional payment.
NON-HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
An adult whose high school preparation is in
complete may be admitted on the basis of the ^
General Educational Development Test, provided the
average standard score is at least 53 with no one
score below 48. A high school or two-year college
counseling center can supply details. Adults who do
not have a high school degree or its equivalent and
who do not wish to pursue a degree may be admit
ted to noncredit courses offered under the continu
ing education program or be admitted as auditors in
other selected courses.
AUDITORS
By permission of the Director of Admission and the
Registrar's Office, it is possible to audit classes.
Auditors pay a reduced tuition fee. Students do not
complete course requirements, and no college credit
is earned.
SENIOR CITIZENS
Any person sixty-two years of age or older may
enroll in regular courses for credit or audit without a
tuition charge. A service fee of $10 per term is re
quired, plus a fee for materials if such are essential
to the course. A small charge may be necessary in
in
continuing education courses in which the primary
enrollment is senior citizens. Unless limited by
space, equipment, or essential background, all
courses are open. Application is through the Office
of the Registrar. Counseling in regard to courses is
available in the Registrar's Office.
FULL-TIME STUDENTS
Full-time students are enrolled for a minimum of
twelve hours in a standard term. Only full-time
students may represent the college in an official
capacity, hold a major office in an organization, orjive in college housing.
PROVISIONAL STUDENTS
An applicant who does not meet the total expecta
tions for admission may be admitted as a provi
sional student. The status and conditions will be
defined at the time of admission. This possibility is
in keeping with Carnegie Commission recommenda
tions for the encouragement of advanced learning
for disadvantaged persons. Others whose back
ground may not be considered disadvantaged also
benefit from the program. Current students may
become provisional if their academic achievement is
unsatisfactory. This is described in the section
"Academic Regulations."
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Prospective students who are not U.S. citizens may
write for additional information about special pro
cedures. Initial application must be made by
January 1 for entrance in the fall term, or at least
six months in advance for admission to any other
term. Satisfactory scores on the Test of English as a
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Foreign Lariguage (TOEFL) and documentation of fi
nancial ability are among the prerequisites for ad
mission. This institution is authorized under Federal
law to enroll nonimmigrant alien students.
CAMPUS VISITATION
Students interested in enrolling at George
Fox are encouraged to visit the campus, preferably
when classes are in session. This provides an oppor
tunity to observe classes, see the campus facilities,
and talk with students and professors. When possi
ble, visits should be arranged in advance through
the Admissions Office, which is open on weekdays
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and on Saturdays by
appointment.
George Fox College maintains high educational
standards at the lowest possible cost. The individual
student pays only about 70 percent of the actual
cost of education. The remainder of the cost is
underwritten by gifts from alumni, friends, churches,
businesses, and institutions. An extensive financial
aid program assists students in meeting college
costs.
The Board of Trustees reserves the right to ad
just its charges (other than guaranteed tuition rates
as described below) at any time, after giving due
notice. Mo changes will be made during a term, nor,
unless special circumstances make such action
necessary, will changes be made during a given
academic year.
Although a number of steps are being taken to
control expenses and to maximize unrestricted gift
Income and return on endowment, a modest in
crease in charges, including the tuition rate for new
students, may be necessary effective September
1982 to offset the effects of inflation.
COSTS
Estimated Cash Outlay for Typical
Entering Student, 1981-82*
Tuition (15 hours)
Student Body Fee
Application and
matriculation fees
Total
Board and room
(14 meals per week)
Total, resident
students
Fall
Term
SI 350
30
25
1405
735
Winter
Term
$1350
30
Spring
Term
$1350
30
1380
Total
$4050
90
490 1840
$2140 $1995 $1870 $6005
FINANCIAL
These costs do not include travel, books, and personal ex
penses. which will vary widely among students. Costs of books
can be expected to average about $70 per term.
A Guaranteed Tuition Plan
Students pay only for those courses in which they
enroll. Tuition charges are determined by the
number of credit hours for which a student registers.
Depending upon the financial situation, career goals,
and aptitude, students may arrange programs in a
variety of ways. In every case, the student pays only
for those courses needed or desired to fulfill i
requirements.
Tuition charges are on a guaranteed rate per
term credit hour. The rate as indicated below by
year of full-time enrollment will be maintained dur
ing the regular time required for graduation.
This means that students who have not previous
ly attended college will be guaranteed twelve terms.
Transfer students will be guaranteed one to twelve
terms, depending on the number of credit hours re
quired to complete their degree at George Fox Col
lege, computed at the date of enrollment.
Continuous full-time enrollment is required to
maintain the guaranteed rate. Fall term, winter
term, and spring term are regular sessions covered
by the guaranteed tuition rate. Summer sessions
are not considered as regular sessions. Students
who drop out for one session or more, or who
reduce their credit hours taken to less than twelve,
will pay the rate prevailing at the time of their
reenrollment as a full-time student. Students taking
less than twelve hours per term will pay the new stu
dent rate.
•Because of the early issuance of the catalog, students should
confirm costs after March 1 of each year.
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If the Consumer Price Index (CPI) computed by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics increases by more
than twelve points in any one year, all tuition rates
may be reevaluated and, if necessary, increased by a
percentage equal to the amount by which the CPI in
crease exceeds the average increase for the
preceding three years.
Tuition Charges*
Tuition charges for full-time enrollment (twelve or
more credit hours per term):
For students enrolled continuously since the academic
year 1979-80: $68 per credit hour.
For students enrolled continuously since the academic
year 1980-81: $79 per credit hour,
•For students enrolling full time for the first time during
the academic years ]981-o3: $90 per credit hour.
•For less than full-time students enrolling during the
academic years 1981-83: $90 per credit hour.
•For students enrolling for summer credit, tuition is
charged at the current year's rate (not a guaranteed rate).
Tuition for auditing a course is one half the applicable
regular charge.
Joint Program Tuition
When a student chooses to enroll In a joint program
with a second college, the tuition charges are
established separately by each college. In the Chris
tian College Consortium program, payments are
made through GFC. In other programs, payments
are to the college attended for the work taken.
FEES AND EXPENSES*
Student Body Membership
Students registered for twelve credit hours or
more each term—annual membership . . , $90
•Because of the early issuance of the catalog, students should
confirm costs after March 1 of each year.
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Students registered for at least five but less than
twelve credit hours per term—annual
membership 45
Student identification card 5
Student athletic fee (payable winter term only) . . 5
The full membership covers student activities,
class dues, social events, the Student CJnion
Building, and subscriptions to the College paper and
yearbook. The partial membership covers all of the
above except the yearbook.
Admission Fees and Deposits 1]
Application Fee (nonrefundable, submitted with |
appiication for admission) $15
Matriculation (registration) fee (paid oniy at initial
entrance as full-time student to GFC) 20
Tuition deposit (required of ali new, full-time
students) 75
Registration and damage deposit (required of all
full-time students) 100
Registration, Records, and Graduation Fees
Late registration fee (applicable if registration
including payment ofcharges or completion
offinancial arrangements, isnot made prior to
the first day of classes each term)
First week ofclasses
Second and following weeks 15
Change of registration, per change form 10
Fee for removing "Incomplete" or recording
change of grade, per course IQ
Examination fee for credit by examination,
chaiienge, or exemption from specific require
ment, per course 35
Credit by examination, per credit hour 20
Joint-degree registration, per term 10
Graduation fee
Transcripts, single copy (first four copies free to
GFC graduates) ^
Placement office registration fee ...
Placement credentials, per set (first five sets
included in placementoffice registration fee) . ^
Departmental Fees
Chemistry breakage ticket (unused portion re-
fundable) on
Data processing classes (initial tee) .
Off-campus physical education activity, per
term' ;'V •
Private music lessons, per term (includes one one-
half hour lesson per week and use of practice
room)
Instrument rental—fees are set by the music
department and range from $5 to $20 per
term.
Business Office Fees
Monthly Budget Plan service fee (nonrefundable,
sent with application for plan) 51b
Late payment fee—Monthly Budget Plan o
Deferred payment plan setup fee, per term lu
Account service charge
Ifaccount balance is less than $50, the month
ly service charge is $.75. If account balance is
$50 or more, the monthly service charge is
V/2 percent of the unpaid balance.
Returned check fee, per check
'Students pay afee of $15 to couer costs of l^"Sed
and transportation for any physical education ranoeing
off campus, such as swimming, bowling, golf, and canoeing.
Personal rackets are reguired for tennis.
Medical Fees
Evidence of acceptable medical insurance for ac
cidents, sickness, and prolonged illness is required
of all full-time students. Students are required to
enroll in the College-approved student medical in
surance plan unless an Insurance waiver card is sub
mitted at the time of registration indicating com
parable coverage elsewhere.
The fee is subject to change each year by the
underwriter but is normally about $35 per term.
Board and Room i |
Board and room is furnished to a resident student i|
per term as indicated below. Charges quoted are in
dividual student rates for two students per room and
14 meals per week. The cost for 20 meals per week
was $110 additional for the 1981-82 academic year.
If a student chooses to occupy a residence hall room
alone and such is available, an additional charge or
$75 per term will be made.
Fall term $735
Winter term 615
Spring term^ 490
Apartment housing is available for upperclass
students at the following rates which include ail
utilities. Board costs are based on 14 meals per
week. ^ .
Room Board
Only and Room
$430 $770
360 645
290 515
Fall term
Winter term
Spring term^
^For students with uninterrupted residency beginning with fali
term Students residing in College housing only for the winter
and/or spring term will pay the winter term rate each term.
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TA limited amount of apartment housing is avail
able for married students. Information about this
housing may be obtained from the Student Life
Office.
Schedule of Tuition and Room Deposits
New full-time students are required to pay a $75 tui
tion deposit by May 1 or within three weeks after
acceptance, whichever is later. This deposit will be
applied against the fall term tuition.
All new full-time students are required to pay a
registration and damage deposit of $100 at registra
tion. This deposit is designed to cover student-
caused damage, fines, etc. and must be permanently
maintained at that balance so long as the student is
enrolled. Gpon withdrawal from the College, as ex
plained under "Refund Procedure" on page 117, any
remaining balance will be refunded to the student
provided notice of withdrawal is received by the end
of the last term of enrollment, or by August 1 for
students not returning the following fall term.
FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS
All charges made by the College are due at the
beginning of each term. Students receiving scholar
ships, grants, or loans must complete all necessary
arrangements well in advance of registration. Stu
dents who are securing a loan from financial institu
tions or agencies (e.g., a federally insured bank loan)
that may still be pending at the time of registration
must have a letter of commitment from the lender
acceptable to the College.
Monthly Budget Plan
An alternative method for payment of basic tuition,
fees, and room and board charges is the Monthly
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Budget Plan, which may be elected by all full-time
students.
The Monthly Budget Plan consists of equal
monthly payments beginning June 1 and concluding
on May 1 of the following year. A student may
enter the program later than June 1 provided all
back payments are made up when he joins the plan.
The annual service charge for the Monthly
Budget Plan Is $15. There are no added finance
charges related to these payments.
Scholarships, grants, and loans made by the Col
lege will be deducted in determining the balance to
be met. Complete details, together with examples
of how the plan operates, are available from the
Business Office or Financial Aid Office.
Deferred Payment Plan
Students may elect to complete financial arrange
ments for registration each term using the Deferred
Payment Plan.
If this plan is used, a $10 setup fee will be added
to the account. In addition, the account balance is
subject to a 172 percent monthly service charge.
Cinder the deferred payment plan, one third of
the account balance (after deducting scholarships,
grants, and loans) is due at registration. An addi-'
tional one third is due one month from the first day
of classes for the term. The remaining balance is
due two months from the first day of classes for the
term.
Restrictions
The College will withhold transcript of records or
diploma until all College bills have been paid or
until satisfactory arrangements have been made with
the Business Office. Discharge in bankruptcy shall
not constitute payment within the meaning of this
rule. Students may not be permitted to register for a
new term until all bills are paid for the previous
term.
Refund Policy
Refunds on charges for tuition, fees, and room and
board will be made at withdrawal within a term from
a course or the College. The date on which the stu
dent completes the official withdrawal process will
determine the amount of the refund (based on the
refund schedule below). In the case of complete
withdrawal from the College during a term, a
minimum of $100 will be retained by the College to
cover the costs of registration and processing.
In the case of cancellation of pre-registration for
fall term, a minimum of $100 will be charged by the
College to cover the costs of registration and pro
cessing if the Registrar's Office is not notified by
August 1; for winter and spring terms, notification
must be made by the last day of the previous term
to avoid the minimum charge. In order to receive a
refund of the $100 RegistratiorVDamage deposit
notification must be made by August 1 for tall term
or by the last day of classes for winter and spring
minimum $100 charge applies, that part of
the $100 Registration/Damage deposit not used tor
housing fines or other outstanding charges may be
applied to partially cover the
Refunds for tuition and room charges will be
made according to the schedule stated
First week of classes
Second week
Third week
Fourth week 20%
Fifth week
Sixth and following weeks ^
Refunds for board will be made on a pro rata
basis less a 10 percent charge.
Refunds for student body membership fees will
be made by the Student Government, according to
the following guidelines:
First week of classes 90%
Second week 80%
Third week 70%
Fourth week 60%
Fifth week 50%
Sixth week 40%
Seventh week 30%
Eighth week 20%
Minthand following weeks 0%
Refunds for departmental fees will be made
according to the amount of the fee still unused. If
none of the fee has been used, all of it will be
refunded.
Refunds for tuition deposits will not be given
after August 1. ^ . ,
Refunds for school insurance fees will be made
only if the withdrawal takes place prior to the send
ing in of the insurance premium. Thereafter, no re
fund will be given.
Refund Procedure
Tuition. Room, and Board. Students entitled to
refunds for withdraLual from a class must complete
the official "class withdrawal" form available from
the Registrars Office. Students entitled to refunds
for withdrawal from the College must complete the
official "honorable dismissal" form, also available
from the Registrar. On the completion of the ap
propriate form, it should then be taken to the Stu
dent Accounts" Office, where the refund, if any. will
be determined according to the above policy.
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Fees. Student Body Membership Fees: Inquiries
relating to such refund should be sent to the presi
dent or the student government, with offices in the
Student Union Building.
Except for the "student body membership fees,"
students who have completed the appropriate
withdrawal process should check with the "Student
Accounts" Office for the specifics of a given refund.
General
If a refund is due a student:
1. The student may choose to have the refund
credited to his/her account for use in a subsequent
term.j 2. The refund check will be given directly to the
student. In case of a dependent student, the
student's parents may be notified of the refund.
3. If a student has a George Fox College
Federally Insured Student Loan, a separate refund
policy is applied.
Please note: Under no conditions will a refund
check be given a student who has an outstanding
balance due to the College. Only that part of the re
fund remaining after all debts owing the College
have been paid will be given to the student.
FINANCIAL AID
Basis of Student Aid
Each family should expect to make every reasonable
financial adjustment to provide as much support as
possible beyond the normal maintenance it has
customarily provided. In awarding aid as a supple
ment to the family's maximum efforts, the College
considers primarily a student's academic potential,
personal interests and qualities, and promise for
future leadership.
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The College Scholarship Service Assembly (CSS)
is a constituent body within the College Entrance
Examination Board (CEEB). Geome Fox Collegejoins with other members of the CSS in maintaining
the principle that every qualified student should be
able to choose a college for personal reasons. Finan
cial aid awards make such a choice possible by help
ing bridge the gap between what a student s family
can reasonably afford to spend on an education and
what it will cost to attend college. The amount of
aid a student's family may be able to contribute tor
educational purposes is the same at any college to
which a student applies. Every student is urged,
therefore, to choose the college that offers the best
opportunity to develop personal interests and
abilities.
' The family's ability to pay for college is deter-
^mined by analyzing the information it has supplied
on the Financial Aid Form (FAF^, a questionnaire
about financial aid provided by the CSS. A self-
supporting student must also file a Financial Aid
Form (FAF) to be considered for aid.
Types of Awards
Every student admitted is eligible to receive finan
cial aid provided need can be shown. Financial assis
tance awarded by George Fox College takes the
form of one or a combination of the following:
scholarships, grants, loans, and employment.
All federal and state financial assistance requires
an affidavit attesting that the recipient will use the
funds only for educational purposes.
The awards given by George Fox College are
granted upon the general principle that a clear
distinction should be made between awards that
recognize academic honor and achievement and
awards that recognize the need for financial
assistance. This system of awards tends to eliminate
the concept that academic achievement should be
recognized by monetary grants regardless of the
financial condition of the student and achieves
equity in the distribution of limited aid funds by pro
viding that students who most need assistance will
receive aid. While honors for distinguished achieve
ment are given suitable publicity, the College
minimizes or completely avoids public notice of
monetary grants because financial exigency is a con
fidential matter between the student and the Col
lege. Virtually every student in the College who can
demonstrate need for assistance is awarded funds
necessary for attendance.
Scholarships
Honors scholarships are granted each academic year
to a limited number of qualified students. These
scholarships are credits awarded by the College
against the regular charges made by the College.
Thus a scholarship is not a loan.
The Benson Scholarship is a four-year, $4,000
scholarship provided in 1973 through a trust from
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Benson. Recipients must score
in the ninetieth percentile in either the Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT) or the equivalent on the
American College Testing Program and rank in the
upper 10 percent of their high school graduating
class. Benson candidates must be interviewed by
Colleqe representatives. Financial need is not a cri
terion. Mot more than 3 percent of the student body
may be on the Benson program. Candidates are
recommended by the Director of Admissions. Con
tinuation in the program requires a cumulative GPA
of 3.6 and successful completion of an annual
review of the program.
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The ElizabeLh Carey Mir^as Scholarship, ranging
between $450 and $1,000 depending upon financial
need, is awarded to students who rank just below
the Benson Scholarship criteria. Continuation re
quires a cumulative QPA of 3.55.
A limited number of honors on entrance are
granted each year based on a combination of high
school class rank, cumulative QPA, SAT or ACT
scores, leadership, and citizenship qualities. Can
didates are recommended by the director of admis
sions. Continuation in the honors program is
reviewed each year. Continuous enrollment,
academic achievement, and recommendations by
professors are a few of the factors considered by the
Scholarship Committee in granting continuing
honors. Transfer and continuing students who did
not enter on honors are eligible for consideration in
the program.
A small number of the highest-ranking students
are selected at the end of the freshman year, or
later, to enter the challenging Intensified Studies
Program. Some financial aid is available to assist
highly qualified students to pursue independent
study.
OTHER SCHOLARSHIPS
AND GRANTS*
A portion of the College's endowment fund is
designated for the scholarship program as described
above. Also, additional income from annual gifts
makes it possible to award other scholarships and
grants. The scholarships and grants described below
are funded by these two sources of income.
Four to five Alumni Memorial Scholarships ranging from
$400 to $500 are awarded annually to dependents of alumni.
'Scholarship amounts quoted may change from year to year.
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Priority is granted to dependents of deceased alumni. Financial
need is not necessarily a criterion.
The Alumni Scholarship is designed to assist as a first
priority dependents of alumni, and then other students as need
is indicated. Awards range between S 150 and S500. Financial
need may be required.
The Ankeny Athletic Award of $300 is awarded annually to
a financially needy student majoring in physical education who
plans to coach athletics. Students must be domiciled in one of
the thirteen western states.
The Robert Barclay Tuition Scholarship of $500 to $1,000 is
funded by Arthur and Fern Roberts. Applicants must be upper
division Quaker students majoring in religion or philosophy.
The student's home church must provide a supporting state
ment. Financial need is a criterion.
The Viola D. Barkman Memorial Educational Scholarship is a
three-year $3,000 scholarship for elementary education
majors. Recipient must be a resident of Oregon, a sophomore
and have financial need. Applications for the scholarship will
be made in the spring term of the freshman year to the Direc
tor of Teacher Education, with the final approval granted by
the Scholarship Committee.
The Beatly Business/Economics Scholarship of $750 is
named in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L. Beatty and con
tributed by Dr. Howard Kershner. The recipient must be a
senior student with a cumulative grade point average of 3.5
and be majoring in business/economics. Financial need is not
a criterion.
The Brougher Premedlcal Scholarship of $300 is provided by
Dr. John and Esther Brougher. The applicant must be major
ing in a premedlcal professional program. Financial need is
not a criterion.
The Bruin Track (Distance) Scholarship of $400 is provided
by Tim W. and Glen E. Rochholz. The recipient must live out
side the immediate college area, with preference given to out-
of-state and transfer students who specialize in distance run
ning events. Students must have financial need.
The F/orence A. Butler Memorial Scholarship of $250 Is
awarded annually to a student majoring in business/
economics. Financial need is not necessarily a criterion.
The Cheuron Men/ Award is a $7,200 scholarship to be
1 equally over four years. Academic achievement,leadership potential, and school or community involvement are
factors taken into consideration in awarding the scholarship. A
statement of educational purpose, three references, and a
history of the student's employment become part of the ap
plication. Only high school seniors are eligible to apply.
Applications are available through high schools. Financial
need is not a criterion.
The Ira and Frieda Complon Business Scholarship of $500 is
awarded annually to a sophomore, junior, or senior woman or
man majoring in business/economics. Financial need is not
necessarily a criterion.
The Elhel Coivgill Memorial Scholarship of $500 is awarded
annually to a financially needy dependent of a pastor of one ot
the Morthwest Yearly Meeting of Friends churches.
The Euerell H. Craven and Hubert Armstrong Business
Scholarship of $1,000 is awarded to a student majoring in
business/economics. Recipient should possess average
academic ability and need assistance in meeting educational
costs.
The Crecelius Family Christian Ministry Scholarships range
from $400 to $600 and are awarded annually to financially
needy students majoring in Christian Ministry and planning to
prepare for full-time Christian service.
The Crisman Brothers Grant of $150 is awarded annually to
a financially needy new student.
The Kristine Dicus MemorialScholarship of $500 Is awarded
to an outstanding freshman student who plans to major in
music. Financial need is a criterion.
The David P. Earharl Memorial Scholarships range from
$100 to $300. Students must be members of, or regularly
attend, a Friends church or hold pacifist beliefs similar to the
Quakers.
The M. Lowell and Margaret W. Edwards Scholarships rang
ing from $200 to $300 are awarded annually to students majoring in science. Preference will be given to students who are
preparing for health-related professions.
The Farmers' Insurance Group Scholarship of $600 is award
ed annually to an upper division student preparing for a career
In Insurance, mathematics, business, personnel, or computer
science.
The Friends Action Board, a subsidiary organization of
Morthwest Yearly Meeting of Friends Church, provides re
sources for minority students who typically are denied access
to college because of financial exigency.
The Allen Hadlcy Memorial Scholarship of $150 is awarded
annually to a junior or senior Quaker student from Morthwest
Yearly Meeting who plans to major in music or social services.
Financial need is a criterion.
Haisch Family Scholarships totaling $1,000 are awarded
annually to seniors who are members of the Friends Church.
Preference is given to ministerial students with second con
sideration given to students majoring in natural science. Finan
cial need is not a criterion.
The Erma Martin Hockett Memorial Scholarship of $200 is
awarded annually from funds contributed by the Richard
Johnson family. The recipient must be a junior or senior stu
dent majoring in music education or a career in the church
music ministry.
The Hal Hocketi Memorial Premedical Scholarship of $150 is
awarded annually from funds contributed by the Richard
Johnson family. The recipient must be a senior student living
in one of the Morthwest states, including Alaska. Financial
need is not a criterion. The recipient must be preparing for a
health-related profession.
The Jackson Foundation Scholarship of $600 is awarded to
a financially needy student who has demonstrated atJility to
achieve in college. Other characteristics being equa ,preference is given to a son or daughter of any present or
former employee of the Oregon Journal.
The Kent Ministerial Scholarship of ^^00 is awarded anrjuahly by Mrs. Wallace Kent, whose late husband served as
Reaistrar in the 1960s. The recipient must be a hnanciallySyTunior or senior who plans to serve in the Christian
The Orpha Puckett Larrance Memorial Scholarship pf $500 is
awalded aCally to an upper division studerjt majoring m
home economics orelementary education. Financial need may
be a consideration in choosing the recipient.
The George H. Layman Scholarship of S500 is awarded to
an honors student planning to major in one of the disciplines
within the Social Science Division of the col ege. The student
must show leadership potential and require financial
assistance. ^ , • t
The Atida Macy Financial Assistance Grants ranging from
S150 to $450 are awarded to above-average students who havedemonstrated achievement and citizenship involvement in high
school and college.
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f Thelma Martin Business/Economics Scholar-snip of $250 is awarded annually to a student majoring in
business/economics. The student must also be involved in the
College athletic program. Financial need is not a criterion.
The McPhee Memorial Grant of $600 is awarded annually to
a financially needy dependent student of missionaries actively
serving the church in a country other than the United States,
The Minlhorne Family Grant of $300 is awarded to a
Kcshman son or daughter of a Friends pastor or missionary,
rinancial need may be considered in choosing the recipient.
The Northwesl Yearly Meeting ofFriends Church (NWYM)
awards annually scholarships to a limited number of NWYM
rnember studentspreparing for the ministry. Upper division
studentsand graduate studentsare eligible to apply. Financial
need is not a criterion. The award is up to one-half tuition.
The Witiiam Penn Writing Scholarship of $350 is awarded
X upper division student majoring inVriting/uterature. Financial need may be taken into considera-
>n by the Scholarship Committee when choosing the
cipient.
E^nnington Memorial Scholarship of $250 is
:• warded annually to a financially needy student majoring in
social services.
The Physical Education Grant of $300 to $500 is awarded
annually to an upper division student planning to teach
physical education or serve in the recreation field. Financial
need is a criterion.
The J. Vernon Riceand Maude R. RiceScholarships of $400
are awarded to a limited number of students with financial
need. Primary consideration is given to Idaho students who at
tend Idaho Friends churches, participating in the
Church/College Fellowship program.
The Milton Richey Memorial Scholarship of $500 to $1,000 is
awarded annually to a junior or senior student majoring in
business/economics. The Scholarship Committee may lake in
to consideration financial need when choosing the recipient.
The Arthur and Fern Roberts Tuition Grant of $500 to
$1,000 is awarded annually to a freshman or sophomore
Quaker student. Financial need is a criterion.
The Frank D. Roberts Family Scholarship of $400 is awarded
annually to the valedictorian of the seniorclass of Greenleaf
Academy, located in Greenleaf, Idaho. Financial need is not a
criterion.
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Missionary Scholarship of SI50 is
reedTs"„°;
Th=1""^ - senior''With at least a B average. he amount of the award is $350
oroug/ier Summers MemorialScholarshin of
llaskan'Esklm^ international studenfo?
ciLl needts aTrltarton
The Mary C. Sutton Memorial Scholarship of $150 is award-
ed annually to a financially needy Quaker student majoring in
Christian education or biology. 'i niajonng in
The Arthur and Gwen Winters Scholarship of $300 is award
ed annually to a Quaker student from Northwest Yearly
Meeting of Friends Church. The student must have doc
umented financial need.
It is hoped that recipients of these funds, who
from experience are more aware than others of the
importance of this scholarship program, will some
day desire to add to the scholarship endowment
fund and designate gifts for this purpose.
Alimited number of awards are made each year
to students in the fields ofathletics, drama, and
music. To be eligible applicants must have satisfac
tory academic records and unusual proficiency in
one or more of the above fields. Auditions or per-
sonal interviews are usually required of applicants.
i^u h has established Church/College Fel-owship Awards to assist churches in encourag^g
th^eir y^oung people to attend a Christian colleqe. The
church may make a gift of any amount to the Col-
rX ^ student's account. Th^eCollege Will then match up to $150 of the gift for
So^s'^ L'n ' •''P
n^av bp m;,H T P'"^P '^"'ng for Christian service. GiftsSinrrh Th number of students from aChurc . e gifts must be an official act of the
church rather than from individual church members.
In order to participate, a church must file an appli
cation in the financial aid office no earlier than
February 1 and no later than March 15. Applica
tions will be supplied upon request.
Any student whose home is over 500 miles from
the campus may be eligible for a travel grant. The
amount of the grant varies in proportion to the
distance between the student's home arid the Col
lege, is dependent on need, and is credited to a stu
dent's spring term account.
A student with exceptional need may apply for
state and federal grants. An FAF must be on file to
determine eligibility for this type of assistance.
Forms are available at high schools and colleges.
Loans
The Guaranteed Student Loan Program is a plan
whereby parents or students borrow from their local
bank for educational purposes. Applicants may ob
tain the appropriate forms from the College or local
banks.
There are several other loan programs financed
through the College that are available to students
with exceptional need. Students should apply to the
Financial Aid Office.
The College encourages students and their
parents to use loan funds because these, unlike
scholarship grant funds, do not subtract from the
resources that support the program of the College.
Loans place the responsibility for financing higher
education on the student, enabling him/her to
receive financial assistance when needed and to pay
some of the cost of education at a later time when
better able to do so. Consequently, the College ex
pects loans to be a significant part of the usual
financial aid award.
Employment Grants
On-campus employment constitutes a significant
resource for students who have documented finan
cial need. A Financial Aid Form must be on file to
determine eligibility for employment. A limited
number of employment positions are given to
students regardless of financial need. Most student
employment is subsidized through the Federal Col
lege Work Study program.
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS AND
PROVISIONS
Prospective and enrolled students may request anc
receive information from the Director of Financial
Aid and the financial aid staff concerning available
financial assistance and student consumer
information.
Financial resources are supplied by the federal
government through Title IV of the Higher Educa
tion Act of 1965 as amended. This aid ii^ludes the
Pelt Grants, Supplementary Educational Opportunity
Grants, the National Direct Student Loan Program,
the Guaranteed Student Loan Progrann. and the Col
lege Work Study Program. Other assistance is con
tributed by the State of Oregon for eligible
residents, and by the College through its general
fund and private donors. Students may also inquire
about eligibility for aid, criteria for selection, award
amounts, and rights and responsibilities.
COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL LAWS
AND regulations
The College does not discriminate on the basis of
age, sex, race, color, national origin, or handicap in
its educational programs or activities, including
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employment, and is required by federal law not to
discriminate in such areas. The College also is in
compliance with the Family Education and Privacy
Act of 1974.
The following offices may be contacted for infor
mation regarding compliance with legislation:
Business Manager—Wage and Hour Regulations,
and Student Consumer Information.
Dean of Students—The Civil Rights Act of 1964
(race, color, or national origin). Title iX (Non-
discrimination on Basis of Sex), Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, and Age
'Discrimination.
Financial Aid Officer—Title IV (Higher Education
Act of 1965 as amended). The Pell Program, Sup
plementary Educational Opportunity Grants, the Na
tional Direct Student Loan Program, and the
Federally Insured Student Loan Program.
Registrar—Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Veterans'
Benefits, Immigration and Nationality Act, Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act.
FAMILY EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS
AND PRIVACY ACT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Family Rights and
Privacy Act of 1974, students are advised that the
College construes the following information to be
"directory information": the student's name, campus
and home address, classification, telephone listing,
date and place of birth, major field of study, class
schedule, participation in college activities and
sports, degrees and awards/honors received,
previous schools attended, dates of attendance,
denominational or religious preference, parents'
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names and addresses, and for members of athletic
teams, height, weight, and positions played.
The designation of the above information as
"directory information" means that it may be releas
ed to third parties, such as in news releases. Such
directory information" is contained specifically on
College Relations Student Information cards, on
athletic team biographical forms, and on other Col
lege forms. Photographs also are considered by the
College to be "directory information." As such,
release of photographs also is provided.
Students may request that "directory informa
tion" not be released to third parties. To make such
a request, please advise the Registrar in writing in a
signed and dated statement. Otherwise, all
photographs and information listed above will be
considered as "directory information" according to
federal law. Nondirectory information, notably
grade records, are released to third parties only on
written request of the student.
FACULTY
This register for 1981-82 is composed of all full-time
and half-time people involved in teaching courses,
as well as certain administrative officers. They are
classified as professors, associate professors, assis
tant professors, and instructors, depending upon
degree, seniority, tenure, and experience.
DAVID C. LeSHANA. President. B.A., Taylor University: M.A..
Ball State University; Ph.D.. University of Southern California.
George Fox College 1967—
FLORA T. ALLEN, Assislant Professor of Home Economics.
B.S., Seattle Pacific University; M.A.. Linfield College. George
Fox College 1969-73; 1979—
MICHAEL A. ALLEN, Associate Professor of Sociology. B.S.,
M.S., Illinois State University. George Fox College 1976—
RICHARD E. ALLEN, Associate Professor of Physical Education
and Director of Athletics. B.S.. Seattle Pacific University; M.S.,
University of Oregon. George Fox College 1969—
DAVID T. BARKER, Assistant Professor of Economics. B.S.,
New York State University; M.S., Ph.D., North Carolina State
University. George Fox College 1979—
RALPH K. BEEBE, Professor of History. B.A., George Fox Col
lege; M.Ed., Linfield College; Ph.D., University of Oregon.
George Fox College 1974—
JOHN D. BOWMAN, Associate Professor of Music. B.M.,
Houghton College; D.M.A., University of Cincinnati. George
Fox College 1980—
CYRIL F. CARR, Assistant Professor of Bible and Religion. B.A.,
George Fox College; M.A., Trinity Evangelical Divinity School;
Ph.D., Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion.
George Fox College 1979—
PAUL H. CHAMBERLAIN, Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
B.A., Point Loma College; Ph.D., University of Nevada. Reno.
George Fox College 1977—
SCOTT A. CHAMBERS, Assistant Professor of Chemistry and
Physics. B.A.. University ofCalifornia at San Diego: Ph.D.,
Oregon State University. George Fox College 1977
DIRECTORIES
MAURICE G. CHANDLER, Director of Development. B.A.,
George Fox College. George Fox College 1966—
ROGER A. CRABBS, Professor of Business. B.A., State Univer
sity of Iowa; M.B.A., D.B.A., George Washington University;
M.C.L., Western Conservative Baptist Seminary. Georqe Fox
College 1979—
RONALD S. CRECELIUS, Director of Religious Services, Assis
tant Professor of Christian Ministries. A.B., Th.B., George Fox
College; M.A.. Pasadena College; M.R.E., D.D.. Western
Evangelical Seminary; George Fox College 1967—
RICHARD A. ENGNELL, Assistant Professor of Communication
Arts. B.A., Biola College; M.A., Ph.D., University of California.
Los Angeles. George Fox College 1978—
JAMES D. FOSTER, Assistant Professor of Psychology. B.S.,
Seattle Pacific University; M.A., Ph.D.. Ohio State University.
George Fox College 1980—
LEON K. GERIG, Dean of Students. B.A.. B.S., Fort Wayne
Bible College: M.S., Indiana University. George Fox College
1979—
JOSEPH E. GILMORE, Associate Professor of Music. B.Mus.,
Friends University; M.Mus.Ed., Wichita State University.
George Fox College 1970-74; 1978—
ROBERT D. GILMORE, Associate Professor of Spanish. Director
of Instructional Media. B.A., Azusa Pacific College; B.D.,
California Baptist Theological Seminary; M.S.Ed., University of
Southern California. George Fox College 1964-78; 1979—
MYRON D. GOLDSMITH, Professor of Religion and Greek. B.A.,
Friends University: B.D., Asbury Seminary; Ph.D., Boston
University. George Fox College 1961-74; 1975—
DARLENE R. GRAVES. Assistant Professor of Drama. B.A.,
Biola College; M.A., California State College at Los Angeles.
George Fox College 1974—
MICHAEL P. GRAVES, Associate Professor of Communication
Arts, Chairman of the Division of Communication and Literature.
B.A., M.A.. California State College at Los Angeles; Ph.D.,
University of Southern California. George Fox College 1972—
MARY S. GREEN, Associate Professor of Mathematics. B.A.,
Houghton College; M.N., Case Western Reserve University.
George Fox College 1973—
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WILLIAM D. GREEN, Dean of the College, Professor of Religion.
Th.B., Malone College; A.B., Taylor Gniversily; M.A., Case
Western Reserve University; Ed.D., University of Tennessee.
George Fox College 1972—
NANCY K. GRITTA, Assistant Professor of Accounting and
Finance. A.B., M.A., Indiana University; M.B.A., University of
Santa Clara; C.P.A., Oregon. George Fox College 1980—
DENNIS B. HAGEN, Professor of Music. Chairman of Diuision of
Fine Arts. B.A.. Whitworth College; M.Mus.Ed., Indiana Univer
sity; B.D., Western Evangelical Seminary; Ph.D., Indiana
University. George Fox College 1964-81; 1982—
HENRY C. HELSABECK, Associate Professor of Mathematics.
B.A., Culver Stockton; M.A.'s, Ph.D., University of Missouri.
George Fox College 1978—
EDWARD F. HIGGINS, Associate Professor of English. B.A.,
LaVerne College; M.A., California State College at Fullerton.
George Fox College 1971-81; 1982—
JULIA H. HOBBS, Professorof Christian Ministries. B.A., Hope
College; M.Ed., University of Pittsburgh; B.D., M.Th., Winona
Lake School of Theology; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh.
George Fox College 1975—
DAVID J. HOWARD, Associate Professor of Music. B.A., Simp
son Bible College; B.A.. M.A., San Francisco State College.
George Fox College 1968-80; 1981—
HERMAN W. HUGHES, Associate Professor of Education and
Cochairman of Diuision of Education. B.A., Whitworth College;
M.A.T., Seattle University; Ph.D., University of Oregon. George
Fox College 1976—
G. CLAUDINE KRATZBERG, Associate Professor of Home
Economics. B.S., Wheaton College: M.HEc.. Oregon State
University. George Fox College 1976—
FRANK D. KYTE, Assistant Professor of Physical Education.
B.S., George Fox College; M.S.T., Portland State University.
George Fox College 1979—
KAREN M. LARSEN, Associate Professor of English. B.A., San
Diego State University; M.A., Ph.D., University of California at
Santa Cruz. George Fox College 1981 —
CHRISTABEL L. LAUINGER, Associate Professor of Music.
B.M., Eastman School of Music; M.M., Indiana University.
George Fox College 1963-66; 1967-69; 1971 —
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ROBERT E. LAUIMGER. Associate Professor of Music. B.S.
Portland State University; M.M.. Indiana University: D.M.A.,
University of Arizona. George Fox College 1967-70: 1971 —
CURTIS E. LOEWEM. Associate Professor of Field Education.
B.S.. Ed.M., Ed.D., Oregon State University. George Fox Col
lege 1976—
BRUCE G LOMGSTROTH. Assistant Professor of Social Service.
B.A.. George Fox College: M.S.W., University of Utah. George
Fox College 1974—
DONALD J. MILLAGE, Business Manager. B.S.. University of
Oregon: CPA. Oregon. California, and New York. George Fox
College 1972—
GLENN T. MORAN, Assistant Professor of Math Education.
B.S.. Colorado State University; M.A., University of Colorado:
Ed D.. University of Northern Colorado. George Fox College
1979—
HECTOR J MUNN, Registrar and Professor of Chemistry. B.S,,
Seattle Pacific University; M.S., Ph.D., Oregon State University.
George Fox College 1958-62; 1966—
LEE M NASH. Professor of History. Chairman of Division of
Social Science. B.A,. Cascade College: M.A.. University of
Washington; Ph.D., University of Oregon. George Fox College
1975—
TED N. NICHOLS. Associate Professor of Music. B.M,, Baylor
University; M.S., Texas College of Arts and Industry. George
Fox College 1980—
G. DALE ORKNEY. Professor of Biology. Chairman of the Divi
sion of Natural Science. B.A., Northwest Nazarene College:
M.S., Ph.D., University of Idaho. George Fox College 1963-64;
1965-
ARTHUR O. ROBERTS, Professor of Religion and Philosophy.
Chairman of Division of Religion. B.A.. George Fox College;
B.D., Nazarene Theological Seminary; Ph.D., Boston Univer
sity. George f^ox College 1953—
NEIL C. ROTH, Professorof Psychology. B.A., Cascade Col
lege; M.A.. Walla Walla College; Ed.D., University of Idaho.
George Fox College 1979—
PETER C. SNOW, Associate Professor of Art. B.S., Portland
State University; M.A.T., Reed College; M.Ed., Oregon State
University. George Fox College 1967—
CRAIG B. TAYLOR, Assistant Professor of Physical Education.
B.A., George Fox College; M.Ed., Linfield College. George
Fox College 1976-78: 1981 —
ELVER H. VOTH, Professor of Biology. B.A.. Th.B., Cascade
College; M.A., Ph.D., Oregon State University. George Fox Col
lege 1964-77; 1978—
FRANCINE E. WALLS, Director of Library Services. B.A., Seat
tle Pacific University: M.A., University of Washington; M. Libr.,
University of Washington. George Fox College 1981 —
MARJORIE L. WEESNER, Professor of Physical Education.
Cochairman of Division of Education. B.S.. George Fox College:
M.Ed.. Linfield College: Ed.D.. University of Oregon. George
Fox College 1953-54; 1963—
BRUCE P. WIEBE, Instructorof English. B.A.. Westmont Col
lege, M.A., Western Kentucky University; Doctoral Studies.
University of Kentucky. George Fox College 1980—
SAMUEL J. WILLARD, Associate Professor of Physical Educa
tion. B.A., Northwest Nazarene College; M.A., Central Wash
ington State College. George Fox College 1976—
FACULTY EMERITI
HARVEY J. CAMPBELL, Registrar. B.A., George Fox CoHege;
M.A., Colorado State College of Education. George Fox Col
lege 1958-77,
MACKEY W HILL, Pro/'essoro/'History. B.A., University of
California at Los Angeles; MA.. University of the Pacific.
George Fox College 1949-74.
CECILIA C. MARTIN, Pro/'essor o/" Language A/Is. B.A.. MA
Ph.D., University of Washington. George Fox College 1954-73.
GFNETTE McNICHOLS, Head Librarian. B.A.. Seattle PacificUniversity: M.L.S.. University of Portland. George Fox College
1956-198i.
PAUL M. MILLS. Professor of Bible. B„A. Th.B Th_M.. North-
west Nazarene College. George Fox College 1947-74.
GEORGE H. MOORE, Professor of Psychology B.A.. Adrian
Colleae- MEd.. University of Oregon; Ph.D.. University of Iowa.Seorge f1 College 1943-47; 1961-75.
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PART-TIME FACULTY
This register is composed of those teaching less
than half time at George Fox College in the
1981-82 college year:
JOHM A. BERrHBAGM, Political Science. B.A., Calvin College:
M.A.. Ph.D.. University of Maryland. George Fox College
1977—
STANLEY E. BUNN. Law. B.A.. J.D.. Willamette University:
George Fox College, 1980—
DONALD E. CHITTICK. Chemistry. B.S., Willamette University:Ph^D., Oregon State University. George Fox College 1968-79;
ERNIE J. CATHCART. Social Service. B.A.. M.S.W., University
of Washington. George Fox College 1978—
GARY K. FAWVER. Christian Ministries. A.B.. Whealon Col
lege: M.Div.. Th.M.. Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary.
George Fox College 1974—
LON W. FENDALL. History, Political Science. B.A., George Fox
College: M.A.. Ph.D., University of Oregon. George Fox Col
lege 1971-74: 1978—
KAI-HWA GER, History. LLB, National Chengchi University,
Taiwan: M.A., Ph.D., The University of New Mexico. George
Fox College 1979—
JANET E. HAGEN, Music. B.A., Whilworth College: M.M.E.,
Indiana University. George Fox College 1964-78: 81 —
NORMAN E. HARPER. Law. B.A., J.D., Willamette University:
George Fox College 1980—
MICK R. HOLSCLAW. Psychology. B.A., University of Califor
nia, Davis; M.A., Azusa Pacific College. George Fox College
1978—
EDYTHE P. LEUPP, Education. B.S., M.Ed., D.Ed. University of
Oregon. George Fox College 1981 —
M. MAURICE MACY, Music. B.S., George Fox College; M.M.,
University of Colorado. George Fox College 1981—
MIRIAM R. MAIER, Social Service. B.A., Cascade College;
M.S.W.. Portland State University. George Fox College 1979—
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QUENTIN H, NORDYKE. Christian Ministries. B.A.. George Fox
College; M.A., Fuller Theological Seminary. George Fox Col
lege 1977—
L. SCHROEDER, Television Production. B.A., North
west Nazarene College: M.A.. San Jose State University.
George Fox College 1978—
SHERIE L. SHERRlLL, English Laboratory. B.A., Seattle Pacific
University. George Fox College 1976—
DOUG R. THWAITE, Social Service. B.S., Mt. Angel College:
M.S.W.. University of Washington. George Fox College 1979—
CARL W. TOWNSEND. Computer Science. B.S.. Louisiana
Technical University: M.S., George Washington University.
George Fox College 1981 —
DIANA M. VERMILLION, Christian Ministries. B.S., Seattle
Pacific University and University of Washington: M.A.R.,
Western Evangelical Seminary. George Fox College 1979—
WILLIAM H. VERMILLION, Religion. B.A., University of
Washington; M.Div., Western Evangelical Seminary: Ph.D..
University of Washington. George Fox College 1976—
MARK S. VERNON, Physical Education. B.S. George Fox Col
lege. George Fox College 1981 —
STEVEN D. WOOD, Christian Ministries. B.A., Malone College:
M.A.. Wheaton College. George Fox College 1981—
ROBERT L. WOODRUFF, Mathematics Laboratory BS
George Fox College; M.Div., Western Evangelical Seminary
George Fox College 1981—
RONALD D. WOODWARD, Christian Ministries B A Taylor
University: B.D.. Fuller Theological Seminary, George Fox Col
lege, 1977—
COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION
(1981-82)
Administrative Cabinet
rE^'o^K^'^FRirof DevelopmentLEON K. GERIG, M.S., Dean of Students
WILLIAM D. GREEN, Ed.D., Dean of the College
DAVID C. LeSHANA, Ph.D., President
DONALD J. MILLAGE, CPA, B.S., Business Manager
Academic Administration
TEREFHCE E. BELL, M.S., Director of Financial Aid
DAMIEL R. DCJMfS, B.S.. Admissions Counselor
ROBERT D. GILMORE, M.S.Ed., Director of Instructional
Media ^
WILLIAM D. GREEM. Ed.D.. Dean of the College
HERMAN W. HGGHES. Ph.D.. Director of Teacher Education
JAMES JACKSON, B.A.. Admissions Counselor
MERRILL L. JOHNSON. M.L.S.. Reference Librarian
CURTIS LOEWEN. Ed.D., Director of Field Education
HECTOR J. MUNN, Ph.D.. Registrar. Director of Lifelong
Learning ^ .
KAREN L. OBERST. M.L.S.. Library Cataloger
JAMES SETTLE, B.A.. Director of Admissions
FRANCINE E. WALLS. M.A., M.L.S.. Director of Library
Services
Business and Related Services
ROBERT BARNETT. Director of Physical Plant
GARY K. FAWVER. Th.M.. Director of Tilikum
ED HALDV. B.A., Coordinator of Campus Activities
ROY HIEBERT. B.A.. Superintendent of Mechanics and
Electronics , , _ ^
CALVIN HULL. Th.B.. Superintendent of Grounds
WILLIAM LOEWEN. M.A.. Manager of Bookstore
RON McDOUGAL, B.A., Superintendent of Custodial Services
DONALD J. MILLAGE, CPA, B.S.. Business Manager
PAUL MITTS, B.S.. Superintendent ofBuildings
WFSI FY G ROGERS. B.S., Assistant to the Business ManagerCALVIN B. ROPER. B.A.. SAGA Food Service Director
Development and Public Reiations
DAVID L. ADRIAN. B.A.. Director of Alumni and Community
HAROLd"a. ANKENY, M.P.A.. Director of Research and
MAnRlCF^G CHANDLER. B.A.. Director of DevelopmentMCFNE tfecKETT. M.Div.. Director of Church Relations
BARRY A. HUBBELL, B.A., Director ofCollege Relations
Student Personnel Services
pirHARD E ALLEN. M.S.. Director of Athletics
RONALD S. CRECELIUS, M.A,. D.D.. Chaplain/Director of
Christian Life r c. j .
LEON K. GERIG. M.S.. Dean of Students
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MICK R. HOLSCLAW, M.A., Associate Director of Student
Life
BOMMIE J. JERKE, M.R.E., Resident Director
LENI L. LIEBELER. M.A.. Resident Director
BRENT J. SMITH, B.A., Resident Director
CAROLYN STAPLES. R.N., Director of Health Services
BOARD OF TROSTEES
IVAN L. ADAMS, Newberg, Oregon. Retired Bank Executive
HAL ADRIAN, Portland. Oregon, Insurance Executive
J. D. BAKER, Couer d' Alene, Idaho, Contractor/Developer
DOROTHY E. BARRATT, Newberg, Oregon, Christian
Education Consultant
WILLIAM H. BALIMAN, Lebanon, Oregon, Lumber Company
Executive
RICHARD BEEBE, Eugene, Oregon, School Administrator
LEROY BENHAM, Newberg, Oregon, Manufacturer
DEAN CAMPBELL, Newberg, Oregon, Retirement Home
Executive
HAROLD S. CLARK, Eugene, Oregon, Associate Pastor
T. EGGENE COFFIN, Garden Grove, California, Minister
GORDON L. CRISMAN, Salem, Oregon, Savings and Loan
Executive
GERALD W. DILLON, Gladstone, Oregon, Seminary Professor
THEODORE W, ENGSTROM, Arcadia, California, Missions
Executive
RICHARD EVANS, Portland. Oregon, IRS Executive
SAM A. FARMER, Glen Ellyn, Illinois, Food Company
Executive
C. WILBGR FIELD, Jr., Sunnyside, Washington, Gas Company
Executive
RONALD GREGORY, Seattle, Washington, Attorney
PHILIP E. HARMON, Seattle, Washington, Insurance Executive
MARK O. HATFIELD, Bethesda, Maryland, Gnlted States
Senator
JOHN HOLTON, Caldwell, Idaho, Dentist
MICHAEL JARVILL, Eugene, Oregon, Attorney
STANLEY D. KERN, Newberg, Oregon, Physician
MARGARET LEMMONS, Kelso, Washington. Educator
CLAGDE A. LEWIS, Central Point, Oregon, Dentist
DWIGHT O. MACY, Culver, Oregon, Rancher
THELMA MARTIN, Caldwell, Idaho, Businesswoman
DONALD McNICHOLS, Stanwood, Washington, Retired
College Professor
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JACK MEADOWS, Lake Oswego, Oregon, Paper Company
President
GEORGE MILLEN, Milwaukie, Oregon, Denominational
Conference Superintendent
JAMES MILLER, Portland, Oregon, investments
Lake Oswego, Oregon, Electronics
Manufacturer Executive
ROBERT MONROE, Portland, Oregon, Consultina Enaineer
DAVID V. MYTON, Dundee, Oregon, State Education®
Administrator
r'^ u/^DFDDv' 'daho. Insurance ExecutiveC. W. PERRY, Yorba Linda, California, Minister
WAYNE E. ROBERTS, Central Point, Oregon, Physician
LORENE M. SEVERSON, Newberg, Oregon, Investments
KENDALL SMITHERMAN, Greenleaf, Idaho, School
Administrator
EARL H. TYCKSEN, Meridian, Idaho, Minister
FLOYD H. WATSON, Eugene, Oregon, Bank Executive
WALTER E. WILHITE, Newberg, Oregon, Estate Planner
NORMAN WINTERS, Nampa, Idaho, High School
Administrator
Honorary
Retired MinisterJOHN C, BROGGHER, Newberg, Oregon, Retired PhysicianMLOWELL EDWARDS, Santa Ana, California, EnSr
Inyentor °
WALTER P. LEE, Star, Idaho, Retired Minister
J. EMEL SWANSON, Eugene, Oregon, Retired
Ex Officio
° Fox^C^oll'fg?'^ '^ "'^ ' Oregon, President of George
^'^^l^j^^ewberg, Oregon. Superintendent ofNorthwest Yearly Meeting of Friends Church
Academic advising, 103
Academic credits, 101
Academic honesty. 108
Academic load, 103
Academic progress, 105
Academic regulations. 101
Academic sessions, 101
Accreditation, 19
Activities, student. 28
Administrative officers. 128
Admission requirements, 109
Admission to majors. 110
Advanced placement. 110
American Studies Program, 43
Applied Music, 62
Art, 61
Athletics, 28
Attendance. 101
Auditors, 102, 111
Automobiles, 32
Bachelor of Arts degree, 106
Bachelor of Science degree, 106
Bible, 83
Biology. 73
Biology teaching, 52
Board and room, 34, 115
Business and Economics, 89, 91
Calendar, 121
Campus facilities, 25
Career Development Center, 34
Chapel, 30
Chemistry, 75
Christian College Consortium, 19, 43
Christian College Coalition, 43
Christian Ministries, 85
Christian service, 30
Church relations, 24, 25
Classification of students, 101
College-level Examination Program, 39, 40
College objectives, 18
Commencement, 5, 106
Communication Arts, 68
Communication teaching, 52
Computer facilities, 73
Continuing education, 43, 44
INDEX
Course Challenge programs, 39
Course changes, 103, 104
Course numbering system, 45
Credit by examination, 40
Credit hour, 101
Dean's List. 104
Degrees, 38. 39
Directories, 125
Division oraanization, 45
Division 1, Education, 49
Division II, Fine and Applied Arts, 61
Division III, Communication and Literature, 68
Division IV, Matural Science. 73
Division V, Religion, 83
Division VI, Social Science. 89
Early admission, 11]
Economics and Business, 89, 91
Education, 49
Education courses, 54
Elementary Education, 49
Eligibility, 105
Employment, 103, 123
English Literature, 70, 71
Expenses, 114115
Facilities, 25
Faculty, 125
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, 124
Federal Laws and Regulations, 123
Fees, 114
Field education, 41
Financial aid, 118
Financial arrangements. 116
Financial information, 113
Fine and Applied Arts, 61
Food service, 34
Foreign languages. 38. 70. 86
French. 38
Full-time student, 103, 112
General Education. 37. 47, 49
General Science, 77
German, 38
Grading system, 104
Graduation honors, 107
Graduation requirements. 106
131
Grants-in-aid, 118-123
Greek, 86
Guarantees and Reservations, 113, 114
Health Education courses, 56
Health services. 34
Health teaching, 52
High school visitation days, 112
History, 92
History of the College, 24
Home Economics, 78
Honors scholarships, 119
Housing, 33
Incomplete grades, 104
nsurance, 115
ntegrated science teaching, 52
htensified Studies Program, 40
hterdiscipiinary majors, 39
nterest groups, 28-30
International students, 112
Language Arts teaching, 55
Linguistics, 38, 70
Literature, 70
Loan funds, 123
Majors, 38
Mathematics, 80
Mathematics teaching, 53
Minority Student Gnion, 30
Minors, 39
Music, 61
Music groups. 28
Music teaching, 53
Natural Sciences, 73
Off-campus living, 33
Oregon Independent Colleges Association, 20
Organizations, student. 28
Pass-no pass policy. 104
Payment plans, 116
Philosophy, 86
Physical Education, 56
Physical Education requirements, 56
Physical Education teaching, 53
132
Physics, 82
Political Science, 94
Preprofessional programs, 43
Programs of study, 38
Provisional students, 102. 112
Psychology, 94
Publications, 29
Readmission, 110
Refunds, 117
Registration, 102
Religion, 83
Religion requirements. 39
Religious life, 30-31
Residence life, 33
Residence requirements, 33
Room reservations, 33
Scheduling of activities, 28
Scholarships, 119-122
Secondary Teacher Education, 49, 50
Senior citizens, 111
September Term. 5
Social events, 30
Social Science, 89
Social Service, 96
Social Studies teaching, 54
Sociology, 97
Spanish, 70
Special students. 102
Standards of Conduct, 32
Student activities. 28
Student Life Ofhce, 34
Student conduct, 32
Summer school, 42
Teacher education, 49
Television Center. 44
Theatre, 29
Tilikum Retreat Center, 27
Transcripts, 109, 114
Transfer students, 110
Trustees, Board of, 130
Tuition, 113, 114
Withdrawals, 104, 117
Writing courses, 71
GET IN TOaCH
The best way to assess the college is to visit. Introduce yourself by a letter or telephone call,
and our admissions team will arrange for you to see our facilities and talk with members of
our college community, with perhaps an overnight stay.
Offices are open 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Monday through Friday, except for special days.
and on Saturday by appointment.
Contact:
Jim Settle
Director of Admissions
George Fox College
Newberg, Oregon 97132
Telephone: 503/538-8383, Ext. 234
NOTE- The catalog is issued in early fall for Informational value to high school seniors.yea7phor to the dat« covered. A"Class Schedule" is issued by the Registrar's Office prior to each college year.
CREDITS- Text—William D. Green, Dean of the College; Design and Photography—Barry A^Hub^Srecior of College Relations; Cover photographs-Donald W. Edmundson. Portland, Oregon.
Lilho in U.S.A. by The Barclay Press, hewberg. Oregon
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